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Appendix A

Welwyn Garden City Housing Sites - Maps and Background Tables
The maps on the following pages illustrate all of the sites considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper, only sites that passed the Stage 2
HELAA Assessment and are large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.

Welwyn Garden City North HELAA Results Map

Welwyn Garden City South HELAA Results Map

Site ref

Hal02

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
20 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Need to achieve an
acceptable access via
Crookhams
 Air quality, as traffic often
queues on Waterside
 Traffic noise, as well as noise
from commercial premises
 Site is within an Area of
Archaeological Interest
Delivery timescales:
11-15 years – a restrictive
covenant means that
development is unlikely to be
viable until the end of the plan
period

Summary






Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area
and WGC Town Centre. It is in proximity to four bus
stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site and within
1km of a SSSI.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

Site will be deliverable within 11-15 years. This is attributed minor weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test.

Overall, the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

Sustainability Appraisal

None.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

Site ref

Hal03

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
110 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 An increase in vehicles
entering the site may require
changes to the layout of
Bessemer Road
 There is no footway on the
north side of Bessemer Road
adjacent to the site
 Waste water infrastructure
upgrades
 Traffic noise, as well as noise
from commercial premises
 Potential for contaminated
land which would require
remediation
 Relative proximity to
Sherrardspark Wood SSSI

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 8
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area
and WGC Town Centre. It is in proximity to eleven bus
stops.
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL (Previously Developed Land).
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: None

Delivery timescales:
6-10 years

Summary






Site will be deliverable within 6-10 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test.

Overall, the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

None.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

Site ref

Han40

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
100 dwellings, plus retail
floorspace in accordance with
the Welwyn Garden City Town
Centre North SPD

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Air quality, as parts of the site
are adjacent to a bus station
 Traffic noise, as well as
potential noise conflicts from
the site’s mixed-use nature
(e.g. evening economy uses
vs. residential)
 Potential for contaminated
land which would require
remediation
 Waste water infrastructure
upgrades
 Relative proximity to
Sherrardspark Wood SSSI
Delivery timescales:
6-10 years/11-15 years, given
the need for site assembly as
there are multiple landowners

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 9
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area
and WGC Town Centre/Railway Station. It is in
proximity to twenty-seven bus stops.
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
This site represents an
opportunity to expand and
improve the retail provision within
Welwyn Garden City Town
Centre – as a planned centre,
such opportunities are rare and
selection of the site would allow
this to be capitalised upon.
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.3: Enhancement of the vitality/attraction of WGC
and Hatfield town retail centres:
Site is within WGC town centre and would also provide
for additional retail units.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
The Anniversary Gardens amenity green space is within
the site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of open spaces.
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the borough’s
character, historic environment, and
heritage/cultural assets:
Site is within an AAS (Area of Archaeological
Significance) and is in proximity to Listed Buildings.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of heritage assets and
good design.

Summary







Site will be deliverable within 6-15 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test.
Strategic advantage: It is a rare opportunity to provide needed new retail floor space within Welwyn Garden City Town Centre. Whilst some concerns have been identified around site assembly, the SPD process has begun to facilitate this.
This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.

Several constraints affect this site, and there are some concerns around the deliverability of development given the number of landowners and the mixed-use nature of the proposals. However, the SPD process provides evidence that these
issues can be overcome. The site is a rare opportunity to provide new retail floor space. Overall the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

None.

Site ref

Han91

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield, with small area of
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
250 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Waste water infrastructure
upgrades
 Noise from the railway
adjacent to the eastern site
boundary, as well as traffic
noise from Stanborough
Road
 Potential for contaminated
land which would require
remediation
 Need to understand and
mitigate ecological impacts,
given wildlife potential of the
site
 The site is partly within
Welwyn Garden City
Conservation Area
Delivery timescales:
6-10 years/11-15 years – a
restrictive covenant means that
development will not be viable
until the middle of the plan
period, and significant earth
works are also required to
remove the existing ski slope
mound
Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)







Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of three Employment
Areas and WGC Town Centre. It is in proximity to ten
bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Advantages:
The development of this site will
also enable reinvestment in
Gosling Sports Park, which is
known to be struggling. Sport
England has supported
development on the site for this
reason.
Disadvantages:
Whilst Sport England supports
development of the site, its
selection would nevertheless
result in the loss of some sports
facilities on the site. Whilst there
are other golf facilities locally, the
dry ski slope is a relatively rare
sports facility and serves a wider
regional catchment.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
Site is located in an area associated with the ski
slope/driving range.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the loss of open space and leisure
provision.
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the borough’s
character, historic environment, and
heritage/cultural assets:
Site is partially located within a Conservation Area and
is in proximity to Listed Buildings.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of heritage assets and
good design.

Site will be deliverable within 6-15 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test.
The site would enable reinvestment in Gosling Sports Park which is known to be struggling. However, development would still necessitate the loss of valued local sports facilities. On balance, this is attributed minor weight in favour of the
site.

Several constraints affect this site, and there are some deliverability concerns given the need to remove the large ski slope mound and the existence of a restrictive covenant. The redevelopment of the site would also result in the loss of local
sports facilities, although it is significant that Sport England have expressed support for redevelopment as it will provide funds to safeguard the remainder of the Sports Park. On balance, it is therefore considered that the site should be
considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

None.

Site ref

Hol19

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
17 dwellings (net), with the
additional loss of 46 care home
bedrooms as a result of the
development of a new care
home at Site Pan01a

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
None

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of two Employment Areas
and WGC Town Centre. It is within 400m of six bus
stops.
4.4: Protection and enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could make provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Delivery timescales:
6-10 years
Significant negatives (– –) Total: None

Summary






Site will be deliverable within 6-10 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test

Overall, the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

None.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

Site ref

How92

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
Part PDL/Greenfield

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
22 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Noise from the adjacent
school
 Potential for contaminated
land which would require
remediation
 The Commons Local Nature
Reserve and Local Wildlife
Site 78 necessitates a buffer
to minimise ecological
impacts
 The southern half of the site
is designated Urban Open
Land (UOL99)
Delivery timescales:
6-10 years/11-15 years – it will
be necessary for the site’s
current occupiers to be
relocated before development
can take place

Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)







Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within 400m of five bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
Development would be unable to
come forward on this site until the
various charitable and community
organisations on the site have
been relocated to alternative
facilities locally. No information
has been provided by the site
promoter as to how this process
would be dealt with, providing a
significant concern in terms of
deliverability.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
A significant proportion of the site includes amenity
green space.
Mitigation:
Development of this site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of open space.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

Site will be deliverable within 6-15 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test
Strategic disadvantage: The site is host to a number of charitable and community organisations – given their significant value, it would be imperative that these organisations are relocated before development comes forward. No
information has been provided by the site promoter as to how this process to deal with such a multitude of occupiers would be dealt with – there is therefore significant concern in terms of delivery. This is attributed moderate weight
against the site.

Whilst there are no fundamental reasons why the site is not suitable for development, there is significant uncertainty around deliverability given the importance of and need for the relocation of existing occupiers on the site. For this reason, it
is considered that the site should NOT be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

None.

Site ref

Pan01b

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
28 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Access to the site requires
rationalisation, and bus stops
around the site require
upgrades
 Potential loss of habitat,
particularly trees and bushes

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area.
It is within 400m of ten bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: None

Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Summary






Site will be deliverable within 0-5 years. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test

On balance, it is considered that the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

None.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

Site ref

Pea02b

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites
850 dwellings;
2
572m of A1 floor space;
2
1,928m of A3/A4 floor space;
2
6,370m of B1 floor space;
2
2,554m of C1 hotel floor space;
2
2,241m of D1 community use
floorspace;
2
703m of D2 leisure floor space
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Waste water infrastructure
upgrades
 Noise from the adjacent
railway, as well as noise from
adjacent commercial uses
 Potential for contaminated
land which would require
remediation
 The presence of major Grade
II listed buildings within the
site, although the planning
application process has
established that these will not
necessarily be adversely
affected by well-designed
higher density development
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years/6-10 years

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 10
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment
Area/WGC Railway Station. It is within 400m of thirtythree bus stops.
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site would provide capacity for at least 5% of the OAN
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
This site forms part of the
Broadwater Road SPD area, the
borough’s largest regeneration
opportunity. The site provides
one of relatively few opportunities
within the borough to provide new
and modern office space, and will
enable the reinvigoration of a
significant area of derelict land at
the gateway to Welwyn Garden
City town centre whilst providing
a secure future for the vulnerable
listed buildings within the site.
Disadvantages:
None

6.1: Ensuring the supply, location and quality of
business/employment sites reflects the needs of
local businesses and encourages a mixed
economy:
Site is located within an Employment Area and part of a
wider area of land (Broadwater Road West) which is
allocated for mixed use and subject to an adopted SPD
masterplan.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the borough’s
character, historic environment, and
heritage/cultural assets:
Site is within 250m of a Conservation Area and in
proximity to Listed Buildings.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies and Broadwater Road West SPD related to the
protection of heritage assets and good design.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

Summary







Site will be deliverable within 0-10 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test
Strategic advantage: It is a rare opportunity to provide needed new employment floorspace within the borough. Whilst there are some development constraints, the SPD process considered approaches to resolve these. This is attributed
significant weight in favour of the site

This site is part of one of the borough’s key regeneration areas and the SPD establishes the acceptability of a mixed-use scheme. The site offers one of few opportunities to provide a significant amount of new employment floor space.
Therefore, it is considered that the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

Consider removing the site (and the wider Broadwater Road West SPD area) from Employment Area EA1, as this would be a residential-led redevelopment and only small discrete parts of the SPD area would remain in an employment use.

Site ref

Pea02c

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
Potential for Cumulative Impact
2
171 dwellings, plus 11,300m of N/A for urban sites
B1 floorspace in accordance
with the Broadwater Road West
SPD
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Waste water infrastructure
upgrades
 Noise from the adjacent
railway, as well as noise from
adjacent commercial uses
 Potential for contaminated
land which would require
remediation
 The presence of major Grade
II listed buildings adjacent to
the site, although the
planning process for adjacent
site Pea02b has established
that these will not be
adversely affected by welldesigned higher density
development
Delivery timescales:
11-15 years – the current lease
on the site is until 2024

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 9
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment
Area/WGC Railway Station. It is within 400m of thirtythree bus stops.
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
This site forms part of the
Broadwater Road SPD area, the
borough’s largest regeneration
opportunity. The site provides
one of relatively few opportunities
within the borough to provide new
and modern office space,
whereas the current warehouse
use on the site does not form an
attractive gateway to the town
from the adjacent railway station
and is challenging to access.
Disadvantages:
None

6.1: Ensuring the supply, location and quality of
business/employment sites reflects the needs of
local businesses/encourages a mixed economy:
Site is located within an Employment Area and part of a
wider area of land (Broadwater Road West) which is
allocated for mixed use and subject to an adopted SPD
masterplan. Site could provide 5% or more of required
employment floor space in the borough
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the borough’s
character, historic environment, and
heritage/cultural assets:
Site is within 250m of a Conservation Area and in
proximity to Listed Buildings.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies and Broadwater Road West SPD related to the
protection of heritage assets and good design.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

Summary







Site will be deliverable within 11-15 years. This is attributed minor weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test.
Strategic advantage: It is a rare opportunity to provide needed new employment floorspace within the borough. Whilst there are some development constraints, the SPD process considered approaches to resolve these. This is attributed
significant weight in favour of the site.

This site is part of one of the borough’s key regeneration areas and the SPD establishes the acceptability of a mixed-use scheme. The site offers one of few opportunities to provide a significant amount of new employment floor space.
Therefore, it is considered that the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

Consider removing the site (and the wider Broadwater Road West SPD area) from Employment Area EA1, as the development would involve a large amount of residential floorspace in addition to employment and only small discrete parts of
the SPD area would remain in an employment use.

Site ref

Pea08

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
32 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Access to the site requires
rationalisation
 Waste water infrastructure
upgrades
 Air quality, as traffic often
queues on Bridge Road East
 Traffic noise, as well as noise
from commercial premises
 Potential for contaminated
land which would require
remediation

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 8
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of WGC Railway Station.
It is within 400m of nine bus stops.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: None

Delivery timescales:
0-5 years/6-10 years

Summary






Site will be deliverable within 0-5 years, or potentially 6-10 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test.

The site is in an accessible and sustainable location, and can potentially come forward within the first five years of the plan period. On balance, the benefits of the site are is considered to outweigh the loss of the current employment use on
the site, as the site is not designated employment land nor envisaged to be designated. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

None.

Site ref

Pea24

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
22 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Access to the site requires
rationalisation
 Potential for contaminated
land which would require
remediation
 Potential protected ecology
within the site, notably bats
 Site is adjacent to an Area of
Archaeological Interest

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 8
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of WGC Railway Station.
It is within 400m of ten bus stops.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: None

Delivery timescales:
11-15 years, based on
landowner timescales – it will be
necessary for the site’s current
occupier to be relocated before
development can take place

Summary






The site is deliverable within 11-15 years. This is attributed minor weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test.

There is some uncertainty around deliverability as the existing community use on the site requires relocation locally, but as this only comprises a single occupier it is conceivable that the site will be available for development within the final
five years of the plan period. On balance, it is considered that the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

None.

Site ref

WGC1

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt

Contribution to National Purposes:
Partial for preventing neighbouring
towns from merging The site
PDL/Greenfield:
contributes to the gap between
Greenfield
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield
however the site is relatively narrow
Achievable:
and closely associated with the urban
Yes
edge of Welwyn Garden City. Hatfield
lies to the south and is not clearly
Estimated capacity:
visible. Restricting development to the
290 dwellings
more northerly or visually enclosed
parts of the site would reduce any
Impacts/constraints requiring apparent change and be may be more
mitigation:
easily accommodated within the
existing edge of Welwyn Garden City.
 Clearance from pylons
 Wastewater infrastructure
Partial in safeguarding the countryside
upgrades
from encroachment. South edge of
 Buffer wildlife site
Welwyn Garden City and power lines
 Protection of groundwater
 Easement for public rights of to the south are clearly visible.
.
way
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Significant within the Gap between
Delivery timescales:
Welwyn Garden City and Mill Green
0-10 years
which is relatively development free,
influenced by roads, a railway and the
sewerage treatment works. Would
reduce the shortest distance between
Welwyn Garden City and Mill Green
and would reduce the visual
perception of the gap .

Existing
Property boundaries (moderate)
Established tree belts/hedgerows
(moderate)
Proposed:
Extensive woodland (strong)
Established tree belt/hedgerow
(moderate)
Ascots Lane unclassified road
(moderate)
Pylons/overhead power lines (weak)
An alternative boundary created by
taking a larger area of land south of
the pylons out of the Green Belt up
to the junction of Ascots Lane with
the established tree belt/hedgerow
would form a stronger Green Belt
boundary. However, this would
reduce a fragile gap (1km) between
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield to
approximately 800m.

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area.
It is within 400m of ten bus stops.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1.
An ordinary watercourse runs
through the site which may present
a fluvial flood risk; however, it was
not possible to model it in the
SFRA.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the site
contributes significantly to maintaining settlement
pattern.
Conclusion:
Mitigation:
The proposed new Green Belt
The scale, layout and design of development should
boundaries consisting of the
seek to reduce significant effects on settlement pattern
extensive woodland, established tree and local distinctiveness.
belt/hedgerow and pylons would be
predominantly weaker overall than
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
the existing boundary but would be
geodiversity:
clearly defined. Taking a larger area Site is within 250m of Local Wildlife Sites.
Physical and visual openness:
of land out of the Green Belt would
Mitigation:
Physical openness high, visual
significantly reduce an already
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
st
openness high, some enclosure on
fragile gap between 1 tier
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
west and east but central area is more settlements and is therefore not
biodiversity and good design.
open with no clearly defined southern justified.
boundary.
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Site is isolated and does not form a
group N.B this site overlaps with
WH_SS2 sub area identified in GB
Study review Part 1 as contributing
least to Green Belt purposes in the
Borough

Summary

 HELAA: Delivery is estimated to be 0-10 years, with potential for delivery with the first 5 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site makes a partial contribution to two national Green Belt purpose and significant contribution to the local purpose, and has high level of physical and visual openness. This is attributed minor weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: New boundaries would be predominantly weaker overall than the existing boundaries, but would be clearly defined. This is attributed moderate weight against the site. Releasing a larger area of land to form stronger
st
boundaries would significantly reduce a fragile gap between two 1 tier settlements and is therefore not justified. The proposed boundaries would not shorten this gap.
 SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
On balance, the site’s benefits are considered to outweigh the adverse impact upon the purposes of the Green Belt and the weaker Green Belt boundary. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden
City sites.

Policy
implication

If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
 Remove safeguard land designation

Site ref

WGC4/7
(Scenario 2:
no runway,
maintain
existing
Green Belt
boundary)

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)
Na

PDL/Greenfield:
Part PDL
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
650 dwellings (inclusive of
Gypsy and Traveller pitches),
plus primary school
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Potential need for highway
upgrades
 Mitigate impact on landscape
 Mitigate impact on heritage
 Mitigate impact on ecology
 Protection of groundwater
 Buffer ancient woodland
 Potential for contaminated
land which would require
remediation
 Wastewater infrastructure
upgrades
Delivery timescales:
6-10 years

Na

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 9
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of WGC Industrial Area. It
is within 400m of six bus stops.
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site would provide capacity for at least 5% of the OAN
could deliver affordable housing and make provision for
Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
Site is located within Panshanger Aerodrome.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of open spaces.
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the borough’s
character, historic environment, and
heritage/cultural assets:
Site is in proximity to Listed Buildings and a Historic
Park & Garden.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies on heritage assets and good design.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is within 500m of a SSSI.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

Summary

 HELAA: Delivery is estimated to be 6-10 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Would not result in the loss of any Green Belt land. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
 GB Boundary: Green Belt boundaries would remain the same.
 SA: The site has three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 Strategic advantage: site would provide a primary school. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
The site has a number of benefits and no detrimental impacts that are not capable of mitigation. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.

Policy
implication

If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
 Remove safeguard land designation

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
Provision of primary school
Disadvantages:
None

Site ref

WGC4/7
(Scenario 3:
revised
Green Belt
boundary)

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Part urban, part Green Belt

WGC7 Contribution to National
Purposes: Significant in safeguarding
the countryside from encroachment,
PDL/Greenfield:
exhibits strong countryside
Greenfield
characteristics and high levels of
visual openness
Achievable:
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Yes
Significant contributes to the gap
between Welwyn Garden City and
Estimated capacity:
Tewin and contributes to the visual
725 dwellings (inclusive of
perception of the gap as it is open and
Gypsy and Traveller pitches),
free from development.
Physical and visual openness:
plus primary school
Physical and Visual Openness- high
Impacts/constraints requiring Open views from elevated parts. More
mitigation:
enclosed on lower areas but some
views along the valley.
 Potential need for highway
Potential for Cumulative Impact
upgrades
 Mitigate impact on landscape Site is connected to Welwyn Garden
City and forms a group with WGC4
 Mitigate impact on heritage
 Mitigate impact on ecology
WGC4 Contribution to National
 Buffer ancient woodland
Purposes: Significant in safeguarding
 Protection of groundwater
the countryside from encroachment,
 Potential for contaminated
Exhibits countryside characteristics
land which would require
open land previously part of
remediation
Panshanger Aerodrome, high levels of
 Wastewater infrastructure
visual openness and is free from
upgrades
development.
Delivery timescales:
6-10 years

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial The site contributes to the
primary local gap between Welwyn
Garden City, and Hertford .The scale
of the site relative to the gap means
that development will not result in a
marked reduction to physical
separation or visual perception of the
gap.
Physical and visual openness:
Physical and Visual Opennesshigh/mixed Long distance views north
and northwest across the Mimram
valley to Tewin with sections
contained by tree belt, medium
distance views west and south
towards the edge of Welwyn Garden
City.
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Site is connected to Welwyn Garden
City and forms a group with WGC7
and GTLAA06

Existing
Northern boundary has no physical
features (weak).
Western boundary consists of an
established tree belt (moderate)
Eastern boundary consists of
established hedgerow with minor
gaps (moderate)
Proposed:
Herns Lane unclassified road
(moderate)
B1000 Hertford Road (strong)
Established tree belt/hedgerow with
minor gaps (moderate)
Alternative boundaries within the
site, based upon a landscape and
ecological buffer area outlined in the
HELAA assessment, would largely
be drawn along areas of grassland
and therefore would be absent of
any definable features (weak), with a
stretch of tree belt and Herns Lane
to the west (moderate) forming a
minority of the boundary
Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries consisting of B road,
unclassified road and established
tree belts/hedgerows would be
stronger overall than the existing
boundary.
Alternative reduced boundaries
would be similar in strength to the
existing boundary, and have the
advantage of not requiring a larger
area of land, which is landscape
sensitive, to be released from the
green belt.

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 9
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of WGC Industrial Area. It
is within 400m of six bus stops.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
Provision of primary school
Disadvantages:
None

4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site would provide capacity for at least 5% of the OAN
could deliver affordable housing and make provision for
Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 4
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the site
contributes significantly to maintaining settlement
pattern.
Mitigation:
The scale, layout and design of development should
seek to reduce significant effects on settlement pattern
and local distinctiveness.
Site is located within Panshanger Aerodrome.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of open spaces.
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the borough’s
character, historic environment, and
heritage/cultural assets:
Proximity to Listed Buildings and Historic Park &
Garden.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies on heritage assets and good design.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is within 500m of a SSSI.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

N.B. Green Belt Study only assess
that part of the site within the Green
Belt, southern part is an Area of
Special Restraint.
Summary

 HELAA: Delivery is estimated to be 6-10 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Green Belt land within both WGC4 and 7 make a significant contribution to one national Green Belt purpose and WGC7 makes a significant contribution to the local purpose. Both have high or mixed levels of physical and visual
openness. This is attributed moderate weight against WGC4/7 as a whole.
 GB Boundary: Proposed new boundaries would be stronger overall than the existing boundaries and would be clearly defined and defensible. These boundaries are attributed significant weight in favour of the site. Alternative reduced

Site ref

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

boundaries within the site would be similar in strength to the existing boundaries. These boundaries are attributed moderate weight in favour of the site. On balance, the reduced boundaries are recommended as they are consistent with
the landscape and ecological mitigation measures recommended within the HELAA.
 SA: The site has two times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 Strategic advantage: site would provide a primary school. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
On balance, the site’s benefits are considered to outweigh the adverse impact upon the purposes of the Green Belt. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.
Policy
implication

If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
 Remove safeguard land designation
 Amend green belt boundaries to the alternative reduced green belt boundaries described above.

Site ref

Housing & Employment Land Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Availability Assessment
1 and 2)

WGC5

Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes

Contribution to National Purposes:
Significant in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment
although the site is constrained by the
A414 and Birchall Lane it would be a
significant extension into the
countryside surrounding Welwyn
Garden City

Existing: The existing Green Belt
boundary of Welwyn Garden City in
this area is primarily defined by
property boundaries, established
tree belts and unclassified roads
(moderate), but also to a very small
extent by buildings (strong)

New:
Estimated capacity:
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Established tree belt (moderate)
1200 dwellings (inclusive of gypsy Significant reduces the visual
The Commons woodland (Strong)
and traveller pitches), plus land for perception of the gap with Cole Green A414 (strong). The site boundary
primary school, local centre
and Letty Green (villages in East
would then cross into East Herts
Herts)
where the eastern green belt
Impacts/constraints requiring
boundaries would be defined by East
mitigation:
Physical and visual openness:
Herts District Council.
The site has a high level of physical
 Highway upgrades and
enhancement of public transport and visual openness with long distant Conclusion:
views into and out of the site.
Proposed new boundaries would be
accessibility
stronger overall than the existing
 Buffer wildlife sites and Local
Potential for Cumulative Impact
boundaries and would be clearly
Nature Reserve
Forms a group with WGC3 and
defined. The eastern green belt
 Mitigate ecological impacts
EWEL1 in East Herts
boundaries would be defined by East
 Mitigate heritage impacts
Herts District Council.
 Land contamination and landfill
gas
 Protection of ground and surface
water
 Mitigate noise and air pollution
from the A414, concrete
batching plant and other
neighboring land uses
 Wastewater infrastructure
upgrades
 Flood risk sequential approach
to layout and surface water
management

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 8
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of WGC Industrial
Area. It is within 400m of six bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site would provide capacity for at least 5% of the
OAN could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – 98.1% of the site falls within
Flood Zone 1, with the remainder
falling within Flood zones 2 and
3a/b. A sequential approach to
layout that restricts development to
Flood Zone 1 within the site is
feasible. Therefore, the site passes
the Sequential Test and the
Exception Test does not need to
be applied at this stage.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
Provision of primary school
Disadvantages:
None

6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local
distinctiveness:
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the site
contributes significantly to maintaining settlement
pattern.
Mitigation:
The scale, layout and design of development should
seek to reduce significant effects on settlement
pattern and local distinctiveness.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is adjacent to a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

Delivery timescales:
0-15 years
Summary

 HELAA: The site could come forward within the first 15 years of the plan period and potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: The site significantly contributes to one national Green Belt purpose and to the local Green Belt purpose, and has a high degree of physical openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site
 GB Boundary: New Green Belt boundaries would be stronger overall than the existing boundaries. The eastern green belt boundaries would be defined by East Herts District Council. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the
site.
 SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour the site.
 Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
 Strategic advantage: Provision of primary school. This is attributed moderate weight in favour the site.
On balance, the site’s benefits outweigh the adverse impact upon the purposes of the Green Belt. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn Garden City sites.

Policy
implication

If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
 Amend green belt boundaries as described above.

Appendix B

Hatfield Housing Sites - Maps and Background Tables
The maps on the following pages illustrate all of the sites considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper, only sites that passed the Stage 2
HELAA Assessment and are large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.

Hatfield North HELAA Results Map

Hatfield South HELAA Results Map

Site ref

HC94

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
33 dwellings (net)

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Increased traffic flow into the
site may necessitate junction
improvements on Wellfield
Road
 Air quality, as the site is close
to the Comet Way roundabout
and the A1(M)
 Potential for contaminated land
which would require
remediation
 Traffic noise from Wellfield
Road
 Need to understand and
mitigate ecological impacts,
given wildlife potential of the
site

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 8
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone
transport; and
1
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of five Employment Areas
and Hatfield Town Centre. It is within 400m of nine bus
stops.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None.
Disadvantages:
None

4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL (Previously Developed Land).
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: None

Delivery timescales:
6-10 years, although dependent
on decisions made on another
fire station site (Pea98) – delivery
is therefore uncertain

Summary






Site will be deliverable within 6-10 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test

Some uncertainty exists around the deliverability of development given that the relocation of fire and rescue to services to facilitate this is linked to the relocation of fire and rescue services on another potential development site (Pea98) which
is not recommended to be allocated for housing. However, as that site is within an employment area and the borough is expected to experience a shortfall of employment land over the plan period, it is assumed that development could come
forward there – it is therefore considered that this site should be considered for allocation alongside other Hatfield sites.
Policy
Allocate for housing in the Local Plan
implication

Site ref

HC100b

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
66 dwellings, plus retail
floorspace

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Sustainability Appraisal

(SA to be completed)

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone This site is a key regeneration
1
priority area, and bringing it forward
will have significant benefits for
Hatfield by helping to boost the long
anticipated redevelopment of the
eastern end of the town centre.
Disadvantages:
None

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Potential for contaminated land
which would require
remediation
 Traffic noise from Queensway
and Wellfield Road
 Potential for archaeological
remains on the site, requiring
survey and removal if
necessary
 It may be necessary to carry
out a bat assessment to
understand whether bats are
present or would be affected,
and mitigate any impacts on
nesting birds
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years
Summary







Site will be deliverable within 0-5 years. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test
Strategic advantage: It forms part of a key regeneration priority area and is a key component of the long anticipated regeneration of Hatfield Town Centre; which whilst highly valued is often poorly perceived. The site will also provide a
relatively significant amount of new housing in a non-green belt location. Possible viability issues associated with previous attempts to redevelop Hatfield Town Centre are the only strategic disadvantage, although the emerging scheme for
the site will evidently take this into account. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.

Overall, it considered that the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Hatfield sites.
Policy
implication Allocate for housing in the Local Plan

Site ref

HE23

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
62 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Increased traffic flow into the
site may necessitate junction
improvements on Wellfield
Road
 Waste water infrastructure
upgrades
 Potential for contaminated land
which would require
remediation
 Traffic noise from Wellfield
Road
 It may be necessary to carry
out a bat assessment to
understand whether bats are
present or would be affected

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 8
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone
transport; and
1
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of Employment Areas,
Hatfield Town Centre/Railway Station and Convenience
Stores. It is in proximity to twelve bus stops.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: None

Delivery timescales:
6-10/11-15 years, depending on
timescales for the relocation of
the existing factory to a new site.

Summary






Site will be deliverable within 6-10 or potentially 11-15 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test

Whilst the site is current in an employment use, it is poorly located for an employment site being surrounded on all sides by housing, and has long been envisaged as a housing site. There are some concerns around deliverability given the
need for the factory on site to be relocated elsewhere locally before development can come forward, but on balance it is considered that the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Hatfield sites.
Policy
Allocate for housing in the Local Plan
implication

Site ref

HE80

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
61 dwellings (net)

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Howe Dell is the preferred
means of access to the site
 Waste water infrastructure
upgrades
 Potential odour, noise and
vibration from the sewage
pumping station to the south of
the site
 Potential for contaminated land
which would require
remediation
 Noise from the adjacent East
Coast Main Line railway
 Potential protected ecology
within the site, notably bats
which are known to have been
present on the site
 Relative proximity to Hatfield
House and Park
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Summary







Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone
transport; and
1
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of Employment Areas,
Hatfield Town Centre/Railway Station and Convenience
Stores. It is in proximity to eleven bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
More than 25% of the southern half of the site includes
school playing fields.
Mitigation:
Development of this site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of open space.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

Site will be deliverable within 0-5 years. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test
Strategic advantages: It will act as enabling development to facilitate improvements to Onslow St Audrey’s school. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.

Overall, it is considered that the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Hatfield sites.

Policy
Allocate for housing in the Local Plan
implication

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
The site has been promoted as a
means to fund improvements to the
adjacent secondary school.
Disadvantages:
None

Site ref

HS31

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
14 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Potential for contaminated land
which would require
remediation
 Traffic noise from nearby
South Way
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Summary







Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 8
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area.
It is within 400m of seven bus stops.
4.4: Protection and enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

Site will be deliverable within 0-5 years. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test
Strategic advantage: The site would make a minor contribution to a regeneration priority area. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.

On balance, it is considered that the site should be considered for allocated.
Policy
Allocate for housing in the Local Plan
implication

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone Development could also make a
1
minor contribution to a regeneration
priority area.
Disadvantages:
None identified.

Site ref

HS91

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
37 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Potential noise from the
adjacent hotel to the west, as
well as traffic noise from the
nearby A1001 and A1(M)
 Need to understand and
mitigate ecological impacts,
given wildlife potential of the
site
Delivery timescales:
6-10 years

Summary








Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area.
It is within 400m of six bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone Development could also make a
1
minor contribution to a regeneration
priority area.
Disadvantages:
Selection of the site for housing
would necessitate the loss of an
area of designated Urban Open
Land, although this has been fenced
off to prevent public access for over
a decade and has little aesthetic
value.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
Open space
Mitigation:
Development of this site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of open space.
*Doubts over whether the site lies within the Hazel
Grove playing fields.
4.10: Promotion of conservation and sustainable
use of productive agricultural land:
Site is located within Grade 2 land.
Mitigation:
Effect is difficult to mitigate as it affects approximately
50% of the site.

Site will be deliverable within 6-10 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test
Strategic advantage: The site would make a minor contribution to a regeneration priority area. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Strategic disadvantage: Whilst it is designated as Urban Open Land, this is solely in recognition of its former use as playing fields for Hazelgrove School – the school buildings were redeveloped for housing over a decade ago and the site
has been inaccessible ever since. It is also considered to be of little aesthetic value. Accordingly, this has not been attributed any weight.

Overall, it is considered that the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Hatfield sites.
Policy
De-designate the Urban Open Land area (UOL179) covering the site in its entirety. Allocate for housing in the Local Plan
implication

Site ref

HW100

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
87 dwellings (net), plus
reprovided retail floorspace

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 The adopted SPD sets out
important access
requirements, including the
shared surface treatment of
High View
 Potential for contaminated land
which would require
remediation
 Potential noise conflicts from
the site’s mixed-use nature
(e.g. evening economy uses
vs. residential)
 Potential protected ecology
within the site, notably bats
Delivery timescales:
6-10 years

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 8
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area
and Hatfield Town Centre. It is within 400m of five bus
stops.
4.4: Protection and enhancement of open space and
landscape character:
Site is PDL.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone This site is a key regeneration
1
priority area, and bringing it forward
will have significant benefits for
South Hatfield by providing a
revitalised neighbourhood centre.
Disadvantages:
None.

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision of Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the borough’s
character, historic environment, and
heritage/cultural assets:
Site is in proximity to Listed Buildings and a Historic
Park & Garden.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies and High View SPD related to the protection of
heritage assets and good design.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

Summary







Site will be deliverable within 6-10 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Development of the site would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test
Strategic advantage: It is a key regeneration priority area, and development will enable the revitalisation of this valued but somewhat dilapidated neighbourhood centre. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.

Overall, it is considered that the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Hatfield sites.
Policy
Allocate for housing in the Local Plan
implication

Site ref

Hat1/13

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Hat 1 Greenfield with limited PDL
Hat 13 PDL
Achievable:
Some uncertainty due to viability
once infrastructure costs
(especially transport, education
and sewerage infrastructure have
been factored in).
Estimated capacity:
1650 dwellings, 13,900sqm of B1
floor space
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Highways impact
 Mitigate air and noise pollution
from A1(M) and Hatfield
Avenue
 Setting of one listed building
Delivery timescales:
6-10/11-15

Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:

Existing
Hatfield Avenue, Great Braitch Lane,
Significant for preventing neighbouring Green Lanes – unclassified roads
towns from merging; contributes to the (moderate), A1(M)/A1001 (strong),
gap between Hatfield and Welwyn
property boundaries west of Hatfield
Garden City which is relatively
Garden Village (moderate)
development-free but contains
Proposed:
Stanborough and Mill Green. Would
reduce the shortest distance between Coopers Green Lane (moderate),
Hatfield and Welwyn Garden City. The A1(M) (strong)
visual perception of the gap from in
Comments:
and around the site is mixed due to
clear views to the north and north west The part of the development site
but Welwyn Garden City is not visible east of Green Lanes could have
extensive green areas (incl school
Contribution to Local Purpose:
playing fields) in its northern and
eastern parts, therefore Green Belt
Significant; the site forms the gap
boundary could be somewhere
between Hatfield and Stanborough
within this parcel to south of Coopers
would have the effect of extending
Green Lane in order to retain agreen
Hatfield to the north. The visual
gap between Hat 1 and
perception of the gap from in and
Stanborough.
around the site is strong due to clear
Conclusion:
views to the north and north west
New Green Belt boundary along
Physical and visual openness:
Coopers Green Lane and A1(M)
Physical Openness High, Visual
would potentially be stronger than
openness High; limited built
existing boundary.However in the
development covering a very small
interest of retaining a gap between
proportion of the site
the developed area of Hat 1 and
Stanborough the boundary could be
Potential for Cumulative Impact
drawn within the parcel east of
Green Lanes, however this would be
Site is connected to Hatfield and forms weaker than the existing in that area.
a group with Hat 2. The motorway
and Stanborough Park/ River Lea
provides a clear separation between
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield .

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 9
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of three Major
Employment Areas. It is within 400m of seven bus
stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site would provide capacity for at least 5% of the OAN.
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.1: Ensuring the supply, location and quality of
business/employment sites reflects the needs of
local businesses/encourages a mixed economy:
Site could provide 5% or more of required employment
floor space in the borough.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone
1. An ordinary watercourse is
present in the centre of the site
which may present fluvial flood
risk; however, it was not
possible to model it in the
SFRA. A sequential approach to
layout
that
restricts
development to Flood Zone 1
within the site is feasible.
Therefore, the site passes the
Sequential
Test
and
the
Exception Test does not need
to be applied at this stage.

Surface water flow route runs
broadly north-south through the
western area of the site, with
areas of pooling also indicated.
A sequential approach to layout
and the use of sustainable
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
drainage systems (SuDS) could
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
be used to suitably manage
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness: surface water flood risk to,
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the site
within and from the site.
contributes significantly to maintaining settlement
pattern.
Mitigation: The scale, layout and design of
development should seek to reduce significant effects
on settlement pattern and local distinctiveness.
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the borough’s
character, historic environment, and
heritage/cultural assets:
Site is in proximity to Listed Buildings and an AAS (Area
of Archaeological Significance) is located within the site.
Mitigation: Development of site should conform to
Local Plan policies related to the protection of heritage
assets and good design.
4.10: Promotion of conservation and sustainable
use of productive agricultural land:
Site is located within Grade 2 land.
Mitigation: Effect is difficult to mitigate as it affects
approximately 50% of the site.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
Provides a secondary school site to
meet needs from wider Hatfield
area, also a new primary school and
an expanded primary school (or two
new primary schools) to meet the
needs of the development site.
The largest site proposed for
allocation and therefore a major
contribution to housing numbers.
Would provide a neighbourhood
centre and community facilities
Would provide additional nearby
facilities for Hat 15 (Symondshyde
Village), such as health facilities and
a larger neighbourhood centre, if
that site were to be allocated.

Disadvantages:
None.

 HELAA: Mitigation is required for highways impact, air and noise pollution from Hatfield Avenue and A1 (M), and the setting of one listed building. Delivery is anticipated within the 6-10 year period and to continue into the 11-15 year
period, this is attributed minor to moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site makes a significant contribution to one national purpose and to the local purpose and has a high level of physical and visual openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: New boundary would be of moderate strength (part minor road, part property boundary), similar overall to existing; this is accorded moderate weight in favour of the site. A fragile gap exists between Hatfield and
Stanborough. Development of this site would significantly reduce this gap, hence this is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 SA: Overall the site has two to three times more double positives than double negatives and this is attributed as moderate weight in favour of the site.
 Flood risk: development restricted to Flood Zone 1. Site passes the sequential test.
 Site can make provision for a secondary school, new primary schools, small-scale employment, community facilities and a larger neighbourhood centre. It would also contribute to the Green Corridor and some of the community
infrastructure would also serve site Hat 15 if the latter is developed. Overall this is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
The site could form a sustainable extension to the town of Hatfield as it is of sufficient size to provide a secondary school, primary schools community facilities and a neighbourhood centre, is accessible to major Employment Areas, and can
be linked to the rest of the town by public transport and walking/cycle routes. Moderate weight against the development of the site arises from adverse effect on one national Green Belt purpose and the local Green Belt purpose, also through
loss of openness and intrusion into a fragile gap. This is however outweighed by the substantial contribution to housing numbers and considerable strategic advantages in terms of infrastructure provision offered by the development of the site.
Overall the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Hatfield sites.

Policy
If allocated for housing, the majority of the site to be removed from the Green Belt and the boundary re-drawn so as to retain a gap between the developed area of the site and Stanborough.
implication New UOL designation required for existing informal recreation land west of Hatfield Garden Village between Hatfield Avenue and Green Lanes within Hat 1.

Site ref

Hat2

Summary

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:

Existing
Boundary with Business Park
(moderate), residential property
boundaries (moderate/weak),
Albatross Way – unclassified
(moderate)

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 8
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
Significant in safeguarding the
transport; and
PDL/Greenfield:
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
countryside from encroachment
Greenfield
Countryside characteristics, free from
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area
encroachment /development with
and Town Centre. It is within 400m of sixteen bus stops.
Achievable:
urban influences from adjoining
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
Proposed:
Uncertain, due to the existing
employment uses and residential to
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Section 106 obligations relating to the east and the south.
Coopers Green Lane (moderate),
Site would provide capacity for at least 5% of the OAN.
provision of Ellenbrook Park.
Astwick Manor fence boundary
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
Legal advice has been sought.
Partial makes a partial contribution to (moderate), former Aerodrome fence provision for Lifetime Homes.
the visual perception of the separation boundary (moderate), established
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
Estimated capacity:
of Hatfield and St Albans
fenced woodland (moderate/strong), lifelong learning:
1130 dwellings
south-western site boundary has no Site is within walking distance of education
Contribution to Local Purpose:
current defining features (weak).
establishments.
Impacts/constraints requiring
Significant within the gap between
mitigation:
Comments:
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 5
Smallford and Hatfield which already
has some development within it. A
The new Green Belt boundary would 4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
 Highways impact
reduction in the gap would not
not be significantly weaker than the landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
 Setting of adjoining listed
compromise the physical separation of existing, with the exception of the
Site is located within Ellenbrook Country Park. It has
building (Astwick Manor)
these settlements but would partially
south-west boundary, which would
high landscape sensitivity. The WHBC Green Belt
 Limited area in north of site
reduce the visual perception.
be dependent on new property
Review indicates the site contributes significantly to
affected by flooding of
boundaries or new planting.
maintaining settlement pattern.
Ellenbrook
Mitigation: Development of site should conform to
 Impact on adjoining wildlife site Physical and visual openness:
Conclusion:
Physical Openness; High. Flat site
Local Plan policies related to the protection of open
at Home Covert
with
no
development,
Visual
The
Green
Belt
boundary
would
spaces. The scale, layout and design of development
 Impact of adjoining Business
Openness;
High.
High
levels
of
visual
need
to
be
redrawn
slightly
further
to
should seek to reduce significant effects on landscape
Park uses (noise/light
openness
from
the
south
with
views
to
the
west
than
is
currently
the
case
character and local distinctiveness.
pollution) needs to be
the
surrounding
landscape,
lower
around
west
Hatfield.
If
a
firm
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
mitigated.
levels
to
the
north.
boundary
can
be
provided
along
the
geodiversity: Site is within 250m of Local Wildlife Sites.
 Provision of country park
south-west
side
of
the
development
Mitigation: Development of site should conform to
without loss to the community
Potential
for
Cumulative
Impact
site
(fronting
the
remaining
country
Local
Plan
policies
related
to
the
in the intervening period.
park), then this should not be a
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and good
Forms a group with Hat1.
major issue.
design.
Delivery timescales:
4.10: Promotion of conservation and sustainable
use of productive agricultural land: Site is partially
Uncertain (possible within 6located within Grade 2 land.
10/11-15 years)
Mitigation: Effect is difficult to mitigate as it affects
approximately 28% of the site.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – 92.5% of the site falls
within Flood Zone 1, with the
remainder within Flood Zones 2
and
3a/b.
A
sequential
approach to layout that restricts
development to Flood Zone 1
within the site is feasible.
Therefore, the site passes the
Sequential
Test
and
the
Exception Test does not need
to be applied at this stage.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
Primary school provision, small;
scale community facilities.
Disadvantages:
Loss of a significant proportion of
Ellenbrook Fields, which is currently
a well-used informal country park for
the wider local area.
Remaining part of Ellenbrook Fields
likely to be subject to mineral
extraction during the plan period
meaning that residents would not
have access to a meaningful
country park during the plan period.
Note: Appropriate controls through
the use of planning conditions
and/or landowner covenants (plus
extension of existing Article 4
direction) may be required to
prevent a disproportionate level of
HMOs given the site’s proximity to
the University.

 HELAA: Mitigation is required for highways impact, impact on setting of listed building and adjoining wildlife site, also mitigation against impacts of flooding and adjoining Business Park uses. The need to provide the country park will have
a significant impact on delivery therefore on balance minor weight against is attributed to the site.
 GB Study: Site makes a significant contribution to one national purpose and to the local purpose and has a high level of physical and visual openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: New boundary would be partially weaker than existing and is not clearly defined; this is attributed minor weight against the site.
 SA: Site has less than twice as many significant positives effects than significant negatives overall this is attributed as minor weight in favour of the site.
 Flood risk: development restricted to Flood Zone 1. Site passes the sequential test.
 Strategically, whilst the development of the site would provide a new primary school, small scale community facilities and some longer-term enhancement to green infrastructure (the latter towards the end of or beyond the plan period), it
would lead to the loss of a substantial area of publicly-accessible green infrastructure following commencement. Overall this is considered to be moderate weight against the site.
The site could form a sustainable extension to the town of Hatfield as it is of sufficient size to provide a primary school and small neighbourhood centre, is accessible to a major Employment Area, and can be linked to the town by public
transport and walking/cycle routes. It does however present the problem of significant encroachment into the Green Belt with a partially weaker new Green Belt boundary and the loss of a substantial part of Ellenbrook Fields Country Park as it
currently exists. Furthermore the likely extraction of minerals will result in large parts of the remaining country park being largely inaccessible to the public for the plan period. Delivery of the site could also be delayed by the need to vary the
existing S106 agreement relating to Ellenbrook Park and there is uncertainty as to whether all parties will agree to its variation. Accordingly, although the landowner has advised that earlier delivery could be possible, it
Is considered that whilst the site could be identified as safeguarded land to potentially be considered for housing beyond the plan period there is a degree of uncertainty over its deliverability.

Policy
If allocated as Safeguarded Land, Green Belt boundary to be amended to remove the site from the Green Belt.
implication

Site ref

Hat5

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Significant for safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment,
strong countryside characteristics free
from development with urban
influences residential with very long
gardens along the south and eastern
boundaries

Existing: Ellenbook Lane
unclassified road (moderate)
Proposed: Established tree
belts/hedgerow s with minor gaps
(moderate)
Extensive woodland (strong)

An alternative would be to draw a
western boundary that does not
project as far west in order to
mitigate the impact on Green Belt
Impacts/constraints requiring
purposes. However, the south
mitigation:
western boundary, which is the most
Physical and visual openness:
sensitive in terms of the relationship
 Flood risk to point of site
Physical Openness High, Visual
between Hatfield and St Albans,
access
 Flood risk sequential approach Openness High Partially enclosed by would have no definable or
roads to the south east and copse on defensible features (weak).
to layout and surface water
the south eastern side
Allocating Hat5 would however leave
management
Hat4 encapsulated by development
 Mitigate air and noise pollution
Potential
for
Cumulative
Impact
on three sides along Wilkins Green
from A1M/A414
Lane, Ellenbrook Lane and Hat 5. A
Connects
to
Hatfield
and
forms
a
more logical boundary could be
Delivery timescales:
group with Hat3, Hat4 and Hat12.
drawn that would exclude Hat4 from
11-15 years
However,
the Green Belt but as Hat4 is
Hat3, Hat4 and Hat12 are not suitable unsuitable for development and
makes a significant contribution to
Green Belt, this is not justified. This
would result in Hat5 on its own
creating an irregular Green Belt
boundary with only minor
connectivity to the existing urban
boundary of Hatfield.
Estimated capacity:
140 dwellings

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Significant development of this site
would create the shortest gap
between Hatfield and Smallford.

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area
and Town Centre. It is within 400m of five bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Pass – 93.9% of the site falls
within Flood Zone 1, with the
remainder within Flood Zones 2
and 3a/b. A sequential approach
to layout that restricts
development to Flood Zone 1
within the site is feasible.
Therefore, the site passes the
Sequential Test and the
Exception Test does not need to
be applied at this stage.

Advantages:
Accords with the Settlement
Strategy, with the primary focus
for development being within and
around the two principal towns.
Major contribution to meeting
objectively assessed need for
housing.
Disadvantages:
None

6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 4
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the site
contributes significantly to maintaining local
distinctiveness.
Mitigation: The scale, layout and design of
development should seek to reduce significant effects
on settlement pattern and local distinctiveness.
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the borough’s
character, historic environment, and
heritage/cultural assets:
Site is in proximity to Listed Buildings.
Mitigation: Development of site should conform to
Local Plan policies related to the protection of heritage
assets and good design.

Conclusion: A new Green Belt
boundary on a reduced site
consisting of established tree
belts/hedgerows, and no definable
features (in part) would be partially
weaker than the existing boundary.

4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation: Development of site should conform to
Local Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and good
However, removing adjacent Hat4 is design.
not justified, meaning that Hat5 on
its own would create an irregular
4.10: Promotion of conservation and sustainable
green belt boundary with only minor use of productive agricultural land:
connectivity to the existing urban
Site is located within Grade 2 land.
boundary of Hatfield.
Mitigation: Effect is difficult to mitigate as it affects 99%
of the site.
Summary

 HELAA: Delivery is estimated to be 11-15 years due to the landowner’s intentions, but there are no constraints that prevent the site coming forward earlier in the plan period. This is attributed minor weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site makes a significant contribution to one national Green Belt purpose and to the local purpose, and has high level of physical and visual openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: New boundaries would be partially weaker than the existing boundary, with one significant part of the new boundaries not clearly defined. In addition, the site would result in an irregular Green Belt boundary with minor
connectivity to the existing urban boundary of Hatfield. Overall, this is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 SA: The site has less than twice as many significant positives than significant negatives. This is attributed minor weight in favour of the site.
On balance, the site’s minor benefits do not outweigh the adverse impact on Green Belt purposes or the creation of an irregular Green Belt boundary and the site should not be considered for allocation alongside other Hatfield sites.

Policy
None - no change to Green Belt boundary
implication

Site ref

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Hat11
Urban/Green Belt:
(Scenario 1) Green Belt
6ha

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:

Contribution to National Purposes:
Significant in safeguarding the
countryside
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Achievable:
Significant contributes to the narrow
Yes
gap between Hatfield and Welham
Green which contains the former
Estimated capacity:
central resource library and former
120 dwellings
school. Contributes to the visual
perception of the gap as it is partially
Impacts/constraints requiring elevated and open and would form an
mitigation:
irregular outcrop to Hatfield beyond
the A1001.
 Highway junction upgrades
 Mitigate impact on adjacent
wildlife site and site ecology Physical and visual openness:
Physical Openness high and Visual
 Mitigate air and noise
openness High, elevated some open
pollution from A1/Southway
views over the surrounding landscape
 Mitigate potential impact on
especially in the south central areas.
Water End SSSI
 Easement for public rights of
Potential for Cumulative Impact
way
 Wastewater infrastructure
Forms a group with WeG8, WeG9/
upgrades
GTLAA05 NB. WeG9/GTLAA failed
Stage 1 of the HELAA
Delivery timescales:
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

0-10 years

Summary

Existing
South Way A Road (Strong). Forms
a strong visual and perceptual break
between South Hatfield and the land
north of Welham Green
Proposed:
Established tree belt/hedgerow with
minor gaps (moderate)
Ridgeline through the middle of the
site (moderate)
Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries consisting of established
tree belts/hedgerows and ridgeline
would be weaker than the existing
boundary; however, clearly defined
and defensible.

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from Pass – Site is within Flood Zone
transport; and
1
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area.
It is within 400m of twelve bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
Accords with the Settlement
Strategy, with the primary focus for
development being within and
around the two principal towns.
Major contribution to meeting
objectively assessed need for
housing.
Disadvantages:
None

6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
Fragile Gap: The site resides
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
between Hatfield and Welham
Site has high landscape sensitivity. The WHBC Green
Green. Whilst the gap between them Belt Review indicates the site contributes significantly to
has to a degree been compromised maintaining settlement pattern.
by Travellers Lane Industrial Estate, Mitigation:
the area of land which Hat11 sits
The scale, layout and design of development should
within constitutes a significant area
seek to reduce significant effects on landscape
of open land between the two
character and settlement pattern/ local distinctiveness.
settlements which serves as a gap
between them. Development of this 4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
site would significantly reduce this
geodiversity:
gap.
Site is adjacent to a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies in relation to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

 HELAA: Delivery is estimated to be 0-10 years, and potentially within 0-5 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site makes a significant contribution to one national Green Belt purpose and to the local purpose, and has high level of physical and visual openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: New Green Belt boundaries would be predominantly weaker than the existing boundaries, but would be clearly defined. This is attributed moderate weight against the site. The steeply sloping embankment rising up on the
southern side of South Way also creates a very strong visual and perceptual barrier between South Hatfield and the land north of Welham Green. The site resides between Hatfield and Welham Green. Whilst the gap between them has to
a degree been compromised by Travellers Lane Industrial Estate, the area of land which Hat11 sits within constitutes a significant area of open land between the two settlements which serves as a gap between them. Extending the green
belt boundaries as proposed would encroach into this gap. This is attributed significant weight against the site.
 The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test
 SA: The site has two to three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
On balance, the weakening of a strong Green Belt boundary and developing land beyond South W ay, which is a strong visual and physical barrier between Hatfield and the site/land beyond South Way, and the adverse impacts upon the
purposes of the Green Belt are considered to outweigh the benefits of the site. The site should not be considered for allocation alongside other Hatfield sites.

Policy
implication

None - no change to Green Belt boundary

Site ref

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Hat11
Urban/Green Belt:
(Scenario 3) Green Belt
12.5ha

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Significant in safeguarding the
countryside
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Significant contributes to the narrow
gap between Hatfield and Welham
Green which contains the former
central resource library and former
school. Contributes to the visual
perception of the gap as it is partially
elevated and open and would form an
irregular outcrop to Hatfield beyond
the A1001.

Existing
South Way A Road (Strong)
Proposed:
Established tree belt/hedgerow with
minor gaps (moderate)
Fragmented hedgerow (weak)

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2 Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment Area.
It is within 400m of eight bus stops.

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
Conclusion:
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Estimated capacity:
The proposed new Green Belt
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
Residential and employment
boundaries consisting of established provision for Lifetime Homes.
use of no greater than the
tree belts/hedgerows and a
equivalent of 300 dwellings
fragmented hedgerow would be
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
(restriction on capacity is due to
weaker than the existing boundary.
lifelong learning:
Physical and visual openness:
single point of access)
Site is within walking distance of education
Fragile Gap: The site resides
Physical Openness high and Visual
establishments.
Impacts/constraints requiring openness High, elevated some open
between Hatfield and Welham
mitigation:
views over the surrounding landscape Green. Whilst the gap between them
especially in the south central areas.
has to a degree been compromised Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
 Highway junction upgrades
by Travellers Lane Industrial Estate, 4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
 Mitigate impact on adjacent
the area of land which Hat11 sits
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
wildlife site and site ecology Potential for Cumulative Impact
within constitutes a significant area
Site has high landscape sensitivity. The WHBC Green
 Mitigate air and noise
of open land between the two
Belt Review indicates the site contributes significantly to
pollution from A1/Southway, Forms a group with WeG8, WeG9/
GTLAA05 NB. WeG9/GTLAA failed
settlements which serves as a gap
maintaining settlement pattern.
and any future waste
between them. Development of this Mitigation:
operations at New Barnfield Stage 1 of the HELAA
site would significantly reduce this
The scale, layout and design of development should
 Mitigate potential impact on
gap.
seek to reduce significant effects on landscape
Water End SSSI
character and settlement pattern/ local distinctiveness.
 Easement for public rights of
way
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
 Wastewater infrastructure
geodiversity:
upgrades
Site is adjacent to a Local Wildlife Site and within 250m
of another.
Delivery timescales:
Mitigation:
0-10
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies in relation to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.
Summary

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone Presents one of few opportunities
1
available to make provision of
additional employment land to
support jobs growth.
Disadvantages:
None

 HELAA: Delivery is estimated to be 0-10 years and potentially within 0-5 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site makes a significant contribution to one national Green Belt purpose and to the local purpose, and has high level of physical and visual openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: New Green Belt boundaries would be predominantly weaker than the existing boundaries, but would be clearly defined. This is attributed moderate weight against the site. The steeply sloping embankment rising up on the
southern side of South Way also creates a very strong visual and perceptual barrier between South Hatfield and the land north of Welham Green. The site resides between Hatfield and Welham Green. Whilst the gap between them has to
a degree been compromised by Travellers Lane Industrial Estate, the area of land which Hat11 sits within constitutes a significant area of open land between the two settlements which serves as a gap between them. Extending the green
belt boundaries as proposed would encroach into this gap. This is attributed significant weight against the site.
 SA: The site is a location accessible to public transport and an Employment Area, although this would require improvements to pedestrian links. Potential impact on ecology, although this is capable of mitigation, as noted in the HELAA.
Therefore, this is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 Strategic advantage: Presents one of few opportunities to make provision of employment land in the borough, although the exact quantum if unknown and likely to be relatively small in scale. This is attributed moderate weight in favour
of the site.
On balance, whilst the site could provide employment floor space which would be an additional benefit over and above the benefits of Scenario 1 for this site, this is not considered to outweigh the weakening of a strong Green Belt boundary
and developing land beyond South Way, which is a very strong visual and physical barrier between Hatfield and the site/land beyond South Way, and the adverse impacts upon the purposes of the Green Belt. The site should not be
considered for allocation alongside other Hatfield sites.

Policy
implication

None - no change to Green Belt boundary

Site ref

Hat19

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes

Green Belt Study Review (Parts Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
1 and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Significant for safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment,
strong countryside characteristics free
from development with urban
influences residential with very long
gardens along the south and eastern
boundaries

Estimated capacity:
20 dwellings

Contribution to Local Purpose:
The site makes a significant
contribution towards the visual
Impacts/constraints requiring perception of the separation of
mitigation:
Hatfield (1st) from Smallford (3rd)
(which has already merged with St
 Mitigate heritage impacts
Albans). Development would reduce
 Mitigate ecological impacts
physical separation and visual
 Mitigate air and noise
perception of the gap.
pollution from A1057
 Wastewater infrastructure
Physical and visual openness:
upgrades
Mixed visual openness and high
physical openness
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Forms a group with Hat4, Hat5, Hat7
and Hat12. NB Hat7 has been
withdrawn from the HELAA, and Hat4
and Hat12 failed Stage 2 of the
HELAA.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Existing
Significant positives (++) Total: 7
Property boundaries and established 4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
tree belt/hedgerow (moderate)
transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Proposed:
Site is within walking distance of Employment Areas. It
Property boundaries and established is within 400m of three bus stops.
tree belt/hedgerow (moderate)
Access road to Great Nast Hyde
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and tenure
House (moderate)
of housing to meet identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
A more logical, clearly defined and
provision for Lifetime Homes.
defensible Green Belt boundary to
the north west could be formed by
6.6: Provision of training, skills development and
the A1057 St Albans Road West
lifelong learning:
(strong). This would require taking
Site is within walking distance of education
405 St Albans Road West out of the establishments.
Green Belt.
Based upon the conclusions of the
HELAA, the site should be broadly
restricted to the north western half of
the site, above the access into the
site from Bramble Road. Therefore
the south eastern Green Belt should
be formed by an extension of
Bramble Road into the site
(moderate).

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space and
landscape character, retaining local distinctiveness:
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the site
contributes significantly to maintaining settlement
pattern.

Fragile gap:
Site would reduce the a fragile gap
st
between Hatfield (1 tier settlement)
and Smallford, and by extension St
st
Albans (1 tier settlement) from
approximately 710m to 650m

4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the borough’s
character, historic environment, and
heritage/cultural assets:
Site is in proximity to Listed Buildings.

Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries consisting of the A1057,
access road to Great Nast Hyde
House and new stretch of Bramble
Road would be no weaker than the
existing boundary, and could form
clearly defined and defensible
boundaries. However, a fragile gap
st
between 1 tier settlements would
be marginally reduced.
Summary

Sustainability Appraisal

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone
Disadvantages:
1
None

Mitigation: The scale, layout and design of
development should seek to reduce significant effects
on settlement pattern and local distinctiveness.

Mitigation: Development of site should conform to
Local Plan policies related to the protection of heritage
assets and good design.
4.10: Promotion of conservation and sustainable
use of productive agricultural land:
Site is located within Grade 2 land.
Mitigation: Effect is difficult to mitigate as it affects
approximately 95% of the site.

 HELAA: Delivery is estimated to be 0-10 years, but potentially within 5 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site makes a significant contribution to one national Green Belt purpose and to the local purpose, and has high level physical openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site
 GB Boundary: New boundaries would be similar in strength to existing boundaries, and would be clearly defined and defensible. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site. However, development here would marginally
st
reduce a strategic local gap between 1 tier settlements. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test
 SA: Site has two to three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
st

On balance, the site’s benefits are not considered to outweigh the adverse impacts upon the purposes of the Green Belt and narrowing of the gap between 1 tier settlements. The site should not be considered for allocation alongside
other Hatfield sites.
Policy
implication

None - no change to Green Belt boundary

Appendix C

Woolmer Green Housing Sites - Maps and Background
Tables
The map on the following page illustrates all of the sites
considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper,
only sites that passed the Stage 2 HELAA Assessment and are
large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.

Woolmer Green HELAA Results Map

Site ref
WGr1

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt: Green Belt

PDL/Greenfield: Greenfield

Achievable: Yes
Estimated capacity: 150 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Within 30m of a Grade II Listed
building (Payne’s farmhouse), but
should be possible to develop the
site without causing unacceptable
harm to the significance of the
farmhouse. Proposed landscape
buffer to mitigate impact.
 Not in an ASS but moderate
potential for pre-historic remains
and low to medium potential for
medieval and post – medieval
remains.
 Layout would need to ensure
satisfactory residential
environment for future occupants
addressing potential noise impact
from adjoining industrial uses.
 Waste water upgrades
Delivery timescales:
0-5/6-10 years

Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Existing:
The existing green belt boundary
Significant in safeguarding the
comprises of the settlement boundary
countryside from encroachment, forms and is strong.
part of the wider countryside.
Proposed:
Partial for checking unrestricted sprawl There would be no definable physical
of large built up areas of Stevenage.
boundary to the north, where the
boundary would go across an open
Partial in preventing neighbouring
field. (Weak).
towns from merging. Has a impact on
the gap to Knebworth and contributes To the east, the boundary would
to the gap between Welwyn Garden
consist of an established hedgerow,
City and Stevenage, also contributes alongside a private access track.
to the visual perception of the gap but (Moderate).
this is limited due to the overall scale of
the gap
Development would be constrained to
the southern part of the site to form a
Contribution to Local Purpose:
landscape buffer to the north; this is to
Partially reduces the visual perception allow for the provision of a strategic
of the separation of settlements
landscape buffer to the north of the site
between Woolmer Green and
below the ridge of the gently rising
Knebworth.
landform, to offset the impact of the
development on the wider landscape.
Physical and visual openness:
As a result the proposed new boundary
Physical and Visual openness is High would align well with the existing
Generally open with views to the
settlement boundary.
surrounding landscape.
Potential for Cumulative Impact
The site is connected to Woolmer
Green and forms a group with WGr2
and WGr3

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of two
Employment Areas. It is within 400m of
five bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount,
type and tenure of housing to meet
identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing
and make provision for Lifetime
Homes.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
Site would on its own meet almost all
of the proportionate need for housing
in Woolmer Green. Potential exists to
provide a farm shop which would
provide a convenience shop for the
village and increase its sustainability.

Surface water flow route runs northsouth in the eastern area of the site,
and ponds in the southern corner of
the site. A sequential approach to
layout and the use of sustainable
Disadvantages:
drainage systems (SuDS) could be
used to suitably manage surface water No strategic disadvantages.
flood risk to, within and from the site.

6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of
education establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of
the borough’s character , historic
environment, and heritage/cultural
assets:
Site is adjacent to a Listed Building
and between 250m-1km of another
four.
Mitigation:
Conservation and enhancement in
conformity with Local Plan policies

HELAA: Deliverable within 0-10 years.(Moderate in favour)
GB Study: Significant for one national purpose – safeguarding the countryside from encroachment. Partial for two other national purposes, preventing neighboring towns from merging and checking unrestricted sprawl. Forms a group with
WGr2 and WGr3. (Moderate against).
Green Belt Boundary: Proposed Green Belt boundary would be predominately weaker than existing and only clearly defined to the east (moderate weight against). Development of this site would marginally reduce the existing fragile gap
between Woolmer Green and Knebworth. Impact would be minimized if northern edge of site was aligned with the existing northern edge of the settlement (and allowed for the need to achieve access). (minor against)
Sustainability Appraisal: More than three times as many double positives than negatives (significant in favour).
Flood Risk: Passes the sequential test
Strategic Advantages/Disadvantages: Development would provide a small farm shop, which would provide a convenience shop for the village, which lacks this facility. (minor in favour)
Conclusion: Potential adverse impacts on heritage assets can be overcome by suitable mitigation measures, as can potential impacts on residential amenity from noise arising from adjoining employment uses. On balance, the site’s benefits
are considered to outweigh the adverse impacts on the purposes of the Green Belt, which could be minimized by reducing the northern extent of the site to align with the northern edge of the existing settlement boundary and allow for access.
The site should be considered for allocation

Policy
Business units are not supported in principle as no further allocation of employment land is considered necessary in Woolmer Green. There is no convenience shop in Woolmer Green, so the provision of a small farm shop with ancillary café of
implication no more than 280m2 is supported in principle to improve sustainability of the village and the farm enterprise. If the site is allocated for housing - the Green Belt boundary will need to be amended. However, other than allowing for access, the
northern edge of the site should align with the northern edge of the existing settlement boundary in order to minimize the impact on this fragile gap.

Site ref
WGr2
(emp)

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Green Belt/Urban
Green Belt

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Contribution to National Purposes:

Boundary Conclusion

Significant for safeguarding the
countryside from development

Existing:
Mixture of tree belt/hedgerow and
fencing to southern boundary with
Woolmer Green. (Moderate)

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Significant Site contributes to the gap
Achievable:
between Woolmer Green and
Yes
Knebworth and contributes to the visual New:
perception of the gap to the west of
Fragmented tree belt, forming the
Estimated capacity:
London Rd
property boundary to Monread Lodge,
2
2
6,000m to 11,250m of employment
but clearly defined. (Moderate/weak)
floorspace, depending on precise mix Physical and visual openness:
General note:
of uses
Physical openness high, Visual
Openness mixed enclosed by London The site is located within the fragile
road, edge of Woolmer Green, and
gap between Woolmer Green and
Impacts/constraints requiring
railway embankment
Knebworth, which is separated by less
mitigation:
than 600m. Monread Lodge, a
Potential for Cumulative Impact
residential home, already introduces
 Proximity of the railway and
Connected to Woolmer Green and
built development into this fragile gap.
London Road (B197) mean that
noise could be an issue for certain forms a group with WGr1 and WGr3
Proposed amended boundary will
B class uses
significantly reduce further the already
 Possible contamination issues will
fragile gap between Woolmer Green
need investigation and may need
and Knebworth.
remediation
 Retention of trees could help
preserve local ecology
 Waste water upgrades

Delivery timescales:
0-5/6-10 years

Summary

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of a
settlement. Within 400m of 2 bus
stops.

Flood Risk Sequential and
Exception Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone 1

Advantages:
None

Surface water ponds in the centre of
the site. The layout, design and the
use of sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) could be used to suitably
manage surface water flood risk to,
within and from the site.

Disadvantages:
None

6.1: Ensuring the supply, location
and quality of business/employment
sites reflects the needs of local
businesses and encourages a mixed
economy:
Site could provide 11,250 sqm of
employment space.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.4: Protection/enhancement of
open space and landscape
character, retaining local
distinctiveness:
The WHBC Green Belt Review
indicates the site contributes
significantly to maintaining settlement
pattern.
Mitigation:
The scale, layout and design of
development should seek to reduce
significant effects on settlement pattern
and local distinctiveness.

HELAA: Deliverable within 0-10 years (moderate in favour)
GB Study: Site makes a significant contribution to national green belt purpose of safeguarding the countryside from development. It also makes a significant contribution to the local purpose, by contributing significantly to the gap between
Woolmer Green and Knebworth (moderate against).
Green Belt Boundary: The amended Green Belt boundary would significantly reduce the fragile gap between the two settlements, which are separated by less than 600m (moderate weight against). The new Green Belt boundary would be
partially weaker, but clearly defined (minor against)
Sustainability Appraisal: More than three times double positives as negatives (significant in favour).
Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
No strategic advantages/disadvantages
Conclusion: Development of this site would significantly reduce the already fragile gap between settlements, resulting in a significant negative impact on settlement pattern and local distinctiveness. New Green Belt boundary would be weaker
than existing. On balance, the significant harm to the Green Belt outweighs the benefits of the site. This site should NOT be considered for allocation.

Policy
No change to green belt boundary
implication

Site ref
WGr3

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
40 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Potential for reptiles and birds, a
phase 1 habitat survey is required
to assess habitat value.
 Future occupants could be
affected by noise pollution from the
railway and B197.
 Waste water upgrades
Delivery timescales:
0-5/6-10 years

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:

Existing:
To the north, the green belt boundary
Partial for checking unrestricted sprawl consists of the settlement edge of
of large built up areas of Stevenage.
Knebworth. (Strong)
Partial in preventing neighbouring
towns from merging - contributes to the
gap between Welwyn Garden City and
Stevenage

Proposed:
The new boundary would comprise of
an established tree belt/wooded area.
(Moderate).

Partial for safeguarding the countryside
from encroachment. Has countryside
characteristics however the site is
enclosed on four sides by built
development.

General note:
The site is located within the fragile
gap between Woolmer Green and
Knebworth, which is separated by less
than 600m.

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Significant contributes to the gap
between Knebworth and Woolmer
Green, the gap is relatively
development free. The site contributes
to the visual perception of the gap to
the west of London Road

The presence of Monread Lodge,
which is a residential home, already
introduces built development into this
fragile gap.

Physical and visual openness:
Physical openness is high, Visual
openness mixed Edge of Knebworth ,
railway embankment

Potential for Cumulative Impact
The site is connected to Woolmer
Green and forms a group with WGR2
and WGR3

Summary

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Proposed new boundary would
significantly reduce further the fragile
gap between Woolmer Green and
Knebworth.

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within 400m of two bus stops.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount,
type and tenure of housing to meet
identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing
and make provision for Lifetime
Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of
education establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.4: Protection/enhancement of
open space and landscape
character, retaining local
distinctiveness:
The WHBC Green Belt Review
indicates the site contributes
significantly to maintaining settlement
pattern.
Mitigation:
The scale, layout and design of
development should seek to reduce
significant effects on settlement pattern
and local distinctiveness.

HELAA: Deliverable within 0-10 years (moderate in favour)
GB Study: The site makes a partial contribution to 3 national purposes and a significant contribution to the local purpose - maintaining the gap between Woolmer Green and Knebworth (minor against).
Green Belt boundary: The amended green belt boundary would be predominately weaker than the existing but would be clearly defined. (Moderate against)
Proposed amended boundary will significantly reduce further the fragile gap between Woolmer Green and Knebworth. (Moderate against)
SA: Identifies 5 positives and 1 significant negative, i.e. more than 3 times double positives than double negatives (significant in favour)
Flood Risk: Passes the sequential test.
Strategic Advantages/Disadvantages: None
Conclusion: Development of this site would significantly reduce the already fragile gap between settlements, resulting in a significant negative impact on settlement pattern and local distinctiveness. New Green Belt boundary would be
weaker than existing. On balance, the significant harm to the purposes of the Green Belt outweighs the benefits of the site. This site should not be considered for allocation.

Policy
No change to green belt boundary
implication

Appendix D

Oaklands and Mardley Heath Housing Sites - Maps and
Background Tables
The map on the following page illustrates all of the sites
considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper,
only sites that passed the Stage 2 HELAA Assessment and are
large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.

Oaklands and Mardley Heath HELAA Results Map

Site ref
OMH5

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
20 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Mitigate air and noise pollution
from A1M
 Retention / protection of northern
wooded area
 Mitigate other ecological impacts
 Mitigate impact on amenity of
adjacent properties due to
topography
Delivery timescales:
6-10 years

Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Limited or no contribution to any of
the four National Purposes.
Although the site is located in a
strategic gap between Welwyn Garden
City and Stevenage, its scale means it
does not make a notable contribution.
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial makes a limited contribution to
the visual perception of the gap
between Oaklands / Mardley Heath
and Welwyn as it is well screened.

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing:
A1M (strong)
B197 (strong)
The Avenue unclassified road
(moderate)
Proposed:
The site itself is bounded by the A1M
(strong), and various property
boundaries (moderate).

However, a more logical, clearly
defined and defensible green belt
boundary could be created by
Physical and visual openness:
removing a slightly larger area of land
Physical Openness mixed, residential (bounded by the A1M (strong), B197
gardens, garage and woodland.
(strong) and an established tree belt
Visual Openness low, enclosed by
(moderate) to the south-west) from the
motorway residential development and Green Belt.
vegetation.
Fragile Gap: Whilst development of
Potential for Cumulative Impact
this site would shorten an already
nd
Site is not isolated it forms a group with fragile gap between 2 tier
OMH4 and OMH8 and should also be settlements, from 800m to 350m, this
considered in terms of the impact with wider area of land is largely urbanised
the ribbon development to the north
comprising of 11 residential properties,
and south east.
OMH8, a gas works and GTLAA04.
N.B. OMH 4 is no longer being
promoted
Conclusion:
New Green Belt boundaries (A1M,
B197, and an established tree belt)
would be similar in strength to the
existing boundaries and could form
logical, clearly defined and defensible
Green Belt boundaries.

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within 400m of two bus stops.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount,
type and tenure of housing to meet
identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing
and make provision for Lifetime
Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of
education establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.4: Protection/enhancement of
open space and landscape
character, retaining local
distinctiveness:
Site has medium-high landscape
sensitivity.
Mitigation:
The scale, layout and design of
development should seek to reduce
significant effects on landscape
character and local distinctiveness.

 HELAA: The site could come forward within 6-10 years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site only makes a partial contribution to the local purpose and limited/no contribution to national purposes. This is attributed minor weight in favour of the site
nd
 GB Boundaries: New boundaries formed by a wider group of sites would be similar in strength to the existing boundaries; however, they would significantly reduce a fragile gap between two 2 tier settlements. However, this is largely
mitigated by the fact the land in question is predominantly urbanised. On this basis, it is attributed minor weight against the site
 SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour the site.
 Flood Risk: The site passes the sequential test.
 No strategic advantages/disadvantages.
On balance, the benefits of the site are considered to outweigh the adverse impact that the development of the site would have on the fragile Green Belt gap between two 2
alongside other Oaklands and Mardley Heath sites.

Policy
If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
implication  Amend green belt boundaries as described above, and in relation to any allocation of OMH8 and/or GTLAA04.

nd

tier settlements. The site should be considered for allocation

Site ref
OMH7

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Part PDL
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
12 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Mitigate air and noise pollution
from A1M
 Retention of trees and hedgerows
 Protection of rights of access
through the site
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
The site makes a limited or no
contribution to any of the four national
Purposes Although located in the
Strategic gap between Welwyn Garden
City and Stevenage its scale means it
does not make a notable contribution.

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing:
The A1M (strong)

Proposed:
Taking the site out of the Green Belt
would require extending the Green Belt
boundary across the A1M. The site
itself is bounded by The Avenue
Contribution to Local Purpose:
unclassified road (moderate), and
Limited or no contribution to the local
various property boundaries
purpose, because of its scale however (moderate). Green Belt boundaries
the perception of the reduction of the
based upon site boundaries would be
gap is on the north side of the A1 and weaker and not logical due to land
would be clearly visible.
surrounding it being largely developed.
In order to create more logical green
Physical and visual openness:
belt boundaries north-west of the A1M,
Physical and Visual - mixed
a much larger area of land would need
comprises dwelling outbuildings and
to be taken out of the Green Belt.
residential gardens
Development surrounding the site and
extending further north and west is
Potential for Cumulative Impact
largely comprised of large residential
properties spread out in a relatively
Does not form a group, Separated from scattered pattern that has no obvious
the nearest site by housing.
urban edge. Whilst this area of land
may make a limited contribution to
Green Belt purposes, drawing logical,
clearly defined and defensible
boundaries that encompass it would be
extremely problematic given the
scattered pattern of development and
lack of clear features.

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 4
4.4: Protection/enhancement of
open space and landscape
character:
Site is PDL.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount,
type and tenure of housing to meet
identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing
and make provision for Lifetime
Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of
education establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total:
None

Conclusion:
No clearly defined and defensible
Green Belt boundaries can be created
by either the site or features within the
surrounding area north-west of the
A1M, and it is highly likely that any new
boundaries would be predominantly
weaker.
Summary

 HELAA: The site could come forward within 0-5 years. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: The site makes limited or no contribution to Green Belt purposes. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 Green Belt boundaries: Would require release of a significantly larger area of land. No clearly defined and defensible boundaries could be formed; it is highly likely that any new boundary would be predominantly weaker than the existing
boundary which is formed by the A1(M). This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 SA: This site has three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour the site.
 Flood Risk: The site passes the sequential test.
 No strategic advantages/disadvantages.
On balance, the A1(M) currently forms a strong Green Belt boundary and the inability to create clearly defined and defensible Green Belt boundaries beyond the A1(M) outweighs the notable benefits of the site. The site should not be
considered for allocation in the round alongside other Oaklands and Mardley Heath sites.

Policy
implication

None.

Site ref
OMH8

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Part PDL
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
5 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Mitigate air and noise pollution
from the A1M
 Retention/protection of northern
wooded area
 Mitigate other ecological impacts
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Limited or no contribution to any of
the four National Purposes.
Although the site is located in a
strategic gap between Welwyn Garden
City and Stevenage, its scale means it
does not make a notable contribution.

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing:
The Avenue unclassified road
(moderate)
Proposed:
The site itself is bounded by the A1M
(strong), an established tree
belt/hedgerow (moderate), property
boundaries (moderate) and the B197.

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 6
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within 400m of two bus stops.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

4.4: Protection/enhancement of
open space and landscape
character:
However the site is separated from the Site is PDL.
existing Green Belt boundary along
The Avenue, therefore a wider area of 5.1: Provision of the right amount,
land would need to be taken out of the type and tenure of housing to meet
Physical and visual openness:
Green Belt.
identified local needs:
Physical Openness mixed , residential
Site could deliver affordable housing
gardens, garage and woodland.
More logical, clearly defined and
and make provision for Lifetime
Visual Openness low, enclosed by
defensible green belt boundaries could Homes.
motorway residential development and be created by taking the area of land
vegetation.
bounded by the A1M (strong), B197
6.6: Provision of training, skills
(strong) and an established tree belt to development and lifelong learning:
Potential for Cumulative Impact
the south-west (moderate) out of the
Site is within walking distance of
Site is not isolated it forms a group with Green Belt. This wider area of land
education establishments.
OMH4 and should also be considered currently comprises of OMH5, 11
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
in terms of the impact with the ribbon
residential properties, a gas site and
development to the north and south
GTLAA04.
4.4: Protection/enhancement of
east.
open space and landscape
N.B. OMH 4 is no longer being
Fragile Gap: Whilst development of
character, retaining local
promoted
this site would shorten an already
distinctiveness:
nd
fragile gap between two 2 tier
Site has medium-high landscape
settlement would be significantly
sensitivity.
reduced, this is mitigated by the fact
Mitigation:
the land in question is predominantly
The scale, layout and design of
urbanised.
development should seek to reduce
significant effects on landscape
Conclusion:
character and local distinctiveness.
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries consisting of the A1M,
B197 and established tree belt would
be similar in strength to the existing
boundary and could form more logical,
clearly defined and defensible Green
Belt boundaries.
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial makes a limited contribution to
the visual perception of the gap
between Oaklands / Mardley Heath
and Welwyn as it is well screened.

 HELAA: The site could come forward within 0-5 years. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site only makes a partial contribution to the local purpose and limited/no contribution to national purposes. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
nd
 Green Belt boundaries: New boundaries would be similar in strength to the existing boundaries and clearly defined. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site. The site would significantly reduce a fragile gap between two 2
tier settlements. However, this is largely mitigated by the fact that the land in question is predominantly urbanised. On this basis, it is attributed minor weight against the site
 SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour the site.
 Flood Risk: The site passes the sequential test.
 No strategic advantages/disadvantages.
On balance, the benefits of the site are considered to outweigh the adverse impact that the development of the site would have on the fragile Green Belt gap between two 2
the round alongside other Oaklands and Mardley Heath sites.

Policy
If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
implication  Amend Green Belt boundaries as described above, and in relation to any allocation of OMH5 and/or GTLAA04.

nd

tier settlements. The site should be considered for allocation in

Site ref
GTLAA04

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
PDL
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
6 additional pitches
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Mitigate air and noise pollution
from the A1M
 Mitigate other ecological impacts
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Limited or no contribution to any of
the four National Purposes.
Although the site is located in a
strategic gap between Welwyn Garden
City and Stevenage, its scale and
nature means it does not make a
notable contribution

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing:
The Avenue unclassified road
(moderate)
Proposed:
The site itself is bounded by the A1M
(strong), an established tree
belt/hedgerow (moderate), property
boundaries (moderate) and the B197.

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within 400m of one bus stop.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

4.4: Protection/enhancement of
open space and landscape
Contribution to Local Purpose:
character:
Partial contributes to the gap between However the site is separated from the Site is PDL.
Oaklands / Mardley Heath and
existing Green Belt boundary along
Welwyn.
The Avenue, therefore a wider area of 5.1: Provision of the right amount,
land would need to be taken out of the type and tenure of housing to meet
The gap contains ribbon development Green Belt.
identified local needs:
in the form of large detached houses
Site would provide 5% or more of total
and gas plant along the Great North
Logical, clearly defined and defensible need for gypsy and traveller pitches
Road / B197 which extends from
green belt boundaries could be created
Oaklands / Mardley Heath towards
by taking the area of land bounded by 6.6: Provision of training, skills
Welwyn. The site makes a limited
the A1M (strong), B197 (strong) and an development and lifelong learning:
contribution towards the visual
established tree belt to the south-west Site is within walking distance of
perception of the gap as it is well
adjoining the site (moderate) out of the education establishments.
screened.
Green Belt. This wider area of land
currently comprises of OMH5, OMH8, Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
Physical and visual openness:
11 residential properties, and a gas
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
Physical openness low development
site.
biodiversity and geodiversity:
on site including buildings and
Site is adjacent to a Local Wildlife Site.
hardstanding
Conclusion:
The existing Green Belt boundary
Potential for Cumulative Impact
consists of The Avenue unclassified
Not connected to Oaklands and
road which is characterised as
Mardley Heath but is more related to
moderate. The proposed new Green
the village than to Welwyn. It forms a Belt boundaries consisting of the A1M,
group with OMH5 and OMH8. This
B197 and established tree belt would
may have a greater cumulative impact be no weaker than the existing
on the Green Belt and also needs to be boundary and could form more logical,
considered in light of ribbon
clearly defined and defensible Green
development to the south of the sites
Belt boundaries.
OMH 4 and 5 and northeast of this site.

 HELAA: The site’s location next to the A1(M) means that air and noise pollution is a significant issue that would need to be mitigated. However, this is already an established site and additional pitches could come forward within 0-5 years.
This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site only makes a partial contribution to the local purpose and limited/no contribution to national purposes. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
nd
 Green Belt boundaries: New boundaries formed by a wider group of sites would be similar in strength to the existing boundaries; however, they would significantly reduce a fragile gap between two 2 tier settlements. However, this is
largely mitigated by the fact the land in question is predominantly urbanised. On this basis, it is attributed minor weight against the site
 The site has as more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour the site.
 Flood Risk Passes the sequential test.
 No strategic advantages/disadvantages
nd
On balance, the benefits of the site are considered to outweigh the adverse impact that the development of the site would have on the fragile Green Belt gap between two 2 tier settlements. The site should be considered for allocation in
the round alongside other Oaklands and Mardley Heath sites.

Policy
If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
implication  Amend Green Belt boundaries as described above, and in relation to any allocation of OMH5 and/or GTLAA04.

Appendix E

Welwyn Housing Sites - Maps and Background Tables
The map on the following page illustrates all of the sites
considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper,
only sites that passed the Stage 2 HELAA Assessment and are
large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.

Welwyn HELAA Results Map

Site ref
Wel1

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt: Green Belt

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1 Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Significant for safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment.

Conclusion:
The existing Green Belt boundary,
which forms the edge of Welwyn
village, adjoins the site to the south. It
is mainly defined by residential
property boundaries (moderate).

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: Helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within 400m of four bus stops.

Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone Opportunity for limited wider
PDL/Greenfield: Greenfield
1
community benefit - provision of
parking area for the existing cemetery.
Achievable: Uncertain: Flood Zones Contribution to Local Purpose:
(Note: Refer to HELAA: Parts of
2 and 3 affect part of highway at
Significant - within the local gaps
Fulling Mill Lane -Flood Zones 2 Disadvantages
present. Planned decommissioning of between Welwyn and Wheathamstead
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and and 3. Planned
Fulling Mill pumping station and
and Welwyn and Codicote, which
A new Green Belt boundary formed by tenure of housing to meet identified local decommissioning of pumping
cessation of abstraction from the
contains ribbon development.
the boundaries of this site would
needs:
station and cessation of
Mimram in 2018 may affect flood
consist of Kimpton Road (an
Site could deliver affordable housing.
abstraction in 2018)
outlines/groundwater levels.
The site would partially reduce the
unclassified road) to the north
Site could make provision for Lifetime Homes.
Uncertain as to how highway or sites visual perception of the separation of
(moderate); field boundary/ hedgerow
may be affected. Further
settlements.
with gaps to the west (weak to
6.6: Provision of training, skills
assessments will be required.
moderate); cemetery defined by
development and lifelong learning:
Physical and visual openness:
Capacity estimates reduced to
continuous hedgerow and small
Site is within walking distance of education
address heritage impacts. No
Physical and Visual openness high. No woodland area to the east (moderate). establishments.
agreement in place with third party
built development
landowner to acquire land required
Whilst slightly weaker than the existing Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
Potential for Cumulative Impact
for road widening. Viability will need
boundary, the site would form clearly
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
to be reviewed. Singlers Marsh
defined and defensible boundaries.
and landscape character, retaining local
projects /involvement of key
Forms a group with other sites
distinctiveness:
stakeholders. Consider alongside
including Wel2, Wel6 [and Wel15].
(Given the need for highway
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the
Wel2 and Wel15)
upgrades/access arrangements, Wel1 site contributes significantly to maintaining
(NB: Wel6 fails Stage 1 of the HELAA) should be considered alongside Wel2, settlement pattern.
Estimated capacity: 178 dwellings
which in itself is disconnected from the Mitigation:
Impacts/constraints requiring
urban boundary, separated by Wel15). The scale, layout and design of development
mitigation:
should seek to reduce significant effects on
settlement pattern and local distinctiveness.
 Highway widening and upgrades,
new bridge, provision of footpaths
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
 Mitigate heritage impacts (listed
biodiversity and geodiversity:
buildings and conservation area,
Site is within 250m of Local Wildlife
potential for archeological
Sites/Local Nature Reserve.
remains).
Mitigation:
 Mitigate ecological impacts
Development of site should conform to Local
 Waste water infrastructure
Plan
policies
related
to
the
upgrades
protection/enhancement
of
biodiversity
and
 Potential flood risk (post 2018).
good design.
Appropriate assessments required
 Ground Source Protection Zone
Delivery timescales: Uncertain/
(possible within 6-15 yrs)

Summary

The site faces a considerable number of constraints and whilst it is plausible that these could be overcome within the plan period there is a degree of uncertainty around achievability. Delivery alongside other sites (Wel2 and Wel15) is possible
but uncertain (minor weight against)
Wel1 is not within a strategic gap. However, it contributes significantly to one national Green Belt purpose and to the local purpose and has a high degree of physical and visual openness (moderate weight against the site). The site also
needs to be considered alongside Wel2 and Wel15. Collectively, these sites would erode a significant gap between existing development and result in almost continuous ribbon development between Welwyn and Codicote increasing
coalescence between villages.
Green Belt boundaries formed by Wel1 would be partially weaker than the existing boundary but could be clearly defined (minor in favour). However, the site needs to be considered within the wider context of Wel2 for access (and Wel15,
which connects Wel2 to the urban boundary). Collectively, a new boundary formed by this group of sites would result in almost continuous ribbon development between villages. This cumulative is afforded a weight of (moderate against)
SA: Site has more than twice as many significant positives as significant negatives (SA advantages –moderate weight in favour of the site)
Flood Risk Site passes the sequential test. (However, the HELAA raises the matter of FZ 2 and 3 affecting the highway and the currently unknown effect of decommissioning pumping station)
Development of the site provides an opportunity for limited wider community benefit (Strategic Advantages - minor weight in favour).
Conclusion: Wel1 should be considered with Wel2 and Wel15. On balance, whilst development may be possible within the plan period once constraints have been overcome, the uncertainty around achievability coupled with the collective
contribution that Wel1 makes (and with Wel2 and Wel15) to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt is considered to outweigh the minor/moderate benefits of the site. The site should NOT be considered for allocation alongside
other Welwyn sites.

Policy
No change in Green Belt boundary
implication

Site ref
Wel2

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt: Green Belt

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Review

PDL/Greenfield: Greenfield

Contribution to National Purposes:
Significant for safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment.

Achievable:
Uncertain: Flood Zones 2 and 3 affect
part of highway at present .Planned
decommissioning of Fulling Mill
pumping station and cessation of
abstraction from the Mimram in 2018
may affect flood outlines/groundwater
levels. Uncertain as to how highway
or sites may be affected. Further
assessments will be required.
Capacity estimates have been
reduced to address heritage impacts.
No agreement in place with third
party landowner to acquire land
required for road widening. Viability
will need to be reviewed. Singlers
Marsh projects /involvement of key
stakeholders.

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Significant - within the local gaps
between Welwyn and Wheathamstead The existing urban boundary consists
and Welwyn and Codicote, which
of an established tree belt with minor
contains ribbon development.
gaps and property boundaries
(Ellesfield and Riverside), which is
The site would partially reduce the
characterised as moderate.
visual perception of the separation of
settlements.
A new Green Belt boundary formed by
the boundaries of this site would
Physical and visual openness:
consist of Fulling Mill Lane and
Physical openness high. No
Kimpton Road (both unclassified
development on the site. Visual
roads) to the north and east
openness mixed. View to adjoining
(moderate), a cemetery defined by
cemetery on higher ground. From
continuous hedgerow to the west
cemetery, view across the site to
(moderate), and an established mixed
residential area to the north east on
tree/hedge line with gaps to south
higher ground.
(moderate).

Estimated capacity:
40 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact

Forms a group with Wel1 (and Wel6)
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
(NB: Wel6 fails Stage 1 of the HELAA)
 Highway widening and upgrades
 Mitigate heritage impacts
(conservation area/potential for
archeological remains).
 Mitigate ecological impacts
 Waste water infrastructure
upgrades
 Potential flood risk (post 2018).
Appropriate assessments required
 Ground Source Protection Zone

Conclusion:
Wel2 does not adjoin the urban
boundary and it should be considered
in the wider context of Wel15 to the
south, which does.

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: Helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within 400m of four bus stops.

Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone Opportunity for limited wider
1
community benefit - provision of
parking area for the existing church.
(Note: Refer to HELAA: Parts of
Fulling Mill Lane -Flood Zones 2
Disadvantages
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and and 3. Planned
tenure of housing to meet identified local decommissioning of pumping
needs:
station and cessation of
Site could deliver affordable housing.
abstraction in 2018)
Site could make provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
and landscape character, retaining local
distinctiveness:
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the
site contributes significantly to maintaining
Whilst comparatively, new Green Belt settlement pattern.
boundaries formed by the site (Wel2) Mitigation:The scale, layout and design of
would be no weaker than existing
development should seek to reduce significant
boundaries, further (greenfield) land to effects on settlement pattern and local
the south (Wel15) would also need to distinctiveness.
be removed from the Green Belt in
order to connect Wel2 with the existing 4.6: Protection/enhancement of
urban area. (Wel15 makes an
biodiversity and geodiversity:
significant contribution to two national Site is within 250m of Local Wildlife Sites.
Green Belt purposes)
Mitigation: Development of site should
conform to Local Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
good design.

Delivery timescales: : Uncertain/
(possible within 6-15 yrs)
Summary

The site faces a considerable number of constraints and whilst it is plausible that these could be overcome within the plan period there is a degree of uncertainty around achievability. Delivery alongside other sites (Wel1 and Wel15) is possible
but uncertain (minor weight against)
Wel2 is not within a strategic gap. However, it contributes significantly to one national Green Belt purpose and to the local purpose and has a high degree of physical openness. The site also needs to be considered alongside Wel1 and Wel15.
Collectively, these sites would erode a significant gap between existing development and result in almost continuous ribbon development between Welwyn and Codicote increasing coalescence between villages. Wel15 also makes a
significant contribution to two national Green Belt purposes (moderate weight against the site).
Green Belt boundaries could be formed by clearly defined boundaries, but the site does not adjoin the existing urban boundary and needs to be reviewed within a wider context alongside Wel15 (and Wel1). Wel15 makes a significant
contribution to two national Green Belt purposes and without Wel15, Wel2 is not connected to the existing urban boundary of Welwyn (moderate weight against the site).
SA: The site is accessible to a good level of bus services (train stations are in other villages or towns). It is of sufficient scale to provide a mix of housing. Site has more than twice as many significant positives as significant negatives
(moderate weight in favour of the site).
Flood Risk: site passes the sequential test. (However, the HELAA raises the matter of FZ 2 and 3 affecting the highway and the currently unknown effect of decommissioning pumping station).
Development of the site provides an opportunity for limited wider community benefit (minor weight in favour).
Conclusion: The site is not connected to the urban boundary. On balance, whilst development may be possible within the plan period once constraints have been overcome, the uncertainty around achievability coupled with the collective
contribution that Wel2 makes (and with Wel1 and Wel15) to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt is considered to outweigh the minor/moderate benefits of the site. The site should NOT be considered for allocation alongside
other Welwyn sites.

Policy
No change in Green Belt boundary
implication

Site ref
Wel3

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
PDL

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Review

Contribution to National Purposes:
Limited or no contribution to any of the
national purposes

Conclusion:
The existing Green Belt boundary
adjoins the site to the east and
consists of a property boundary with a
building, an access road, parking
areas and an established tree belt with
minor gaps, which overall, is
characterised as moderate/strong.

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial contribution to reducing the
visual perception of separation
between settlements (Welwyn and
Ayot St Peter)

Sustainability Appraisal

Summary

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Significant positives (++) Total: 4
Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space Pass – Site is within Flood Zone None
and landscape character:
1
Disadvantages
Site is PDL (Previously Developed Land).

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing.
Estimated capacity:
A new Green Belt boundary formed by Site could make provision for Lifetime Homes.
Physical and visual openness:
7 dwellings (net) / 10 gross
the boundaries of this site would
Physical and Visual openness low consist of School Lane (an
6.6: Provision of training, skills
Impacts/constraints requiring
development on site and partly tree
unclassified road) to the south
development and lifelong learning:
mitigation:
covered
(moderate); a mixed hedgerow/tree
Site is within walking distance of education
belt to the north (moderate) and
establishments.
 Improve visibility to School Lane
Potential
for
Cumulative
Impact
property
boundary/small
woodland
 Potential for archeological remains
area/tree belt to the south/west
–depending on findings, mitigation.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: None
Adjoins
Welwyn
and
does
not
form
part
(moderate).
 Ground Source Protection Zone –
of a group
appropriate design to prevent
They would be no weaker than
pollution
existing boundaries and would form
 Retention of trees / retain habitats.
clearly defined and defensible
 Mitigation for ecological impacts
boundaries.
 Surface water flow runs west-east
through the site
Site falls within a fragile gap of less
than 1km between Welwyn and Ayot
Delivery timescales:
St Peter. However, Wel3 is a
0-5 years
previously developed site and the
impact of development on the gap
would be marginal
Achievable:
Yes

Flood Risk Sequential Test

None

The site has limited constraints and could be deliverable within 5 years (significant weight in favour of the site).
The site makes no significant contribution to national Green Belt purposes and a partial contribution to the local purpose. It has a low degree of physical and visual openness (moderate/minor weight in favour of the site).
nd
A new Green Belt boundary could be formed with clearly defined and defensible boundaries which would be similar in strength to the existing boundary (moderate weight in favour of the site). The site falls within a fragile gap between 2
rd
and 3 tier settlements but as the site is previously developed, any impact would be marginal.
The site is a previously developed site. No significant sustainability disadvantages to this site (significant weight in favour of the site).
Flood Risk: site passes the sequential test.
No strategic advantages/disadvantages
There are no significant disadvantages associated with this site. It has a limited range of constraints which are capable of mitigation and reflected in the capacity estimate. Delivery could take place in the early part of the plan period and the
site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn sites.

Policy
If the site is allocated for housing - the Green Belt boundary will need to be amended.
implication

Site ref
Wel4

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
PDL/Greenfield:
Part PDL/Part Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
30 dwellings

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Review

Contribution to National Purposes:
Limited or no contribution to any of the
national purposes

Conclusion:
The existing Green Belt boundary
adjoins the site to the north-east
consisting of the property boundary
with Node Way Gardens, which is
characterised as moderate; and to the
north-west where Digswell Hill (the
B197) joins the Welwyn By-Pass (a
principal A road), which are both
characterised as strong.

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial contribution to maintaining a
local gap between Welwyn and
Welwyn Garden City.

Physical and visual openness:
Physical openness mixed - Residential
Impacts/constraints requiring
building and access road; well wooded A new Green Belt boundary formed by
mitigation:
visual openness low; partly developed the boundaries of this site could be
defined along the south-east boundary
 Ground Source Protection Zone – and partly tree covered
by a wooded area with the A1(M)/J6
appropriate design to prevent
Potential
for
Cumulative
Impact
exit slip road beyond (strong) and
pollution
small woodland area to the south-west
 Retention of trees and/or
compensatory provision to mitigate Adjoins Welwyn and does not form part (moderate). Overall these would be no
of a group
weaker than existing boundaries and
ecological impact.
would form clearly defined and
 Mitigate air and noise pollution
defensible boundaries.
from A1(M)
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Site is located within a narrow fragile
gap of around 300m between Welwyn
Garden City and Welwyn.

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total 6:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: Helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
It is within 400m of five bus stops with a good
level of services.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone None
1
Disadvantages
None

4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
and landscape character:
Site is PDL.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing.
Site could make provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: None

(The GB Study considers an
alternative boundary further south.
However, land to the SW of Wel4
extends beyond the southern-most
urban edge of Welwyn and it performs
a useful purpose helping to maintain
the physical and visual separation
between Welwyn and WGC).

Summary

The site has limited constraints which require mitigation and the site would be deliverable within 5 years (significant weight in favour of the site)
The site makes a limited or no contribution to national Green Belt purposes and a partial contribution to the local purpose. ( minor weight in favour of the site).
A new Green Belt boundary could be formed with clearly defined and defensible boundaries which would be similar in strength to the existing boundary. However, the site lies within an existing narrow fragile gap between Welwyn and Welwyn
Garden City of around 300m at the narrowest point. Moving the Green Belt boundary to allocate this site would narrow the gap to around 270m. However, the site has a low degree of visual openness and a mixed level of physical openness
and if allocated, the A1(M) would act as a major barrier to development spreading further eastwards and narrowing the gap any further. Overall, the impact would be marginal (minor weight against the site).
The site is a previously developed site (part) and is accessible to a good level of bus services. No significant sustainability disadvantages to this site (significant weight in favour of the site).
Flood Risk – passes the sequential test
No strategic advantages/disadvantages
On balance, the site’s benefits are considered to outweigh the marginal impact of moving the Green Belt boundary within this fragile gap. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn sites.

Policy
If the site is allocated for housing - the Green Belt boundary will need to be amended.
implication

Site ref
Wel11

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Part PDL/Part Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
30 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Visibility splays to Codicote Road
 Ground Source Protection Zone –
appropriate design to prevent
pollution
 Mitigate noise pollution from
Codicote Road
 Mitigate ecological impacts
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Review

Contribution to National Purposes:

Conclusion:
The existing Green Belt boundary
Partial for safeguarding the countryside adjoins the site to the south-east
from encroachment. Site exhibits some consisting of property boundaries
countryside characteristics (but the
(Carleton Rise) with established trees,
extended site also includes residential which is characterised as moderate.
buildings and a clinic building along the
boundary with Codicote Road).
A new Green Belt boundary formed by
the boundaries of this site would
Contribution to Local Purpose:
consist of Codicote Road (the B656) to
Significant - Site is in the local gap
the south-west (strong); and an
between Welwyn and Codicote which established hedgerow/tree belt
contains ribbon development
(moderate) to the north-east and
north-west.
Physical and visual openness:
Physical openness high (north-eastern These would be no weaker than
part) - no development on this part of
existing boundaries and would form
site. (Urban elements in south-western clearly defined and defensible
part of the site).
boundaries.
Visual openness low but potential for
medium to long range views into the
site
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Site does not form part of a group

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within 400m of four bus stops.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Advantages:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone None.
1
Disadvantages
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing.
Site could make provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
and landscape character, retaining local
distinctiveness:
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the
site contributes significantly to maintaining
settlement pattern.
Mitigation:
The scale, layout and design of development
should seek to reduce significant effects on
settlement pattern and local distinctiveness.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of Local Wildlife Sites.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local
Plan policies related to the protection
/enhancement of biodiversity and good design.

Summary

The site has limited constraints which require mitigation and would be deliverable within 5 years (significant weight in favour of the site)
The site makes no significant contribution to national Green Belt purposes. It makes a significant contribution to the local purpose. However, whilst there is already a considerable amount of ribbon development between Welwyn and Codicote
villages, a clear gap of between 300 and 360m would be maintained between Wel11 and existing ribbon development further to the north-west – the gap being a Local Nature Reserve, Wildlife Site, Ancient Woodland. Settlement separation
between villages would be maintained (minor weight against the site).
GB boundary: A new Green Belt boundary could be formed with clearly defined and defensible boundaries which would be similar to the existing boundary (moderate weight in favour of the site).
The site is a previously developed site (part) and is accessible to a good level of bus services. The site adjoins/lies close to wildlife sites and a LNR/ancient woodland but ecological (and environmental) mitigation is achievable. Site has more
than twice as many significant positives as significant negatives (moderate weight in favour of the site).
Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
No strategic advantages/disadvantages
On balance, the site’s benefits are considered to outweigh the adverse impacts on the purposes of the Green Belt. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn sites.

Policy
If the site is allocated for housing - the Green Belt boundary will need to be amended.
implication

Site ref
Wel15

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt: Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield: Greenfield
Achievable: Uncertain: Flood Zones
2 and 3 affect part of highway.
Decommissioning of Fulling Mill
pumping station and cessation of
abstraction from the Mimram in 2018
may affect flood outlines/groundwater
levels. Uncertain as to how highway
or sites may be affected. Further
assessments will be required.
Capacity estimates have been
reduced to address heritage impacts.
No agreement in place with third
party landowner to acquire land
required for road widening. Viability
will need to be reviewed. Singlers
Marsh projects /involvement of key
stakeholders. Consider with Wel2
and Wel1.
Estimated capacity:
14 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Highway widening and
upgrades(with other sites)
 Manage heritage impacts on
conservation area – only small part
of site suitable for development
 Potential for archeological remains
–depending on findings, mitigation.
 Mitigate ecological impacts
 Waste water infrastructure
upgrades
 Potential flood risk (post 2018) – to
be assessed. Appropriate
assessments required.
 Ground Source Protection Zone
Delivery timescales: : Uncertain/
(possible within 6-15 yrs)

Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Significant for safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment

Green Belt Boundary Review
Conclusion:
The existing Green Belt boundary
adjoins the site to the south and
consists of an established tree belt
with minor gaps along property
boundaries (in Ellesfield and
Riverside), which are characterised as
moderate.

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 5
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone
emissions from transport; and
1
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Significant in preserving the setting
Site is within 400m of six bus stops.
and special character of historic towns
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
The site is directly adjacent to the
tenure of housing to meet identified local
Welwyn Village Conservation Area to
needs: Site could deliver affordable housing.
the south and south east.
Site could make provision for Lifetime Homes.
The proposed new Green Belt
6.6: Provision of training, skills
boundary consisting of Fulling Mill
Contribution to Local Purpose:
development and lifelong learning: Site is
Lane (an unclassified road) to the east
Significant within the local gaps
within walking distance of education
(moderate); a mature group of trees to
between Welwyn and Wheathamstead
establishments.
the west (strong); and an established
and Welwyn and Codicote site which
mixed tree/hedge line with gaps and
contains ribbon development.
the boundary with the church car park Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
to the north (moderate) would be no
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
weaker than existing boundaries and
The site would partially reduce the
and landscape character, retaining local
would form clearly defined and
visual perception of the separation of
distinctiveness:
defensible boundaries.
settlements.
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the
site contributes significantly to maintaining
settlement pattern. Mitigation: The scale,
Wel15 requires access via Wel2 and
given the need for highway upgrades, layout and design of development should seek
Physical and visual openness:
to reduce significant effects on settlement
a logical approach would be to
Physical openness high, Visual
consider Wel15 in the context of Wel1 pattern and local distinctiveness.
openness mixed high partially
and Wel2.
enclosed by hedgerow, with long
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the
distance views from highest western
borough’s character, historic environment,
area of the site to east and surrounding Whilst development of Wel15 (and
Wel1/Wel2) would occupy a large gap and heritage/cultural assets:
areas and medium views across the
Site is adjacent to a Conservation Area and
between Welwyn and Codicote, it
site to the south.
Listed Buildings. Mitigation: Development
would not reduce the physical
should conform to Local Plan policies related
separation between the northern and
Potential for Cumulative Impact
southern-most extent of these villages to the protection of heritage assets and good
design.
The site adjoins Welwyn it forms a
group with Wel1, Wel2, Wel6 (and
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
Wel14). If the group were released
biodiversity and geodiversity:
from the Green Belt, merging with
Site is adjacent to a Local Nature
ribbon development would increase.
Reserve/Local Wildlife Site. It is within 250m
of an additional Local Wildlife Site. Mitigation:
Development should conform to Local Plan
(NB: Wel6 fails Stage 1 of the HELAA
policies related to the protection/enhancement
and Wel14 is found unsuitable in the
of biodiversity and good design.
HELAA)

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None

Disadvantages
None

The site faces a considerable number of constraints. It can only come forward with Wel2 (and Wel1) for access reasons. Heritage constraints mean that only a small part of the site could be developed and the majority of the site would need to
be kept free from development. Delivery alongside other sites (Wel1 and Wel15) is possible but uncertain (minor weight against)
Wel15 contributes significantly to two national Green Belt purposes and the local purpose, and has a high degree of physical openness. When Wel15 is considered alongside Wel2 and Wel1, collectively these sites would erode an important
gap between existing development and result in almost continuous ribbon development between Welwyn and Codicote increasing coalescence between villages. (Green Belt purposes - significant weight against the site)
Green Belt boundaries could be formed by clearly defined and defensible boundaries, similar in strength to the existing boundary (moderate in favour). However, heritage constraints limit developable area and most of the site would need to
be retained as open land. For access reasons, the site needs to be reviewed in a wider context with Wel2 (and Wel1). If Wel15 is not allocated, Wel2 would not be connected to the existing urban boundary of Welwyn.
SA: The site has less than twice as many significant positives than negatives. (SA advantages - minor weight in favour of the site).
Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test. (However, the HELAA raises the matter of FZ 2 and 3 affecting the highway and the currently unknown effect of decommissioning pumping station)
No strategic advantages/disadvantages
Conclusion: On balance, whilst development may be possible within the plan period once constraints have been overcome, the uncertainty around achievability coupled with the collective contribution that Wel15 makes (and with Wel2 and
Wel1) to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt is considered to outweigh the minor/moderate benefits of the site. The site should NOT be considered for allocation alongside other Welwyn sites.

Policy
No change in Green Belt boundary
implication

Appendix F

Digswell Housing Sites - HELAA sites map (no Background Tables for Digswell)
The map on the following page illustrates all of the sites considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper, only sites that passed the Stage 2
HELAA Assessment and are large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.
For Digswell, no sites passed the Stage 2 Assessment and therefore no sites have been
considered further in the Sites Selection Background Paper.

Digswell HELAA Results Map

Appendix G

Welham Green Housing Sites - Maps and Background
Tables
The map on the following page illustrates all of the sites
considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper,
only sites that passed the Stage 2 HELAA Assessment and are
large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.

Welham Green HELAA Results Map

Site ref

WeG1

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
PDL
Achievable:
Yes, subject to legal agreement
with third party landowner
Estimated capacity:
10 dwellings (potential for 16
subject o alternative access
arrangements for WeG3)
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Limited highway capacity of
Welham Manor
 Contaminated land requires
remediation
 Protection of groundwater
 Mitigate potential impact on
Water End SSSI
 Wastewater infrastructure
upgrades

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)
Contribution to National
Purposes:
Site makes a Limited or no
contribution to any of the National
Purposes
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Limited or no the site has the effect
of extending part of Welham Green
but does not reduce the shortest
distance of the gap between
Welham Green and Brookmans
Park.
Physical and visual openness:
Physical and Visual openness low
completely enclosed by vegetation
and development occupies a
considerable proportion of the site.
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Forms a group with WeG2 and
WeG3
NB WeG2 has been found
unsuitable

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Existing:
Property boundaries (Moderate)
Welham Manor unclassified road
(Moderate)
Proposed:
Mature tree belt (Moderate)
If WeG3 were allocated alongside
WeG1 then the proposed southern and
eastern boundaries would be as
described in the table entry for WeG3.

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 8
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an
Employment Area and Welham Green Railway
Station. It is within 400m of seven bus stops.
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
and landscape character:
Site is PDL.

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
Should WeG15 also be allocated, this
needs:
would have further implications for
Green Belt boundaries in this area
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
south of Welham Green, as explained in provision for Lifetime Homes.
the table entries for WeG3 and WeG15.
Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries would be similar in strength
to the existing boundaries and could
form clearly defined and defensible
boundaries.

6.6: Provision of training, skills development
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: None

Delivery timescales:
0-10 years
Summary








HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
GB Study: The site makes limited or no contribution to Green Belt purposes. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
GB Boundary: Boundaries would be stronger than existing, and clearly defined and defensible boundaries could be formed. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives (no negatives). This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
Flood Risk: passes the sequential test.
Strategic Advantages/Disadvantages: None

On balance, the benefits of the site mean that it should be considered for allocation alongside other Welham Green sites.
Policy
implication If the site were allocated, the following would be required - amend Green Belt boundaries to align with those described above, depending upon which other sites are allocated alongside WeG1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

Site ref

WeG3

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes, subject to legal agreement
over property rights between the
parties
Estimated capacity:
45 dwellings (potential for 64
subject to alternative access
arrangements)
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Limited highways capacity of
Welham Manor
 Protection of groundwater
 Mitigate ecological impacts
 Mitigate potential impact on
Water End SSSI
 Wastewater infrastructure
upgrades
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Summary








Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)
Contribution to National
Purposes:
Significant in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment
exhibits strong countryside
characteristics and is free from
development
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial does not reduce the shortest
distance of the gap between
Welham Green and Brookmans
Park. It contributes towards the
visual perception of the gap as it is
open
Physical and visual openness:
Physical openness High
Visual openness Low enclosed by
tall established hedgerows and the
settlement edge
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Forms a group with WeG1 and
WeG2 and WeG15
(N.B. WeG2 is not suitable in the
HELAA)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Existing:
Property boundaries (Moderate)
Welham Manor unclassified road
(Moderate)
Proposed:
Established tree belts/hedgerows with
minor gaps (Moderate)
If WeG15 were allocated alongside
WeG3 then an area of land comprising
of WeG1, the allotments, WeG2
(unsuitable and unachievable), and
paddock land attached to residential
properties on Station Road, would need
to be taken out of the Green Belt in
order to draw logical Green Belt
boundaries. See conclusion in the table
entry for WeG15.
Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries would be similar in strength
to the existing boundaries and could
form clearly defined and defensible
boundaries.

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an
Employment Area and Welham Green Railway
Station. It is within 400m of seven bus stops.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: None

HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
GB Study: The site makes a significant contribution to one national Green Belt purpose, partial contribution to local purpose, and has a high level of physical openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
GB Boundary: Boundaries would be similar in strength to the existing boundary, and clearly defined and defensible boundaries could be formed. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
Flood Risk: Flood Risk: passes the sequential test.
Strategic Advantages/Disadvantages: None

On balance, the benefits of the site outweigh the adverse impacts on the purposes of the green belt. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welham Green sites.
Policy
If the site is allocated, the following would be required - amend green belt boundaries to align with those described above, depending upon which other sites are allocated alongside WeG3
implication

Site ref

WeG4a

Summary

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt

Contribution to National
Purposes:
Does not contribute significantly to
any of the national purposes
PDL/Greenfield:
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Part PDL
Partial contributes to the gap from
Hatfield to Welham Green and
Achievable:
Brookmans Park makes a limited
Yes
contribution to the visual perception
of the gap.
Estimated capacity:
Physical and visual openness:
80 dwellings
Physical Openness Mixed to Low
considerable development on part of
Impacts/constraints requiring
the site with open areas (grassland)
mitigation:
and storage use.
 Buffer wildlife sites
Visual Openness Low enclosed by
 Mitigate air and noise pollution vegetation, fencing and buildings.
from the A100 and railway
 Mitigate impact on Hatfield
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Park HPG
 Wastewater infrastructure
Not connected to Welham Green
upgrades
Forms a group with WeG4b, and
GTLAA03
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Existing:
Western edge of the railway line
(Strong)
Proposed:
The site itself is bounded by the A1000
(Strong), mature tree belts/hedgerows
and property boundaries (Moderate).
However the site is separated from the
existing Green Belt boundary and would
effectively be inset within a wider area
of land, which would need to be taken
out of the Green Belt.

Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries would be partially weaker
than the existing boundary, but could
form clearly defined and defensible
boundaries. However, this would result
in an inset within a wider area.

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of two
Employment Areas and Welham Green Railway
Statio. It is within 400m of eight bus stops.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the
borough’s character, historic environment,
and heritage/cultural assets:
NB: A more logical, clearly defined and Site is adjacent to a Historic Park and Garden,
defensible boundary around a wider
although potential to improve the setting.
area of land would begin with the
Mitigation:
ordinary watercourse (moderate) north
Development of site should conform to Local
of the site between where it joins the
Plan policies related to the protection of heritage
railway and the A1000, the A1000
(strong) running broadly southeast, and assets and good design.
Dixons Hill Road (moderate) running
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
from the junction with the A1000 to the and geodiversity:
railway line. Refer to table for WeG4b
Site is within 250m of Local Wildlife sites.
(reference area 5 for WeG4a).
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local
Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
good design.

 HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site makes a limited or partial contribution to all Green Belt purposes and has a low level of openness. Therefore, and on balance, this is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Boundary: On its own, WeG4a does not present a logical opportunity to amend the Green Belt boundary. Whilst boundaries would be definable, they would be weaker than the existing boundary and would effectively result in an isolated
inset site within a much wider area which is not justified by a limited development potential of 80 dwellings(significant against). A more logical, clearly defined and defensible boundary would involve a much larger area of land which
comprises areas of development (residential and commercial), and some areas of open countryside associated with land promoted at WeG4b, which includes the area promoted at WeG4a.
 SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. Overall, this is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
 Flood Risk: passes the sequential test.
 Strategic Advantages/Disadvantages: None
On balance, whilst this site has a number of benefits, in isolation, the limited amount of potential residential development does not justify either in-setting the site within the Green Belt creating weaker boundaries than existing, or the release of
a much larger area of Green Belt in order to create more logical and defensible boundaries. In isolation, the site should NOT be considered for allocation alongside other Welham Green sites.
(Refer to WeG4b for wider opportunity, reference area 5).

Policy
No change in Green Belt boundary(unless associated with WeG4b)
implication

Site ref

WeG4b

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Part PDL
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
2
40,500m of B1 class
80 dwellings (area 5)
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Flood risk sequential approach
to layout and surface water
management
 Improve pedestrian access
across railway to and from
Welham Green
 Mitigate air and noise pollution
from A1000 and railway
 Buffer wildlife sites
 Mitigate ecological impacts
 Mitigate impact on Hatfield
Park HPG
 Mitigate potential impact on
Water End SSSI
 Mitigate impact on amenity of
existing residential properties
 Easement for public right of
way
 Wastewater infrastructure
upgrades
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Summary

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)
Contribution to National
Purposes:
Significant in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial contributes to the gap from
Hatfield to Welham Green and
Brookmans Park makes a limited
contribution to the visual perception
of the gap.
Physical and visual openness:
Physical Openness High no
development on site.
Visual Openness Low enclosed by
vegetation.
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Not connected to Welham Green
Forms a group with WeG4a,and
GTLAA03

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Existing:
Western edge of the railway line
(Strong)

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Proposed:
Site is within walking distance of two
The site itself is bounded by the A1000 Employment/Residential Areas and Welham
(strong), an ordinary watercourse
Green Railway Station. It is within 400m of
(moderate), a number of property
several bus stops.
boundaries (moderate) and Dixons Hill 5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
Road, C Road (moderate). However, a tenure of housing to meet identified local
wider area of land containing a number needs:
of residential properties and a mobile
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
home site could be taken out of the
provision for Lifetime Homes.
Green Belt to create a more logical,
6.1 Ensuring the supply, location and quality
clearly defined and defensible
of employment/business sites reflects the
boundary. This would begin with the
need of local business and encourages a
ordinary watercourse (moderate),
mixed economy:
property boundaries of the Cravenia
Site could provide 5% or more of required
property, the A1000 (strong) running
employment floor space in the borough
broadly southeast, and Dixons Hill Road 6.6: Provision of training, skills development
C Road (moderate) running from the
and lifelong learning:
junction with the A1000 to the railway
Site is within walking distance of education
line
establishments.
Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries would be partially weaker
than the existing boundaries, but could
form clearly defined and defensible
boundaries.
(NB: WeG4a forms a parcel within
WeG4b and is therefore considered
here within the wider context of WeG4b)

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the
borough’s character, historic environment,
and heritage/cultural assets:
Site is adjacent to a Historic Park and Garden,
although potential to improve the setting.
Mitigation: Development of site should conform
to Local Plan policies related to the protection of
heritage assets and good design.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – 93.7% of the site falls within
Flood Zone 1, with the remainder
falling within Flood zones 2 and
3a/b. An ordinary watercourse also
runs through the southern area of
the site which may present a further
fluvial flood risk; however, it was not
possible to model it in the SFRA. A
sequential approach to layout that
restricts development to Flood Zone
1 within the site is feasible.
Therefore, the site passes the
Sequential Test and the Exception
Test does not need to be applied at
this stage.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

The southern area of the site is
subject to significant surface water
flood risk, with approximately 10% of
the site affected by the 1 in 100 year
extent. A sequential approach to
layout and the use of sustainable
drainage systems (SuDS) could be
used to suitably manage surface
water flood risk to, within and from
the site.

4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and geodiversity:
A Local Wildlife site is within the boundary of the
site, and another is within 250m.
Mitigation: Development of site should conform
to Local Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
good design.

 HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site makes a significant contribution to one national Green Belt purpose, and partial contribution to the local purpose, and has a high degree of openness. However, it must be noted that this assessment relates only to the
southern area of the site (denoted as Area 4 within the HELAA). The remainder of the site constitutes areas of development (residential and commercial) as well as open countryside, with a large part of this area (Area 5: WeG4a) only
making a limited or partial contribution to all purposes. Therefore, this is attributed only minor weight against the site (WeG4b).
 GB Boundary: Boundaries would be partially weaker than the existing boundary, but could form clearly defined and defensible boundaries. This is attributed minor in favour of the site.
 SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
 Flood Risk: Restricting development to Flood Zone 1 is feasible – site passes the sequential test.
 Development of the site presents one of very few opportunities to make provision for employment land to meet the borough’s needs for economic growth. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
 Strategic Advantages/Disadvantages: Significant opportunity to make provision for employment land to support jobs growth significant weight in favour.
On balance, the provision of much needed employment land and its other benefits are considered to outweigh the adverse impacts on the Green Belt. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welham Green sites,
and other sites being promoted for employment land uses.

Policy
If the site is allocated, the following would be required - amend Green Belt boundaries to align with those described above.
implication

Site ref

WeG6

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
73 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Flood risk sequential approach
to layout and surface water
management
 Mitigate heritage impacts
 Mitigate noise pollution from
the railway
 Any contaminated land would
require remediation
 Protection of groundwater
 Easement for public right of
way
 Retain and protect habitat on
railway embankment and
wooded areas.
 Mitigate ecological impacts
 Wastewater infrastructure
upgrades
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Summary

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)
Contribution to National
Purposes:
Significant in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment
exhibits strong countryside
characteristics and forms part of a
wider extent of farmland south of
Welham Green.
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Significant contributes to the gaps
from Welham Green to Hatfield and
Brookmans Park and contributes to
the visual perception of the gap
Physical and visual openness:
Physical Openess High Visual
Openess Mixed enclosed by built
form vegetation and railway
embankment but number of gaps in
the hedgerow
Potential for Cumulative Impact
It forms a group with WeG1, WeG2
WeG3 and WeG10
N.B. WeG2 is not suitable

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Existing:
Railway line (strong)
Property boundaries (moderate)
Bulls Lane unclassified road (moderate)

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an
Proposed:
Employment Area and Welham Green Railway
Railway line (strong)
Station. It is within 400m of two bus stops.
Mature hedgerow/tree belt and property 5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
boundary to community centre
tenure of housing to meet identified local
(moderate)
needs:
Ordinary watercourse (moderate)
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
Conclusion:
6.6: Provision of training, skills development
The proposed new Green Belt
and lifelong learning:
boundaries would be similar in strength Site is within walking distance of education
to the existing boundaries and clearly
establishments.
defined and defensible boundaries
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
could be formed.
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
The southern edge of the site slightly
and landscape character, retaining local
intrudes into a fragile Green Belt gap
distinctiveness:
between Welham Green and
WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the site
Brookmans Park (500m). Whilst pulling contributes significantly to maintaining
a new Green Belt back to any property settlement pattern.
boundaries within the site may help to
Mitigation:
mitigate the impact on this gap, the
The scale, layout and design of development
effect would be marginal. Furthermore, should seek to reduce significant effects on
the existing pattern of development on settlement pattern and local distinctiveness.
Bulls Lane and Station Road would limit 4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the
any perceived reduction in the gap.
borough’s character, historic environment,
Therefore the more logical southern
and heritage/cultural assets:
boundary should be drawn along the
Site surrounds a Listed Building.
ordinary watercourse.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local
Plan policies related to the protection of heritage
assets and good design.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Nature Reserve
and SSSI.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local
Plan policies related to the protection
/enhancement of biodiversity and good design.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – 87.8% of the site falls within
Flood Zone 1, with the remainder
falling within Flood zones 2 and
3a/b. A sequential approach to
layout that restricts development to
Flood Zone 1 within the site is
feasible. Therefore, the site passes
the Sequential Test and the
Exception Test does not need to be
applied at this stage.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

Surface water flood risk largely
coincides with areas of fluvial flood
risk. A sequential approach to layout
and the use of sustainable drainage
systems (SuDS) could be used to
suitably manage surface water flood
risk to, within and from the site.

 HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: The site makes a significant contribution to one national Green Belt purpose and the local purpose, and has a high level of physical openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: New boundaries would be similar in strength to the existing boundaries moderate weight in favour. Whilst, the new boundaries would slightly reduce a fragile gap between Welham Green and Brookmans Park this would be
marginal. On balance, this is attributed minor weight against the site.
 SA: The site has 2-3 times as many significant positives as significant negatives. Overall this is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 Flood Risk: Restricting development to Flood Zone 1 is feasible – site passes the sequential test.
 Strategic Advantages/Disadvantages: None
On balance, the benefits of the site marginally outweigh the adverse impacts on the purposes of the green belt. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welham Green sites.

Policy
If the site is allocated, the following would be required - amend green belt boundaries to align with those described above.
implication

Site ref

WeG10

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
120 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Buffer wildlife site
 Surface water management
 Wastewater infrastructure
upgrades
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Summary








Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)
Contribution to National
Purposes:
Partial for preventing neighbouring
towns from merging, contributes to
the visual perception but is limited
due to the overall scale of the gap
Partial in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial contributes to the gap from
Welham Green to Hatfield and
Brookmans Park makes a limited
contribution to the visual perception
of the gap due to location at edge of
Welham Green.

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Existing:
Property boundaries (Moderate)
Dixons Hill Road, C Road (Moderate)

Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Proposed:
Site is within walking distance of an
Dixons Hill Road, C Road (Moderate)
Employment Area and Welham Green Railway
No definable boundary to the southwest Station. It is within 400m of five bus stops.
and north west (Weak)
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
Conclusion:
tenure of housing to meet identified local
The proposed new Green Belt
needs:
boundaries would be predominantly
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
weaker than the existing boundaries.
provision for Lifetime Homes.

New property boundaries and
landscaping post-development of the
site would need to be relied upon to
Physical and visual openness:
create clearly defined and defensible
Physical openness High, Visual
boundaries. Alternatively a much larger
openness mixed enclosed by Bush
area of land west of the site up to
Wood and Welham Green edge and extensive woodland (strong) and an
views over surrounding landscape to established tree belt (moderate) would
the south west
need to be taken out of the Green Belt
in order utilise existing physical
Potential for Cumulative Impact
features. This additional land is
comprised of open fields and Milkwood
Connected to Welham Green and
Farm. It would also draw the Green Belt
forms a group with WeG1, WeG2
boundary close to housing along Dixons
WeG3 and WeG15.
Hill Close which may then need to be
considered for exclusion from the Green
N.B. WeG2 is not suitable
Belt. Therefore, a reliance on postdevelopment features is deemed a
more appropriate solution.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Advantages:
None

Surface water ponds along the
eastern boundary. A sequential
approach to layout and the use of
sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) could be used to suitably
manage surface water flood risk to,
within and from the site.

Disadvantages:
None

6.6: Provision of training, skills development
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and geodiversity:
Site is adjacent to a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local
Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
good design.

HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
GB Study: The site makes a partial contribution to two national Green Belt purposes and the local purpose, and has a high level of physical and visual openness. This is attributed minor weight against the site.
GB Boundaries: Proposed boundaries would be predominantly weaker than the existing boundaries, and would not be clearly defined. This is attributed significant weight against the site.
SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives and significant negatives; this is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
Flood Risk: passes the sequential test.
Strategic Advantages/Disadvantages: None

On balance, the site’s benefits are considered to marginally outweigh the weakening of this part of Welham Green’s green belt boundary and the adverse impacts on the purposes of the green belt. The site should be considered for
allocation alongside other Welham Green sites.
Policy
If the site is allocated, the following would be required - amend green belt boundaries to align with those described above.
implication

Site ref

WeG12

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
59 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Mitigate noise pollution from
adjacent employment area
 Avoid prejudicial impact on
operation of employment area
 Buffer wildlife site
 Easement for public right of
way
 Wastewater infrastructure
upgrades
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)
Contribution to National
Purposes:
Partial for preventing neighbouring
towns from merging, contributes to
the visual perception but is limited
due to the overall scale of the gap
Partial in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment has
a mixture of countryside elements
and urban fringe.
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial contributes to the gap from
Welham Green to Hatfield and
Brookmans Park makes a limited
contribution to the visual perception
of the gap due to location at edge of
Welham Green.
Physical and visual openness:
Physical Openness mixed/ high
Some built form and a pylon, Visual
Openness Low Relatively enclosed
flat site
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Connect to Welham Green and
forms a group with Hat11, WeG8,
WeG9, GTLAA05

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Existing:
Property boundaries (moderate)
Mature tree belt/hedgerow (moderate)

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Proposed:
Site is within walking distance of an
Mature tree belts/hedgerows with minor Employment Area and Welham Green Railway
gaps (Moderate)
Station. It is within 400m of four bus stops.
Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries would be similar in strength
to the existing boundaries and could
form clearly defined and defensible
boundaries.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site and
Ancient woodland.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local
Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
good design.

N.B. WeG8 is unsuitable, and WeG9
and GTLAA05 fail the HELAA Stage
1 test.
Summary








HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
GB Study: The site makes a partial contribution to two national Green Belt Purposes and the local purpose, and has a low to mixed level of openness. This is attributed minor weight against the site.
GB Boundary: Proposed boundaries would be similar in strength to the existing boundaries and could form clearly defined and defensible boundaries. Overall, this is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
Flood Risk: passes the sequential test.
Strategic Advantages/Disadvantages: None

On balance, the site’s benefits outweigh the adverse impacts on the purposes of the green belt. On balance, the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welham Green sites.
Policy
If the site is allocated, the following would be required - amend green belt boundaries to align with those described above.
implication

Site ref

WeG15

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt

Contribution to National
Purposes:

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield ( with small area of
PDL)

Partial in preventing neighbouring
towns from merging contributes to
the visual perception of the gap
between Hatfield and Potters Bar but
limited due to the overall scale of the
gap.

Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
140 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Protection of groundwater
 Mitigate potential impact on
Water End SSSI
 Mitigate ecological impacts
 Any contaminated land would
require remediation
 Wastewater infrastructure
upgrades
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Partial in safe guarding the
countryside from development small
part of the site contains built
development
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial would not reduce the gap
between Welham Green and
Brookmans Park but makes a
contribution towards the visual
perception of the gap

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Existing:
Property boundaries (moderate)
Station Road C Road (moderate)
Proposed:
Established tree belt/hedgerow
adjoining WeG3 (moderate);
Established hedgerow with minor gaps
(moderate);
No definable boundary to the south
(weak).
Conclusion:
The proposed green belt boundaries
would be predominantly weaker than
the existing boundaries with no clearly
defined or defensible boundary to the
south. Post development features would
be relied upon.

An alternative would be to take a
greater area of land out of the green
Physical and visual openness:
belt, either up to a public right way or up
Physical openness High Visual
to an ordinary watercourse south of the
openness Mixed partially elevated
site boundary (both moderate). This
with some views out
would still leave a small boundary in the
south west corner with no definable
Potential for Cumulative Impact
feature (weak). Taking a larger area of
It forms a group with WeG1, WeG2, land out of the green belt to create
and WeG3, The cumulative impact of stronger boundaries does not justify the
WeG3 and WeG15 would be
extent of the required release.
significant in terms of encroachment
on the countryside.
If WeG3 were allocated alongside
WeG15 then an area of land
comprising of the farmhouse,
allotments, WeG2 (unsuitable and
unachievable), and paddock land
would need to be taken out of the
Green Belt.

Summary








Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an
Employment Area and Welham Green Railway
Station. It is within 400m of seven bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
If allocated alongside WeG3 which
adjoins WeG15 to the north, access
into WeG3 may be possible via
WeG15 removing the need to provide
access to WeG3 via Welham Manor
which, while an acceptable access in
its own right, is constrained due to
design of the highway and prevalence
of on-street parking.
Disadvantages:
None

6.6: Provision of training, skills development
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the
borough’s character, historic environment,
and heritage/cultural assets:
Site is within 250m of Listed Buildings. It is
between 250m and 1km of a Historic Park and
Garden.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local
Plan policies related to the protection of heritage
assets and good design.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site and
Ancient woodland.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local
Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
good design.

HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
GB Study: The site makes a partial contribution to two national Green Belt Purposes and the local purpose, but has high level of physical openness. This is attributed minor weight against the site.
GB Boundary: Proposed boundaries would be predominantly weaker than the existing boundaries, with the largest boundary not being clearly defined or defensible. This is attributed significant weight against the site.
SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
Flood Risk: passes the sequential test.
If allocated alongside WeG3, the site would provide the opportunity for an alternative access into WeG3, avoiding further demand upon Welham Manor which, although an acceptable access in its own right, is constrained. However, there is
no guarantee of this arrangement being realised, therefore it is only attributed minor weight in favour of the site.

On balance, the site’s benefits are considered to marginally outweigh the weakening of this part of Welham Green’s green belt boundary, and the adverse impacts on the purposes of the Green Belt. The site should be considered for
allocation alongside other Welham Green sites.
Policy
If the site is allocated, the following would be required - amend green belt boundaries as described above
implication

Site ref

GTLAA01

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
12 pitches
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Mitigate noise pollution
 Mitigate flood risk
 Improve access
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Contribution to National
Existing: Railway (strong)
Purposes:
Makes a limited or no contribution to Proposed:
any of the national purposes
Dixons Hill Road (moderate), Foxes
Lane (moderate), established tree belt
Contribution to Local Purpose:
(moderate), no definable feature on
south western boundary (weak)
Partial The site makes a partial or
limited contribution to the visual
Conclusion:
perception of the separation of
The proposed green belt boundaries
settlements and to the gaps from to
would be predominantly weaker than
Hatfield and Brookmans Park, also
the existing boundaries and would be
Welham Green to Bell Bar.
clearly defined with the exception of the
south western boundary which is
The gaps are relatively free from
development and due to its location currently formed by a fence and could
be strengthened by post-development
of the site on the edge of the
features.
settlement the site makes a limited
contribution to the visual perception
of the gaps.

Significant positives (++) Total: 6
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an
Employment Area and Welham Green Railway
Station. It is within 400m of four bus stops.

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1,
although an Ordinary Watercourse is
adjacent to the site which may
present a fluvial flood risk.
Site is subject to surface water
flooding....

Physical and visual openness:
Physical openness, development
(static and touring caravans) on part
of the site, although southern is
more open (managed grassland).
Visual openness Low Enclosed by a
combination of vegetation, fencing
and buildings.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local
Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
good design.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site would provide 5% or more of total need for
gypsy and traveller pitches
6.6: Provision of training, skills development
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Potential for Cumulative Impact
The site is not isolated and is
separated from Welham Green by
the railway. It forms a group with
WeG4, and GTLAA03. The
cumulative impact of this group
would have a greater impact on the
Green Belt.

Summary






HELAA: The site could be developed the first five years. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
GB Study: The site makes limited or no contribution to any national Green Belt Purposes and a partial contribution to the local purpose. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site the site.
GB Boundary: Proposed boundaries would be predominantly weaker but clearly defined overall, with only the small south western boundary not being clearly defined. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.

On balance, the site’s benefits are considered to outweigh the weakening of this part of Welham Green’s green belt boundary. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Welham Green sites.
Policy
If the site is allocated, the following would be required - amend green belt boundaries as described above.
implication

Appendix H

Brookmans Park Housing Sites - Maps and Background Tables
The map on the following page illustrates all of the sites considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper, only sites that passed the Stage 2
HELAA Assessment and are large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.

Brookmans Park HELAA Results Map

Site ref
BrP1

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt

Contribution to National
Purposes:

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Partial in assisting safeguarding the
country side with prominent
surrounding residential development
Proposed:
at Bell Bar
Site boundaries themselves would
Contribution to Local Purpose:
be formed by:
Great North Road (Strong)
Significant Contributes to the local
Bell Lane (moderate)
gap between Bell Bar and
Properties boundaries (moderate)
Brookmans park Location along the
A1000 and forms the gap to the west Comments: As none of the site
and between adjoining development boundaries adjoin the existing urban
to the north and south
area, the site by itself would require
insetting within the Green Belt.
Physical and visual openness:
High Physical openness and Mixed By taking a wider area of land, which
Visual Openness, views from
has become urbanised by the
elevated southern area with more
school, golf club, and a number of
enclosure close to settlement edge
residential properties, out of the
Green Belt a more logical boundary
Potential for Cumulative Impact
can be created that avoids insetting
It is not isolated and connected to
of the site. Various options exist to
Bell Bar and forms a group with
achieve this, but the most
BrP2
appropriate are considered be:
Great North Road (strong)
Western stretch of Bell Lane
(Moderate). Various properties
encompassing Chancellor’s School,
Brookmans Park Golf Club House
and car park complex; 1-6 Ash
Close; Home Farm complex, 58-86
Bell Lane; and land between BrP1
and Great North Road to the north
(moderate).

Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
100 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Highway upgrades
 Mitigate heritage impacts
 Mitigate air and noise pollution
from A1000
 Mitigate ecological impacts
 Wastewater infrastructure
upgrades
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Existing
Great North Road (strong)
The Drive, unclassified road
(moderate)
Property boundaries (moderate)

Fragile gap:
The site does not strictly reside
within a fragile gap between Bell Bar
rd
nd
and Brookmans Park (3 and 2 tier
settlements), as the residential
properties of 64-86 Bell Lane which
are part of Bell Bar sit between the
site and Brookmans Park. However,
the site nonetheless provides the
significant sense of separation
between those settlements (as noted
within the Green Belt Study Review
Part 2) due to the particular
morphology of Bell Bar and the
relationship of Great North Road to
Bell Bar and the site. Development
of the site would mean the sense of
separation between the two
settlements would be entirely lost
resulting in complete coalescence

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within 400m of bus stops on Great North
Road.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
and landscape character, retaining local
distinctiveness:
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the site
contributes significantly to maintaining settlement
pattern.
Mitigation:
The scale, layout and design of development
should seek to reduce significant effects on
settlement pattern and local distinctiveness.
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the
borough’s character, historic environment,
and heritage/cultural assets:
Site is in proximity to a Listed Building and within
1km of a Historic Park & Garden.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of heritage
assets and good design.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
Development of the site would result in
a grossly disproportionate expansion
of a small green belt settlement that is
not generally suitable for further
development. This would be
inconsistent with the Local Plan
settlement strategy.

Site ref

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

between the settlements.

Conclusion:
New Green Belt boundaries (Great
North Road, Bell Lane and property
boundaries) would be similar in
strength to the existing boundaries
and could form logical, clearly
defined and defensible Green Belt
boundaries. However, development
of the site would result in the loss of
nd
sense of separation between 2 and
rd
3 tier settlements and their
complete coalescence.
Summary

 HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: The site partially contributes to one national Green Belt purpose and significantly to the local Green Belt purpose, and has a high degree of physical openness. This is attributed minor weight against the site
 GB Boundary: Requires taking a wider area of land out of the Green Belt in order to avoid insetting and to draw logical and clearly defined boundaries. The wider area is largely urbanised therefore any adverse impact on Green Belt
nd
purposes would be limited. New Green Belt boundaries would be similar in strength to the existing boundaries. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site. However, the site provides the sense of separation between a 2 tier
rd
and a 3 tier settlement, and whilst not strictly within a fragile gap development of the site would result in the loss of separation and therefore coalescence between those settlements. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 SA: The site has less than twice as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed minor weight in favour the site.
 Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
 Strategic disadvantages: Development of the site would be inconsistent with the Local Plan settlement strategy. This is attributed significant weight against the site.
On balance, the site’s benefits do not outweigh the fact that development of the site would be inconsistent with the settlement strategy and that it would result in the loss of separation (and therefore coalescence) between a 2
settlement. The site should NOT be considered for allocation alongside other Brookmans Park sites.

Policy
implication None - no Green Belt boundary change

nd

rd

and 3 tier

Site ref

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment

BrP4

Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes, subject to footbridge
agreement
Estimated capacity:
300 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Highway upgrades
 Provision of new footbridge
 Buffer ancient woodland, wildlife
site and TPO wood
 Flood risk sequential approach
to layout and surface water
management
 Protection of groundwater
 Mitigate noise pollution from
railway
 Potential need to upgrade
wastewater infrastructure
 Mitigate potential impact on
Water End SSSI
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Summary









Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)
Contribution to National
Purposes:
Significant in safeguarding the
countryside from development.

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing:
Railway line (strong)

Proposed:
Woodland (strong)
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Ray Brook ordinary watercourse
Significant reduces the gap between (moderate)
Brookmans Park and Potters Bar
Bradmore Lane unclassified road
(moderate)
Physical and visual openness:
Established tree belt/hedgerow with
High Visual and Physical openness minors gaps (moderate)
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Site forms a group with BrP5 which
would represent a substantial
extension to Brookmans Park
reducing the gap between Potters
Bar and Hatfield.

A more logical, clearly defined and
defensible Green Belt boundary
could be created by taking the
southern triangle of land between
the site and the railway out of the
Green Belt.

Note that BrP5 is not being
promoted, is not in the HELAA and
therefore isn’t being considered in
the site selection process.

Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries consisting of woodland,
Ray Brook, Bradmore Lane and an
established tree belt/hedgerow with
minor gaps would be predominantly
weaker overall than the existing
boundary; however they could form
clearly defined and defensible
boundaries. The benefit of taking a
larger area of land out of the Green
Belt to create a more logical, clearly
defined and defensible Green Belt
boundary is not considered to be
justified. Therefore the eastern green
Belt boundary should be drawn
along the established tree
belt/hedgerow.

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment
Area and Brookmans Park Railway Station. It is
within 400m of eight bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
and landscape character, retaining local
distinctiveness:
Site has high landscape sensitivity. The WHBC
Green Belt Review indicates the site contributes
significantly to maintaining settlement pattern.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of open spaces.
The scale, layout and design of development
should seek to reduce significant effects on
landscape character and local distinctiveness.

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Pass - 94.8% of the site falls
within Flood Zone 1, with the
remainder within Flood Zones 2
and 3a/b. A sequential approach
to layout that restricts
development to Flood Zone 1
within the site is feasible.
Therefore, the site passes the
Sequential Test and the Exception
Test does not need to be applied
at this stage.

Advantages:
Would improve the highway layout and
approach to Brookmans Park from the
east adjacent to the railway line
Potential provision of a new/
replacement primary school would
meet existing and future demand for
school places in Brookmans Park and
the school planning area, and
potentially resolve parking congestion
associated with the existing primary
school on Bradmore Way.

Surface water flow route runs
north-south in the eastern area of
Disadvantages:
the site, and pools alongside
Bradmore Lane and flows north
None
into the adjacent field and
onwards to Station Road. A
sequential approach to layout and
the use of sustainable drainage
systems (SuDS) could be used to
suitably manage surface water
flood risk to, within and from the
site.

4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of Local Wildlife Sites and
within 500m of a SSSI.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
GB Study: The site contributes significantly to one national Green Belt purpose and to the local Green Belt purpose, and has a high degree of physical and visual openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
GB Boundary: New boundaries would be predominately weaker overall than the existing boundary, but could form clearly defined and defensible boundaries. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
SA: The site has 2-3 times as many significant positives as significant negatives. Overall, this is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
The site provides one of three opportunities in the village to deliver a new primary school, which would enable growth in the village. Therefore, this is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
Development of the site provides the opportunity to improve Station Road at the right angle approach to the existing vehicle bridge over the railway, which is currently problematic for larger vehicles, to the benefit of the wider community.
This is attributed minor weight in favour of the site.

On balance, the benefits of the site are considered to outweigh the adverse impact on the purposes of the Green Belt. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Brookmans Park sites.
Policy
implication

If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
 Amend Green Belt boundaries as described above.
 Depending upon any final resolution for primary school provision in the village, the removal of UOL204 on Brookmans Park Primary School may be required to facilitate redevelopment of the school site.

Site ref

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment

BrP6

Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)
Contribution to National
Purposes:
Significant in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment

Existing:
Railway line (strong)
Ray Brook ordinary watercourse
(moderate)

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of Brookmans Park
Railway Station. It is within 400m of four bus
stops.

Sequential Test result:
Pass – 95.1% of the site falls
within Flood Zone 1, with the
remainder within Flood Zones 2
and 3a/b. An ordinary
watercourse is present along the
western boundary of the site
which may present a further fluvial
flood risk; however, it was not
possible to model it in the SFRA.
A sequential approach to layout
that restricts development to
Flood Zone 1 within the site is
feasible.
Therefore, the site passes the
Sequential Test and the Exception
Test does not need to be applied
at this stage.

Proposed:
Railway line (strong)
Hawkshead Lane C road (moderate)
Bluebridge Road C road (moderate) 5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
Estimated capacity:
The site’s southern boundary
needs:
Physical and visual openness:
234 dwellings
(Hawkshead Lane) would shorten a Site could deliver affordable housing and make
High levels of Physical and Visual
fragile Green Belt gap (1km)
provision for Lifetime Homes.
Impacts/constraints requiring
openness
between Brookmans Park and
mitigation:
Potters Bar to 600m. Whilst pulling a 6.6: Provision of training, skills development
Potential for Cumulative Impact
new southern Green Belt boundary
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
 Bridge improvements to mitigate Site is connected to Brookmans Park back to any property boundaries
and forms a group with BrP9 and
within the site and/or reducing the
establishments.
fluvial flood risk and to provide
BrP10. Combined with other sites
southern extent of the site may help
suitable footway
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
around Brookmans Park and
to mitigate the impact on this gap,
 Flood risk sequential approach
Welham
Green
could
have
a
the
effect
would
be
marginal.
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
to layout and surface water
substantial
impact
on
the
strategic
and landscape character, retaining local
management
Conclusion:
gap
between
Potters
Bar
and
distinctiveness:
 Protection of groundwater
Hatfield.
The
proposed
new
Green
Belt
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the site
 Retain and buffer TPO trees
boundaries
consisting
of
the
railwaycontributes significantly to maintaining settlement
 Mitigate noise pollution from
line,
and
two
unclassified
roads
pattern.
railway
Mitigation:
would
be
similar
in
strength
to
the
 Potential need to upgrade
existing boundaries and could form
The scale, layout and design of development
wastewater infrastructure
clearly
defined
and
defensible
should seek to reduce significant effects on
 Mitigate potential impact on
boundaries,
but
would
significantly
landscape character and local distinctiveness.
Water End SSSI
physically and visually shorten the
fragile gap between Brookmans Park 4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
Delivery timescales:
and Potters Bar.
and geodiversity:
0-10 years
Site is within 250m of Local Wildlife Sites and
within 1km of a Local Nature Reserve.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.
Achievable:
Yes, subject to offsite footway
improvements

Summary

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Significant, there would be
appreciable reduction in the gap
between Potters Bar and Brookmans
Park

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
Potential provision of a new/
replacement primary school would
meet existing and future demand for
school places in Brookmans Park and
the school planning area, and
potentially resolve parking congestion
associated with the existing primary
school on Bradmore Way.
Disadvantages:
None

Surface water flood risk affects
the northern area of the site,
largely coinciding with areas of
fluvial flood risk. A sequential
approach to layout and the use of
sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) could be used to suitably
manage surface water flood risk
to, within and from the site.

 HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: The site contributes significantly to one national Green Belt purpose and to the local Green Belt purpose, and has a high degree of physical and visual openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: New boundaries would be similar in strength to the existing boundaries moderate weight in favour; however they would significantly physically and visually shorten the fragile gap between Brookmans Park and Potters Bar.
This is attributed significant weight against the site.
 SA: The site has 2-3 times as many significant positives as significant negatives. Overall, this is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
 The site provides one of three opportunities in the village to deliver a new primary school, which would enable growth in the village. Therefore, this is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
On balance, the significant adverse impact on the purposes of the Green Belt is considered to outweigh the benefits of the site. The site should NOT be considered for allocation alongside other Brookmans Park sites.

Policy
implication

None - no Green Belt boundary change

Site ref

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment

BrP12
Urban/Green Belt:
(Scenario 1) Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
110 dwellings plus potential for
2FE primary school and scout hut
(on 12.15ha)
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Buffer ancient woodland and
wildlife site
 Mitigate potential impact on
great crested newts
 Mitigate potential impact on
Water End SSSI
 Flood risk sequential approach
to layout and surface water
management
 Mitigate noise pollution from
railway

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)
Contribution to National
Purposes:
Significant in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
110 dwellings plus potential for C2
care home (on 8 ha)
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:

Existing:
Property boundaries (moderate)

Proposed:
Extensive woodland along the
Contribution to Local Purpose:
western and northern boundary
Significant Reduces the visual
(strong)
perception of the gap between
Established tree belt/hedgerow
Brookmans Park and Welham Green along south eastern boundary
and has the effect of extending
(moderate)
Brookmans Park to the north.
Eastern ordinary watercourse to
eastern boundary(moderate)
Physical and visual openness:
High Physical Openness and mixed The site lies in a fragile gap between
Visual openness enclosure by the
Welham Green and Brookmans Park
adjacent woodland and settlement
(500m). This site would reduce the
edge with some long views towards gap by approximately 40m. Whilst
Ridge and Shenley
pulling any new Green Belt boundary
within BrP12 back to property
Potential for Cumulative Impact
boundaries of new dwellings would
Not isolated if developed with WeG6 mitigate the reduction in gap, this
BrP4 and BrP5 (not being promoted) would be of only minimal benefit.
and sites south of Brookmans Park
The land between BrP12 and
would have a significant impact on
Welham Green contains extensive
the strategic gap between Hatfield
woodland which acts as strong
and Potters Bar
visual and physical barrier between
them and to any further extension of
Brookmans Park northward on this
side of the railway line.

Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

BrP12
Urban/Green Belt:
(Scenario 2) Green Belt

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries consisting of the
extensive woodland, established tree
belt/hedgerow and ordinary
watercourse would be no weaker
than the existing boundaries and
could for clearly defined and
defensible boundaries. A fragile gap
would be shortened although only to
a relatively small extent. The site is
also contained and largely screened
by the ancient woodland.
As above, however the smaller size
of Scheme 2, in that it does not
project north and east as far as
Scheme 1, would perform the
national purpose of safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment to a
lesser extent than Scheme 1
although it is still considered to be
significant.

Existing:
Property boundaries (moderate)
Proposed:
Extensive woodland (strong)
Established tree belt/hedgerow
(moderate)
No definable feature on part of the
northern boundary (weak)
The weak northern boundary could
be reinforced by use of postdevelopment features such as
property boundaries or newly
planted hedgerow (moderate).

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an Employment
Area and two Railway Stations. It is within 400m
of two bus stops.
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and make
provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills development
and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass - 96% of the site falls within
Flood Zone 1, with the remainder
within Flood Zones 2 and 3a/b. An
ordinary watercourse is present in
the east of the site which may
present a further fluvial flood risk;
however, it was not possible to
model it in the SFRA. A sequential
approach to layout that restricts
development to Flood Zone 1
within the site is feasible.
Therefore, the site passes the
Sequential Test and the Exception
Test does not need to be applied
at this stage.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
Potential provision of a new/
replacement primary school would
meet existing and future demand for
school places in Brookmans Park and
the school planning area, and
potentially resolve parking congestion
associated with the existing primary
school on Bradmore Way.
Potential provision of a new scout hut
Disadvantages:
None

Surface water flood risk largely
coincides with indicated areas of
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
fluvial flood risk. A sequential
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
approach to layout and the use of
and landscape character, retaining local
sustainable drainage systems
distinctiveness:
(SuDS) could be used to suitably
The WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the site manage surface water flood risk
contributes significantly to maintaining settlement to, within and from the site.
pattern.
Mitigation:
The scale, layout and design of development
should seek to reduce significant effects on
landscape character and local distinctiveness.
*SA is incorrect; should be listed as high
sensitivity
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of Local Wildlife Sites and
within 500m of a SSSI.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and good design.

As above

Sequential Test result:
Pass - 94% of the site falls within
Flood Zone 1, with the remainder
within Flood Zones 2 and 3a/b. An
ordinary watercourse is present in
the east of the site which may
present a further fluvial flood risk;
however, it was not possible to
model it in the SFRA. A sequential
approach to layout that restricts
development to Flood Zone 1
within the site is feasible.
Therefore, the site passes the
Sequential Test and the Exception
Test does not need to be applied

Advantages:
Potential provision of a care home
would meet existing and future
demand for such accommodation in
Brookmans Park and the wider area
Potential provision of a new scout hut

Disadvantages:
None

Site ref

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment

Cont.

 Buffer ancient woodland and
wildlife site
 Mitigate potential impact on
great crested newts
 Mitigate potential impact on
Water End SSSI
 Flood risk sequential approach
to layout and surface water
management
 Mitigate noise pollution from
railway

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages

at this stage.

BrP12
(Scenario 2

Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

The site lies in a fragile gap between
Welham Green and Brookmans Park
(500m). This site would reduce the
gap by approximately 40m. Whilst
pulling any new Green Belt boundary
within BrP12 back to property
boundaries of new dwellings would
mitigate the reduction in gap, this
would be of only minimal benefit.
The land between BrP12 and
Welham Green contains extensive
woodland which acts as strong
visual and physical barrier between
them and to any further extension of
Brookmans Park northward on this
side of the railway line.

Surface water flood risk largely
coincides with indicated areas of
fluvial flood risk. A sequential
approach to layout and the use of
sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) could be used to suitably
manage surface water flood risk
to, within and from the site.

Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries consisting of the
extensive woodland, established tree
belt/hedgerow and no definable
feature on part of the northern
boundary would partially weaker
than the existing boundary, although
the weak boundary could be
reinforced by post-development
features in order to create clearly
defined and defensible boundaries.
A fragile gap would be shortened
although only to a relatively small
extent. The site is also contained
and largely screened by the ancient
woodland.
Summary
(Scheme 1
and 2)

 HELAA: The site could come forward within the first five years of the plan period. This is attributed significant weight in favour of both Scenarios 1 and 2.
 GB Study: Both schemes contribute significantly to one national Green Belt purpose and to the local Green Belt purpose, and have a high degree of physical openness. This is attributed moderate weight against both Scenario 1 and 2.
 GB Boundary: Scenario 1 can form clearly defined and defensible boundaries that overall would be stronger in part than the existing boundaries significant weight in favour. However, it would marginally reduce a fragile gap, the
perception of this would be mitigated by the woodland minor weight against Scenario 1.
 GB Boundary: Overall, scenario 2 would be similar in strength to the existing Green Belt boundary although part of the boundary is not clearly defined minor in favour. It would also marginally educe a fragile gap although the perception
of this would be mitigated by the woodland. This is attributed minor weight against Scenario 2.
 SA: The site has more than 3 times as many significant positives as significant negatives. Overall, this is attributed significant weight in favour of both Scenarios 1 and 2.
 Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
 Scenario 1 provides one of three opportunities in the village to deliver a new primary school, which would enable growth in the village. Therefore, this is attributed moderate weight in favour of Scenario 1
 Scenario 2 provides an opportunity to deliver a C2 care home. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of Scenario 2.
 The site could provide a community facility (scout hut). This is attributed minor weight in favour of both Scenarios 1 and 2.
On balance, the benefits of either Scenario are considered to outweigh the adverse impacts on the purposes of the Green Belt. The ability of Scenario 1 to form clearly defined and defensible boundaries using existing physical features and
the potential for a primary school means it is slightly favoured above Scenario 2, although it is recognised this would extend further into open countryside than Scenario 2. Both schemes should be considered for allocation alongside
other Brookmans Park sites, with a slight preference for Scenario 1. If an alternative solution (not within BrP12) for the provision of a primary school is pursued then Scenario 2 would be preferred on the basis it would not
extend as far into open countryside.

Policy
implication

If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
 Amend Green Belt boundaries for Scenario 1 as described above. For Scenario 2, new boundaries would be on the basis of that described above plus the use of post-development features within the site to define the weak boundary.
 Depending upon which, if any, solution is pursued for primary school provision in the village, the removal of UOL204 on Brookmans Park Primary School may be required to facilitate redevelopment of the school site.

Site ref
BrP13

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)

Estimated capacity:
14 dwellings

Contribution to National Purposes:
Partial for preventing neighbouring
towns from merging, Site makes a
limited contribution because of the
overall size of the gap to the visual
perception of the gap between Hatfield
and Potters Bar
Partial in safeguarding the countryside
from development has countryside
characteristics but bordering edge of
Brookmans Park

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Retention and buffering of trees
 Highway mitigation measures/
upgrades

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial contributes to the gap between
Hatfield and Brookmans park and
secondary local gap between
Brookmans Park and Bell Bar.

Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Physical and visual openness:
High Physical openness and Mixed
Visual enclosed by vegetation on three
sides

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes

Potential for Cumulative Impact
Not isolated and connected to
Brookmans Park forms a group with
BrP14

Summary








Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing:
Property boundaries (moderate)
Proposed:
Established tree belt (moderate)
Gold Club Road unclassified road
(moderate)
Conclusion:
The proposed new Green Belt
boundaries would be similar in
strength to the existing boundaries
and could form clearly defined and
defensible boundaries.

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of
Brookmans Park Railway Station. It is
within 400m of one bus stop.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type
and tenure of housing to meet identified
local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and
make provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to
Local Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
good design.

HELAA: The site could come forward within the first five years of the plan period. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
GB Study: The site makes a partial contribution to two national Green Belt purposes and to the local Green Belt purpose, and has a high degree of physical openness. This is attributed minor weight against the site.
GB Boundary: New boundaries would be similar in strength to the existing boundaries, and could form clearly defined and defensible boundaries. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
SA: The site has more than 3 times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site
No strategic advantages/disadvantages

On balance, the benefits of the site are considered to outweigh the adverse impacts on Green Belt purposes. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Brookmans Park sites.
Policy
If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
implication  Amend Green Belt boundaries as described above

Site ref
BrP14

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Partial for preventing neighbouring
towns from merging, contributes to the
gap between Hatfield and Potters Bar
which contains Welham Green,
Brookmans Park, as well as Bell Bar,
limited ribbon development and
Hatfield HPG, but limited due to the
overall scale of the gap and there are
already much shorter gaps nearby

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing:
Property boundaries (moderate)
Proposed:
Extensive woodland (strong)
Established hedgerow (moderate)
Property boundary (moderate)

A more logical, clearly defined and
defensible eastern boundary
consisting entirely of extensive
woodland could be created by taking
Impacts/constraints requiring
Partial in safeguarding the countryside an additional area of land, comprised
mitigation:
from development, with urban
of a paddock to the rear of no. 70
George’s Wood Road, out of the
 Wastewater infrastructure upgrades influences from edge of Brookmans
Park
Green Belt.
 Highway mitigation measures/
Contribution to Local Purpose:
upgrades
 Retention and buffering of TPO tree Partial contributes to the gap between Conclusion:
Brookmans Park and Bell Bar but does The proposed new Green Belt
 Mitigate other ecological impacts
not reduce the gap
boundaries consisting of the
woodland, hedgerow, and property
Delivery timescales:
Physical
and
visual
openness:
boundary would be similar in strength
0-10 years
High Physical Openness and mixed
to than the existing boundaries;
Visual openness enclosed by
however, a stronger more logical,
vegetation on three sides
clearly defined and defensible
boundary could be created by taking
Potential for Cumulative Impact
a small area of additional land to the
Not isolated and connected to
rear of 70 George’s Wood Road out
Brookmans Park Forms a group with
of the Green Belt.
BrP13
Estimated capacity:
10 dwellings

Summary

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 5
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of
Brookmans Park Railway Station. It is
within 400m of one bus stop.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type
and tenure of housing to meet identified
local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing and
make provision for Lifetime Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to
Local Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
good design.

 HELAA: The site could come forward within the first ten years of the plan period, potentially within the first five years. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: The site makes a partial contribution to two national Green Belt purposes and to the local Green Belt purpose, and has a high degree of physical openness. This is attributed minor weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: New boundaries would be stronger in part than the existing boundary if extended to the woodland, and could form clearly defined and defensible boundaries. This is attributed moderate/significant weight in favour of the
site.
 SA: The site has more than 3 times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed significant weight in favour of the site
 Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
 No strategic advantages/disadvantages
On balance, the benefits of the site are considered to outweigh the adverse impacts on Green Belt purposes. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other Brookmans Park sites.

Policy
If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
implication  Amend Green Belt boundaries as described above, taking the eastern boundary up to the woodland (i.e. take the land to the rear of 70 Georges Wood Road out of the Green Belt)

Appendix I

Little Heath Housing Sites - Maps and Background Tables

The map on the following page illustrates all of the sites considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper, only sites that passed the Stage 2
HELAA Assessment and are large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.

Little Heath HELAA Results Map

Site ref
BrP7

Summary

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

BrP7: Contribution to National
Purposes: Significant for safeguarding
the countryside from encroachment.
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Greenfield:
Significant. The gap between Little
Greenfield
Heath and Swanley Bar would
disappear if site was developed in full.
Achievable:
Physical and visual openness:
Yes
High physical openness and mixed
visual openness.
Estimated capacity:
Potential for Cumulative Impact
150 dwellings
Site is connected to Little Heath and is
separate from other sites in Brookmans
Park. It is not related to LeH1 although
Impacts/constraints requiring
it is nearby. In combination with other
mitigation:
sites around Brookmans Park and
Welham Green, development of this
 Proximity to Gobions Registered
Historic Park and Garden and Folly site could have a substantial impact on
the strategic gap between Potters Bar
Arch, grade II* listed building.
and Hatfield.
Green infrastructure is proposed
around the site which will provide a BrP7 extension: Contribution to
National Purposes: Significant for
buffer between the site and the
safeguarding the countryside from
HPG and LB.
encroachment.
 Adjacent to an Ecosite, the field
Contribution to Local Purpose:
south of Bolton’s Park. Within
Partial: Located in the primary local
1,800m of Northaw Great Wood
gap between Brookmans Park (2nd
SSSI
st
tier) and Potters Bar (1 tier), and the
 Moderate ecological sensitivity in
gap between Potters Bar and Swanley
wooded area. Potential for
Bar. It makes a partial contribution to
protected bird species. Retain
trees and pond or compensate for the visual perception of the gaps.
Physical and visual openness:
loss. A stage 1 habitat survey is
High physical openness and mixed
required to assess value.
visual openness.
 Waste water upgrades
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Site is isolated and is separate from
other sites in Brookmans Park, and
Delivery timescales:
Little Heath. The site forms a group
0-10 years
with BrP7. It is not related to LeH1
although it is nearby. However in
combination with other sites around
Brookmans Park and Welham Green,
the development of this site could have
a substantial impact on the strategic
gap between Potters Bar and Hatfield.

Existing:
The existing Green Belt boundary
comprises the settlement edge of Little
Heath, in the form of garden/property
boundaries and some buildings
(moderate/strong).

Green Belt:
Green Belt

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total 7:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of
Potters Bar Town Centre. It is within
Proposed:
400m of seven bus stops.
The boundary (as promoted) would
5.1: Provision of the right amount,
comprise a tree belt/hedge to the south type and tenure of housing to meet
(moderate), Hawkshead Road to the
identified local needs:
north (moderate) and an open field to
Site could deliver affordable housing
the west (weak)
and make provision for Lifetime
Homes.
Comment:
6.6: Provision of training, skills
Little Heath and Swanley Bar are
development and lifelong learning:
separated by open land uses and
Site is within walking distance of
ribbon development within a fragile
education establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
gap. If the entire BrP7 site were
allocated, Little Heath and Swanley
4.4: Protection/enhancement of
Bar would effectively merge.
open space and landscape
character, retaining local
Conclusion
distinctiveness:
If this site is allocated, the boundary
The WHBC Green Belt Review
should be pulled back towards the
indicates the site contributes
existing urban boundary with Wain
significantly to maintaining settlement
Close, reducing the size of the site to
pattern.
allow for a gap to be maintained
Mitigation:
between Little Heath and Swanley Bar. The scale, layout and design of
Green Belt boundary for the reduced
development should seek to reduce
site should be drawn in a southsignificant effects on settlement pattern
westerly direction from Hawkshead
and local distinctiveness.
Road towards the southern edge of
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of
site. Boundary should not project any
the borough’s character, historic
further north than existing development environment, and heritage/cultural
located within the gap, to the north of
assets:
Hawkshead Road, using the property
Site is in proximity to Listed Buildings.
boundary of the existing community
It is within 250m of Gobions Historic
(church) building on the opposing side Park & Garden.
of Hawkshead Road as a reference
Mitigation:Development of site should
point. Western boundary would still be conform to Local Plan policies related
weaker than the existing boundary but to the protection of heritage assets and
impact on the gap would then be
good design.
limited.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages: None

Disadvantages:
Surface water flow route runs westNone
east in the western area of the site
toward Potters Bar Brook. A sequential
approach to layout and the use of
sustainable drainage systems (SuDS)
could be used to suitably manage
surface water flood risk to, within and
from the site.

Deliverable within 0-10 years (moderate weight in favour).
GB Study: The site makes a significant contribution to the national Green Belt purpose of safeguarding the countryside from encroachment and a significant/partial contribution to the local purpose (moderate against).
Green Belt boundary: The boundaries for the promoted site would be partially weaker than the existing Green Belt boundary, mainly related to the western boundary which, would not be clearly defined (minor against). The full extent of the
promoted site would fill a significant part of a fragile gap between two villages (moderate against). However, a reduced site area with a revised boundary would allow for a gap to be retained between Little Heath and Swanley Bar and prevent
these villages from merging, thus reducing the adverse weight attributed to full extent of the promoted site (minor against). A new Green Belt boundary would however still be weaker than the existing boundary (minor against).
Sustainability Appraisal: Identifies seven positives, and two negative impacts. , i.e. more than 3 times double positives than double negatives (Significant in favour)
Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
Strategic Advantages/Disadvantages: None
Conclusion: A reduced size site would enable a gap to be maintained between Little Heath and Swanley Bar, which would prevent the merging of settlements that the currently promoted size of site would have. This is a finely balanced site but
on balance, the site’s benefits of a reduced site marginally outweigh the adverse impacts on the Green Belt. A reduced site area should be considered for allocation.

Policy
If the site is allocated for housing, the Green Belt boundary will need to be amended. If Green Belt boundary is drawn as described above resulting in a smaller site, indicative capacity of 100 dwellings on approx. 3.3 ha. at 30 dph.
implication

Site ref
LHe1

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)

Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt, except for south-east
corner of the site associated with
Osborne House Farm.

Contribution to National Purposes:
The site makes limited or no
contribution to any of the national
Green Belt purposes

PDL/Greenfield:
Partial PDL/Greenfield.

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Limited or no contribution because of
its size and characteristics

Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
35 dwellings

Physical and visual openness:
Physical Openness High no
development, Visual Openness Mixed
partly enclosed by hedgerow and
dwellings

Impacts/constraints requiring
Potential for Cumulative Impact
mitigation:
Connected to the existing settlement
 Southern wooded boundary is an
but not part of a group.
ecological constraint and of
moderate sensitivity.
 Grade II Listed Building Osbourne
House with 25m. Development
could have implications on the
setting. However if existing
hedgerow is retained and
reinforced, development should be
possible without harm.
 Rights of access to adjoining
property need to be retained
Delivery timescales:
0-5

Summary

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Existing:
The existing green belt boundary
comprises of the urban edge of the
settlement of Little Heath (strong),
although the Green Belt boundary
currently cuts through a number of
residential properties on the edge of
the settlement.

Significant positives (++) Total 7:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of
Potters Bar Town Centre. It is within
400m of five bus stops.

Proposed:
The western boundary would comprise
of the boundary to a large dwelling and
associated buildings, lined by
hedgerow and trees (strong). Northern
boundary would comprise of a fence
and private road/access (weak).

5.1: Provision of the right amount,
type and tenure of housing to meet
identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing
and make provision for Lifetime
Homes.

However, there is potential for a new
boundary to be formed by following
property boundaries to the east of the
site, and incorporating all of Oakleigh,
Osborne House Farm and other
detached buildings, which are currently
partly within the Green Belt, partly
within the urban area.

Flood Risk Sequential Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass - Site is within Flood Zone 1

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages: None
Disadvantages: None

6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of
education establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of
the borough’s character, historic
environment, and heritage/cultural
assets:
Site is in proximity to a Listed Building.
It is within 1km of a Historic Park &
Garden.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to
Local Plan policies related to the
protection of heritage assets and good
design.

Deliverable in 0-5 years (significant weight in favour).
GB Study: Site makes limited or no contribution to national purposes and limited or no contribution to local purpose (significant weight in favour).
Green Belt Boundary: The new Green Belt boundary would be similar in strength to the existing boundary with the exception of the northern boundary of the site which would be weaker. Overall (minor weight in favour).
However, there is the potential for a more logical Green Belt boundary to be created by incorporating existing properties and buildings to the east of LHe1, which are partly within the urban area and partly within the Green Belt. This would
result in the removal of land associated with Osbourne House Farm and Oakleigh and other detached buildings from the Green Belt.
Sustainability Appraisal: more than three times as many double positives as double negatives (significant weight in favour).
Flood Risk: Site passes the sequential test.
Strategic advantages/disadvantages: None identified.
On balance, the site’s benefits of the site mean that it should be considered for allocation.

Policy
If the site is allocated for housing - the Green Belt boundary will need to be amended including land to the east of LHe1 as described above.
implication

Appendix J

Cuffley Housing Sites - Maps and Background Tables
The map on the following page illustrates all of the sites
considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper,
only sites that passed the Stage 2 HELAA Assessment and are
large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.

Cuffley HELAA Results Map

Site ref
No02

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield/Part PDL

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
8 dwellings net

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Buffer required to adjacent Wildlife
Site 160, also an ancient woodland
 Need to understand and mitigate
ecological impacts, given wildlife
potential of the site
Delivery timescales:
0-5 years

Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential and
Exception Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an
Employment Area. It is within 1400m of
Cuffley Railway Station.

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1. An
ordinary watercourse runs through the
site which may present a fluvial flood
risk; however, it was not possible to
model it in the SFRA. A sequential
approach to layout that restricts
development to Flood Zone 1 within
the site is feasible.
Therefore, the site passes the
Sequential Test and the Exception
Test does not need to be applied at
this stage.

5.1: Provision of the right amount,
type and tenure of housing to meet
identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing
and make provision for Lifetime
Homes.

Strategic Advantages and
Disadvantages
Advantages:
None

Disadvantages:
None identified.

6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of
education establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of Local Wildlife
Sites and within 500m of a SSSI.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to
Local Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and good design.

 There are some minor constraints affecting the development of the site – development will be deliverable within 0-5 years. (Significant weight in favour)
 The site is not within the Green Belt – its development would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. (Significant weight in favour)
 The Sustainability Appraisal identifies a number of significant positives for the site – notably its status as previously developed land; and proximity to public transport, local facilities and education establishments. One significant negative is
identified around the protection of biodiversity but on balance there are more than three times as many double positives as negatives. (Significant weight in favour)
 The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test.
 No strategic advantages/disadvantages
On balance, the site’s accessible and sustainable location is considered to outweigh the impacts and constraints affecting the site, all of which can be mitigated against. It is therefore considered that the site should be allocated.

Policy
Allocate for housing in the Local Plan
implication

Site ref
No10

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Urban/Green Belt:
Urban

Contribution to National Purposes:
N/A for urban sites

Existing
N/A for urban sites

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Contribution to Local Purpose:
N/A for urban sites

Proposed:
N/A for urban sites

Achievable:
Yes

Physical and visual openness:
N/A for urban sites

Comments:
N/A for urban sites

Estimated capacity:
5 dwellings

Potential for Cumulative Impact
N/A for urban sites

Conclusion:
N/A for urban sites

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Single-track site access restricts
the number of dwellings to 5 – it is
not known if the access can be
widened
 Potential for contaminated land
which would require remediation
 Potential noise from the adjacent
scout hut and church
 Need to understand and mitigate
ecological impacts, given wildlife
potential of the site
Delivery timescales:
11-15 years, although availability may
depend on other land coming forward
for development and is uncertain

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 8
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an
Employment Area. It is within 400m of
seven bus stops and 1400m of Cuffley
Railway Station.

Flood Risk Sequential and
Exception Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1.

Strategic Advantages and
Disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

4.4: Protection/enhancement of
open space and landscape
character:
Site is PDL (Previously Developed
Land).
5.1: Provision of the right amount,
type and tenure of housing to meet
identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing
and make provision for Lifetime
Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of
education establishments.
Significant negatives (– –) Total:
None

NB: The landowner has indicated that
the availability of the site may depend
on other land coming forward for
development.
Summary

 A number of constraints affect the development of the site – there is some uncertainty around deliverability, which is expected to be within 11-15 years. (Minor weight in favour)
 The site is not within the Green Belt – its development would have no impact on Green Belt purposes or boundaries. (Significant weight in favour)
 The Sustainability Appraisal identifies a number of significant positives for the site – notably its status as previously developed land; and proximity to public transport, local facilities and education establishments. No significant negatives are
identified. (Significant weight in favour)
 The site is within Flood Zone 1 and passes the sequential test.
 No strategic advantages/disadvantages
The site’s accessible and sustainable location is considered to outweigh the constraints and possible impacts affecting the site, all of which can be mitigated against. It is therefore considered that the site should be allocated.

Policy
Allocate for housing in the Local Plan
implication

Site ref
Cuf1

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green belt

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
30 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Buffer required to Cuffley Brook &
ecosite and the railway line.
 Noise from the railway line
 Proximity to Wildlife site
 Proximity to Northaw Great Wood
SSSI and Wormley-Hoddesdon
Park South SSSI
 Highway access restricts number
of dwellings to 30.
 Waste water upgrades
Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Contribution to National Purposes:

Existing
Significant positives (++) Total: 8
Mainly property boundaries (Moderate) 4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
Significant for safeguarding the
emissions from transport; and
Proposed:
countryside from encroachment
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Established tree belt along western
Contribution to Local Purpose:
boundary (moderate)
Site is within walking distance of an
Partial –contribution to the visual
Cuffley Brook and established tree belt Employment Area. It is within 400m of
perception of the gap between Cuffley along north-eastern boundary
seven bus stops and 1400m of Cuffley
and Goffs Oak.
(moderate)
Railway Station.
Established hedgerow with some gaps
Physical and visual openness:
along southern boundary (moderate) to 5.1: Provision of the right amount,
High Physical openness
where the site joins with existing
type and tenure of housing to meet
Mixed Visual openness views often
residential development at the head of identified local needs:
limited by roadside vegetation and tree The Medway.
Site could deliver affordable housing
belts
and make provision for Lifetime
Conclusion:
Homes.
Potential for Cumulative Impact
The proposed new Green Belt
boundary formed by the site would be 6.6: Provision of training, skills
The site is isolated.
similar in strength to the existing
development and lifelong learning:
boundary and could form clearly
Site is within walking distance of
defined and defensible boundaries.
education establishments.
However, the site boundary would
mean taking more land out of the
Green Belt than is absolutely
necessary to accommodate around 30
dwellings. Allocating the whole site
would also result in development
projecting beyond the eastern edge of
the existing settlement boundary as
generally defined by rear garden
boundaries of properties in The
Meadway and narrowing a fragile gap
of less than 1km between Cuffley and
Goffs Oak. Accordingly, whilst northsouth physical features at this point
within the site are absent, in the
interests of limiting encroachment
eastwards, the boundary should be
drawn north-south from the settlement
edge. To create a logical boundary, a
minor adjustment would be required to
the west of the site, joining up with the
existing Green belt boundary in Thrush
Lane.

Flood Risk Sequential and
Exception Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – 99.9% of the site falls within
Flood Zone 1, with the remainder
within Flood Zones 2 and 3a/b. A
sequential approach to layout that
restricts development to Flood Zone 1
within the site is feasible. Therefore,
the site passes the Sequential Test
and the Exception Test does not need
to be applied at this stage.

Strategic Advantages and
Disadvantages
Advantages: None
Disadvantages: None

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife
Site.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to
Local Plan policies related to the
protection/enhancement of biodiversity
and good design.

Deliverable within 0-10 years (moderate in favour).
GB Study: The site makes a significant contribution to the national green belt purpose of safeguarding the countryside from encroachment (moderate against).
Green Belt Boundary: The proposed new Green Belt boundary as formed by the extent of the site would be similar in strength to the existing boundaries and would be clearly defined and defensible. (Moderate in favour). Allocating the whole
site would however result in development encroaching eastwards beyond the eastern edge of the existing urban boundary, reducing the existing fragile gap between Cuffley and Goffs Oak (minor against). As described above, if this site is
allocated, the new Green Belt boundary should be drawn north-south from the existing settlement edge across the site. As this would then have no impact on the fragile gap, this would remove the minor against weighting, although this
alternative north-south boundary would not be defined by existing physical features on the ground and would need to be defined by post development features.
Sustainability Appraisal. Identifies 8 positives and 1 negative, i.e. more than three times more double positives than double negatives (significant in favour).
Flood Risk: Passes the sequential test.
No strategic advantages/disadvantages
Conclusion: On balance, the site’s benefits are considered to outweigh the harm to the purposes of the Green Belt and provided the boundary is drawn so as to not permit development any further east of the existing urban edge of
settlement, the site should be considered for allocation alongside other Cuffley sites.

Policy
If the site is allocated for housing - the Green Belt boundary will need to be amended.
implication

Site ref
Cuf4

Summary

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing
Site adjoins the urban area of Cuffley
and the Green Belt boundary is formed
by the rear gardens of properties in
Cranfield Crescent and King James
Avenue to the east (moderate) and
The Ridgeway (B157)– strong

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
Significant for safeguarding the
emissions from transport; and
PDL/Greenfield:
countryside from encroachment
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Greenfield
Partial to checking unrestricted sprawl
Site is within walking distance of an
Achievable:
of large built areas of London
Employment Area. It is within 400m of
Yes
six bus stops and 1400m of Cuffley
Proposed:
Railway Station.
Estimated capacity:
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Western boundary is defined by
5.1: Provision of the right amount,
220 dwellings
Significant - contributes to the gap
Hempshill Brook and the footpath
type and tenure of housing to meet
11 hectares promoted for
between Cuffley and Potters Bar
(RoW) that runs alongside it
identified local needs:
development from an overall site of
(moderate). Northern boundary defined Site could deliver affordable housing
18ha. Capacity of the site reduced to Physical and visual openness:
by Ancient Woodland (strong)
and make provision for Lifetime
220 dwellings to reflect sloping
Southern boundary defined by
Homes.
topography of the site, habitat
High Physical and Visual openness
established tree belt (moderate)
6.6: Provision of training, skills
creation and the need for ecological
Forms a highly prominent landform in
development and lifelong learning:
mitigation.
the landscape.
Site is within walking distance of
Conclusion:
education establishments.
Impacts/constraints requiring
Views of central London from the top of The site is clearly defined and it would Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
mitigation:
the site.
be possible to form a new Green Belt
4.4: Protection/enhancement of
boundary.
open space and landscape
 Nature conservation – presence of
Potential for Cumulative Impact
However, the full extent of the site
character, retaining local
protected species and their
Forms a group with Cuf5, Cuf6, and
would reduce the gap between the
distinctiveness:
habitats.
Cuf7 which would have a greater
urban edge of Cuffley and the
Site has high landscape sensitivity.
 Adjacent to a Wildlife Site
impact on the gap between Potters Bar settlement of Northaw to less than 1km The WHBC Green Belt Review
 Adjoins ancient woodland to the
and Cuffley (and the strategic gap
at its narrowest point.
indicates the site contributes
north of the site.
significantly to maintaining settlement
 Proximity to Northaw Great Wood between Potters Bar and Cheshunt).
The
irregular
shape
of
the
site
would
pattern. Mitigation: Development of
SSSI and Wormley-Hoddesden
protrude
out
into
open
countryside
and
site should conform to Local Plan
Park South SSSI
make
it
difficult
to
retain
land
to
the
policies related to the protection of
 The whole site is an ecosite, so
south
(Cuf5)
within
the
Green
Belt
open spaces. The scale, layout and
there may be potential for habitat
within
the
context
of
forming
logical
design of development should seek to
creation and wildlife corridors as
boundaries.
reduce significant effects on landscape
part of any development.
character and local distinctiveness.
 The site is adjacent to an AAS
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
 Potential contamination from
biodiversity and geodiversity:
farmyard.
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife
 Waste water upgrades.
Site. Mitigation: Development of site
should conform to Local Plan policies
Delivery timescales: 0-10 years
related to the protection/enhancement
of biodiversity and good design.

Flood Risk Sequential and
Exception Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – 99.5% of the site falls within
Flood Zone 1, with the remainder
within Flood Zones 2 and 3a/b. A
sequential approach to layout that
restricts development to Flood Zone 1
within the site is feasible. Therefore,
the site passes the Sequential Test
and the Exception Test does not need
to be applied at this stage.

Strategic Advantages and
Disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

Deliverable within 0-10 years (moderate in favour).
GB Study: The site makes a significant contribution to the national Green Belt purpose of safeguarding the countryside from encroachment. It also makes a significant contribution to the local purpose. The site has high levels of physical and
visual openness and due to its steep and prominent topography, is highly visible within the wider landscape with views of London. It also forms a group with other sites, which cumulatively if developed would have a greater impact on the
strategic gap between Potters Bar and Cheshunt. This site, along with others in this strategic parcel, has made a valuable contribution in checking the unrestricted urban sprawl of large built up areas of London. If the whole site were allocated,
it would partially weaken the role of the site within the strategic parcel, reinforcing the gradual creep of development which is evident between the northern edge of Cuffley and the village of Northaw to the west, reducing the visual perception
of settlement separation. Overall, the role that this large site makes to the purposes of the Green Belt is weighted significant against.
Green Belt Boundary: The proposed new Green Belt boundaries would be similar in strength to the existing boundary and would be clearly defined. However, the Ridgeway (B157) currently forms a strong Green Belt boundary and releasing
Cuf4 from the Green Belt would reduce the gap between the urban edge of Cuffley and the settlement of Northaw to less than 1km at its narrowest point and in order to form a logical Green Belt boundary, further land to the south (Cuf5) would
also need to be released from the Green Belt (minor against).
Sustainability Appraisal: Over two times more double positives than double negatives (moderate in favour).
Flood Risk: Passes the sequential test
No strategic advantages. Strategic disadvantages: None
Conclusion: The site has high levels of physical and visual openness, and is a prominent landform in the landscape. On balance, the adverse impact on the Green Belt marginally outweighs the benefits of the site and the site should NOT be
considered for allocation alongside other sites in Cuffley.

Policy
None - no change to Green Belt boundary.
implication

Site ref
Cuf5

Summary

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Green Belt:
Green belt.

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing:
Moderate– existing green belt
boundary adjoins the settlement edge
of Cuffley, comprising of the
boundaries of residential properties.

Sustainability Appraisal

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
Significant for safeguarding the
emissions from transport; and
countryside from encroachment
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
PDL/Greenfield:
pollution:
Greenfield
Partial to checking unrestricted sprawl
Site is within walking distance of an
Proposed:
of large built areas of London
Employment Area. It is within 400m of
Achievable:
Western boundary comprises of
ten bus stops and 1400m of Cuffley
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Yes
Hempshill Brook and hedgerow, private Railway Station.
Significant - contributes to the gap
access road and RoW. (Moderate)
5.1: Provision of the right amount,
Estimated capacity:
between Cuffley and Potters Bar
Southern boundary is mixed. B156 in
type and tenure of housing to meet
440 dwellings
part (strong) and field boundary with
identified local needs:
Physical and visual openness:
limited tress (Weak)
Site could deliver affordable housing
Impacts/constraints requiring
Northern boundary – established tree
and make provision for Lifetime Homes.
mitigation:
High Physical and Visual openness
belt – (Moderate)–
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
 Nature conservation – presence of Forms a prominent landform in the
Conclusion:
landscape.
Site is within walking distance of
protected species and their
Overall, the boundary formed by the
education establishments.
habitats.
 Proximity to Northaw Great Wood Views of central London from the top of site would be similar in strength to the Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
the site.
existing boundary and could be clearly 4.4: Protection/enhancement of open
and Wormley-Hoddesden Park
defined.
space and landscape character,
South SSSI
Potential for Cumulative Impact
retaining local distinctiveness: Site
 Adjacent to an ecosite, so there
Forms a group with Cuf4, Cuf6, and
has high landscape sensitivity. The
may be potential for habitat
Cuf7 which would have a greater
The irregular shape of the site would
WHBC Green Belt Review indicates the
creation and wildlife corridors as
impact
on
the
gap
between
Potters
Bar
protrude
out
into
open
countryside
and
site contributes significantly to
part of any development.
and
Cuffley
(and
the
strategic
gap
make
it
difficult
more
to
retain
land
to
maintaining settlement pattern
 Proximity of two AAS
between
Potters
Bar
and
Cheshunt).
the
north
(Cuf4)
within
the
Green
Belt
.Mitigation: Development of site
 Steeply sloping topography
within
the
context
of
forming
logical
should conform to Local Plan policies
 Flood risk – sequential approach to
boundaries.
related to the protection of open
layout and surface water
spaces. The scale, layout and design of
management.
development should seek to reduce
 Waste water upgrades
significant effects on landscape
character and local distinctiveness.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and geodiversity:
Delivery timescales:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife
0-10 years
Site. Mitigation: Development of site
should conform to Local Plan policies
related to the protection/enhancement
of biodiversity and good design.

Flood Risk Sequential and
Exception Test

Strategic Advantages and
Disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Pass – 96% of the site falls within
Flood Zone 1, with the remainder
within Flood Zones 2 and 3a/b. A
sequential approach to layout that
restricts development to Flood Zone 1
within the site is feasible. Therefore,
the site passes the Sequential Test
and the Exception Test does not need
to be applied at this stage.

Advantages: Provides an opportunity
to deliver a new primary school
(although would need to be considered
on the basis of overall growth and
primary school capacity for Cuffley and
in Goffs Oak).
Possibility of GP surgery (subject to
viability)
Disadvantages: None

Surface water flow route runs eastwest across part of the site. A
sequential approach to layout and the
use of sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) could be used to suitably
manage surface water flood risk to,
within and from the site.

Deliverable within 0-10 years (moderate in favour).
GB Study: Site makes a significant contribution to the national Green Belt purpose of safeguarding the countryside from encroachment. It also makes a significant contribution to the Local Purpose and a partial contribution to checking
unrestricted sprawl of large built areas of London. The site has high levels of physical and visual openness and due to its steep and prominent topography; parts of the site are highly visible within the wider landscape. The site is located within
a parcel which makes a significant contribution towards checking unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas of London. It also forms a group with other sites, which cumulatively if developed would have a greater impact on the strategic gap
between Potters Bar and Cheshunt. This site, along with others in this strategic parcel, has made a valuable contribution in checking urban sprawl. If the whole site were allocated, it would partially weaken the role of the site within the strategic
parcel, reducing the visual perception of settlement separation and leaving other land to the north (Cuf4) more vulnerable to development. Overall, the role that this site makes to the purposes of the Green Belt is weighted significant against.
Green Belt Boundary: Overall, proposed boundaries would be similar in strength to the existing boundary. However, in order to form a logical Green Belt boundary, further land to the north (Cuf4) would also need to be released from the Green
Belt (minor against). (Refer to Cuf12: Restricting development to the frontage with the B156 as an infill site between Cuf7 and the existing urban boundary with Cuffley, would have a much less significant impact).
Sustainability Appraisal: More than two times more double positives than double negatives (moderate in favour)
Flood Risk: Passes the sequential test.
Strategic advantages: Possible primary school./GP surgery provision (subject to viability) (moderate in favour). Strategic disadvantages: None
Conclusion: The site has high levels of physical and visual openness, and is a prominent landform in the landscape. On balance, the adverse impact on the Green Belt is not outweighed by the benefits of the site and the site should NOT be
considered for allocation alongside other sites in Cuffley. However, a smaller site should be considered (see Cuf12)

Policy
None - no change to Green Belt boundary (However: Refer to Cuf12)
implication

Site ref
Cuf6

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green belt

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
108 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Railway noise
 Overhead HV power lines
(National Grid) will require an
easement corridor either side.
 Flood risk sequential approach to
layout and surface water flow
management.
 Proximity to Northaw Great Wood
SSSI and Wormley-Hoddesden
Park South SSSI
 Nature conservation buffer with
railway bank and southern woody
boundary.
 Waste water upgrades

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Partial to checking unrestricted sprawl
of large built areas of London
Significant for safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Limited or No contribution
Physical and visual openness:
High Physical openness
Mixed Visual openness very visible
from the road but screened in the
south west by trees.
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Forms part of a group with Cuf4, Cuf5
and Cuf7whic would impact on the
reduction of the gap between Cuffley
and Potters Bar

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Existing:
Formed by the settlement edge of
Cuffley, comprising of the boundaries
of residential properties in South Drive
-Moderate

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an
Proposed:
Employment Area. It is within 400m of
Public footpath, tree belt and hedgerow four bus stops and 1400m of Cuffley
to the south eastern boundary –
Railway Station.
Moderate
5.1: Provision of the right amount,
Hedge/tree belt to boundary of Cuffley type and tenure of housing to meet
School - Moderate
identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing
Comments:
and make provision for Lifetime
Homes.
Conclusion:
New Green Belt boundary formed by
6.6: Provision of training, skills
the site would be clearly defined and
development and lifelong learning:
similar in strength to the existing
Site is within walking distance of
boundary
education establishments.

Flood Risk Sequential and
Exception Test
Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1

Significant negatives (– –) Total:
None

Deliverable within 0-10 years (moderate in favour)
GB Study: The site makes a significant contribution to the national Green Belt purpose of safeguarding the countryside from encroachment (moderate against)
Green Belt Boundary: New Green Belt boundary would be similar in strength to the existing and clearly defined, forming a logical, defensible boundary (moderate weight in favour).
Sustainability Appraisal: Seven positives and no significant negatives identified (significant in favour).
Flood Risk: Passes the sequential test.
Strategic advantages/disadvantages: None
Conclusion: On balance, the site’s benefits are considered to outweigh the harm to the purposes of the Green Belt. The site should be considered for allocation alongside other sites in Cuffley.

Policy
If the site is allocated for housing - the Green Belt boundary will need to be amended
implication

Advantages: None
Disadvantages: None

Surface water flow route runs northsouth in the centre of the site. A
sequential approach to layout and the
use of sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) could be used to suitably
manage surface water flood risk to,
within and from the site.

Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Summary

Strategic Advantages and
Disadvantages

.

Site ref
Cuf7

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Greenbelt

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield

Achievable:
Yes

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
Does not contribute significantly to any
National Purpose but partially to
checking sprawl of large built up areas
of London , preventing neighboring
towns from merging ( within a strategic
gap between Potters Bar and
Cheshunt) and safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment .

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing:
Formed by the settlement edge of
Cuffley, comprising of the boundaries
of residential properties - Moderate
Proposed:
Northern and eastern boundary would
comprise of fragmented tree
belt/hedgerow - Weak

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total: 7
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an
Employment Area. It is within 400m of
six bus stops and 1400m of Cuffley
Railway Station.

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial or limited or no reduction to the
visual perception of the separation of
Cuffley and Potters Bar

Western boundary comprises of private 5.1: Provision of the right amount,
access road, adjacent to Hempshill
type and tenure of housing to meet
Brook - Moderate
identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing
Impacts/constraints requiring
Comments:
and make provision for Lifetime
mitigation:
Given its separation from the
Homes.
Physical and visual openness:
settlement boundary, it would not be
 Proximity of AAS
6.6: Provision of training, skills
 Proximity to Northaw Great Wood Mixed levels of physical openness with logical to release Cuf7 as an isolated
development on site and mixed visual site by itself from the Green Belt and
development and lifelong learning:
SSSI and Wormley-Hoddesden
openness, with mixed levels of
therefore additional land would need to Site is within walking distance of
Park South SSSI
enclosure and potential views across
be released to form a defensible Green education establishments.
 Potential contaminated land
the
valley
Belt boundary. A site Cuf12 has been
 A specific flood risk assessment of
promoted as an alternative option to
the site would be required at
Significant negatives (– –) Total:
Cuf5. Site Cuf12 includes the area of
planning application stage. SUDs
Potential
for
Cumulative
Impact
None
land
between
site
Cuf7
and
the
design would need to take specific
settlement edge.
account of topography of the area
Forms a group with Cuf4, Cuf5, and
to manage overland flows.
Conclusion:
Cuf6
Potential to form a new, defensible
Green Belt boundary by combining
Delivery timescales:
Cuf7 with part of Cuf12 (refer to
6-10 years
Cuf12).
Estimated capacity:
75 dwellings

Summary

Flood Risk Sequential and
Exception Test

Strategic Advantages and
Disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Advantages: None
Pass - 84% of the site falls within Flood
Disadvantages: None
Zone 1, with the remainder within
Flood Zones 2 and 3a/b. A sequential
approach to layout that restricts
development to Flood Zone 1 within
the site is feasible. Therefore, the site
passes the Sequential Test and the
Exception Test does not need to be
applied at this stage.
Surface water flow route and ponding
also coincides with areas of fluvial
flood risk within the site. A sequential
approach to layout and the use of
sustainable drainage systems (SuDS)
could be used to suitably manage
surface water flood risk to, within and
from the site.

Deliverable in 6-10 years (moderate in favour)
GB Study: Does not contribute significantly to any national or local Green Belt purpose. Has mixed levels of physical openness and enclosure (moderate in favour)
Green Belt Boundary: Given its separation from the settlement boundary, it would not be logical to release Cuf7 as an isolated site by itself from the Green Belt and therefore additional land would need to be released to form a defensible
Green Belt boundary (significant against). However, the potential exists to form a new, defensible Green Belt boundary by combining Cuf7 with part of Cuf12 (refer to Cuf12).
Sustainability Appraisal: Site has seven significant positives and SA does not identify any significant negative impacts (significant in favour)
Flood Risk: Passes the sequential test.
Strategic advantages/disadvantages: None
Conclusion: The only factor weighing against the fact that it does not adjoin the existing settlement boundary. The number of dwellings that this site could deliver does not justify in-setting the site within the Green Belt. However, a site Cuf12
has been promoted which adjoins Cuf7 to the east and north. (Refer to site Cuf12). Restricting development to the frontage with the B156 essentially joining Cuf7 to the urban boundary with Cuffley with part of Cuf12 presents a more
acceptable opportunity to define a new Green Belt boundary.
Provided a reduced part of Cuf12 is allocated (see Cuf12), on balance, the benefits of Cuf7 means that the site should be considered for allocation, alongside other sites in Cuffley.

Policy
If the site is allocated for housing - the Green Belt boundary will need to be amended (alongside a reduced area of Cuf12).
implication

Site ref
Cuf10

Summary

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green belt

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
(Cuf10 forms part of Cuf4)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential and
Exception Test

Existing:
Formed by The Ridgeway (the B157) Strong

Significant positives (++) Total: 7
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
emissions from transport; and
Significant for safeguarding the
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
PDL/Greenfield:
Proposed:
pollution:
countryside from encroachment
Greenfield
No definable boundary on the ground
Site is within walking distance of an
Partial to checking unrestricted sprawl to the west – Weak
Employment Area. It is within 400m of
of large built areas of London
four bus stops and 1400m of Cuffley
Achievable:
Hedgerow forming boundary to Cuffley Railway Station.
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Yes
Hills Farm to the south-east - Weak
5.1: Provision of the right amount,
Significant - contributes to the gap
type and tenure of housing to meet
Estimated capacity:
between Cuffley and Potters Bar
Ancient woodland to the north –
identified local needs:
33 dwellings
Strong.
Site could deliver affordable housing
Physical and visual openness:
and make provision for Lifetime
Impacts/constraints requiring
Homes.
mitigation:
High Physical and Visual openness
6.6: Provision of training, skills
Conclusion:
development and lifelong learning:
 The whole of the site is an ecosite. Forms a highly prominent landform in
the landscape.
Overall, the proposed boundaries
Site is within walking distance of
 Adjacent to a Wildlife site
would weaker than the existing
education establishments.
 Presence of protected species.
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
Views of central London from the site. boundary and boundaries would only
 Adjacent to Ancient Woodland
be
partially
definable
by
physical
4.4: Protection/enhancement of
 Proximity of AAS
Potential for Cumulative Impact
features
open space and landscape
Forms
a
group
with
Cuf5,
Cuf6,
and
character, retaining local
Delivery timescales:
Cuf7
which
would
have
a
greater
Development
of
this
site
would
result
in
distinctiveness:
0-5/6-10 years
impact on the gap between Potters Bar further ribbon development to the
Site has medium-high landscape
and
Cuffley
(and
the
strategic
gap
south
of
The
Ridgeway
sensitivity. The WHBC Green Belt
NB: Cuf10 is a sub-part of a larger
between Potters Bar and Cheshunt).
Review indicates the site contributes
site; Cuf4
significantly to maintaining settlement
pattern. Mitigation: Development of
site should conform to Local Plan
policies related to the protection of
open spaces. The scale, layout and
design of development should seek to
reduce significant effects on landscape
character and local distinctiveness.
4.6: Protection/enhancement of
biodiversity and geodiversity:
Site is within 250m of a Local Wildlife
Site. Mitigation: Development of site
should conform to Local Plan policies
related to the protection/enhancement
of biodiversity and good design.

Strategic Advantages and
Disadvantages
Advantages: None
Disadvantages: None

Deliverable within 0-10 years (moderate in favour)
GB Study: Cuf10 forms part of Cuf4. This site makes a significant contribution to one national purpose, safeguarding the countryside from encroachment and a significant contribution to the local purpose of mainataining a gap between Cuffley
and Potters Bar. Although it is a much smaller site than Cuf4, which this site (Cuf10) forms a sub-part of ; the steep topography of this site means it is highly visible and forms a prominent landform in the landscape. Development would be
highly visible in the wider landscape (moderate weight against).
Green Belt Boundary: Overall, the proposed boundaries would weaker than the existing boundary and boundaries would only be partially definable by physical features. It would also reinforce the pattern of ribbon development along the
southern side of The Ridgeway (moderate/significant against)
Sustainability Appraisal: More than two times more double positives than double negatives. (Moderate in favour).
Flood Risk: Passes the sequential test.
Strategic advantages/disadvantages: None
On balance, the harm to the Green Belt, the together with weaker Green Belt boundaries outweighs the benefits of the site and the site should NOT be considered for allocation.

Policy
None - no change to Green Belt boundary.
implication

Site ref
Cuf12

Housing & Employment Land
Availability Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt

PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
180 dwellings
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Proximity to Northaw Great Wood
SSSI and Wormley-Hoddesden
Park South SSSI
 Proximity of AAS
 A specific flood risk assessment of
the site would be required at
planning application stage, SUDs
design would need to take specific
account of topography to manage
overland flows.
 Traffic Assessment required.
 Waste water upgrades.
Delivery timescales:
0-10

Summary

Green Belt Study Review (Parts 1
and 2)
Contribution to National Purposes:
(Note: Cuf12 forms part of Cuf5)
Significant for safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment
Partial to checking unrestricted sprawl
of large built areas of London
Contribution to Local Purpose:
Significant - contributes to the gap
between Cuffley and Potters bar
Physical and visual openness:
High Physical and Visual openness
Forms a prominent landform in the
landscape.
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Forms a group with Cuf4, Cuf6, and
Cuf7 which would have a greater
impact on the gap between Potters Bar
and Cuffley (and the strategic gap
between Potters Bar and Cheshunt).

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal
Existing:
Formed by the settlement edge of
Cuffley, comprising of the boundaries
of residential properties - Moderate.
Proposed:
South west boundary would comprise
of fragmented tree belt/hedge – Weak
South east boundary formed by
Northaw Road East -Strong
Western boundary formed by private
access road adjacent to Hempshill
Brook – Moderate
There is no definable northern
boundary on the ground - Weak
Comment: Amended boundary would
be weaker than existing, with no
physical features on the ground to
define the extensive northern
boundary.
Conclusion:
A reduced site area formed of the infill
area between Cuf7 and the existing
settlement boundary would form a
more logical and defensible boundary.
Whilst the northern boundary of a
reduced site would still not be defined
by existing physical features, the area
concerned would be significantly less
than the full length of the northern
boundary promoted for the whole of
Cuf12.

Sustainability Appraisal
Significant positives (++) Total 7:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air
pollution:
Site is within walking distance of an
Employment Area. It is within 400m of
six bus stops and 1400m of Cuffley
Railway Station.
5.1: Provision of the right amount,
type and tenure of housing to meet
identified local needs:
Site could deliver affordable housing
and make provision for Lifetime
Homes.
6.6: Provision of training, skills
development and lifelong learning:
Site is within walking distance of
education establishments.

Flood Risk Sequential and
Exception Test

Strategic Advantages and
Disadvantages

Sequential Test result:
Advantages: Possibility of GP surgery
Pass - 98% of the site falls within Flood (subject to viability).
Zone 1, with the remainder within
Flood Zones 2 and 3a/b. A sequential Disadvantages: None
approach to layout that restricts
development to Flood Zone 1 within
the site is feasible. Therefore, the site
passes the Sequential Test and the
Exception Test does not need to be
applied at this stage.

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 2
4.4: Protection/enhancement of
open space and landscape
character, retaining local
distinctiveness:
Site has high landscape sensitivity.
The WHBC Green Belt Review
indicates the site contributes
significantly to maintaining settlement
pattern.
Mitigation:
Development of site should conform to
Local Plan policies related to the
protection of open spaces. The scale,
layout and design of development
should seek to reduce significant
effects on landscape character and
local distinctiveness.

Deliverable within 0-10 years (moderate in favour)
GB Study: Cuf12 forms part of Cuf5 .The site makes a significant contribution to the national Green Belt purpose of safeguarding the countryside from encroachment. It also makes a significant contribution to the Local Purpose and a partial
contribution to checking unrestricted sprawl of large built areas of London. It has high physical and visual openness its steep and prominent topography means that part of the site is highly visible within the wider landscape. The site is located
within a parcel which makes a significant contribution towards checking unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas of London. It also forms a group with other sites, which cumulatively if developed would have a greater impact on the strategic
gap between Potters Bar and Cheshunt. This site, along with others in this strategic parcel, has made a valuable contribution in checking urban sprawl. Overall, the role that this site makes to the purposes of the Green Belt is weighted
significant against.
Green Belt Boundary: Overall, new Green Belt boundaries formed by Cuf12 would be predominately weaker than the existing boundary and the long northern boundary of Cuf12 would not be defined by physical features (significant against).
However, a reduced site area formed of the infill area between Cuf7 and the existing settlement boundary would form a more logical boundary, restricting development to the frontage with the B156. The northern boundary of a smaller infill site
would still not be defined by existing physical features but the area concerned would be significantly less than the full length of the northern boundary associated with Cuf12.
Sustainability Appraisal: More than three times more double positives than double negatives (significant in favour)
Flood Risk: Passes the sequential test.
Strategic advantages: Possibility of GP surgery (subject to viability) (potentially - minor in favour). Strategic disadvantages: None
Conclusion: On balance, the adverse impact on the Green Belt and weak boundaries weigh against allocating the whole of the Cuf12 for development.
However, restricting development to the frontage with the B156 as an infill site between Cuf7 and the existing urban boundary with Cuffley would have much less impact and on this restricted basis only, the site should be considered for
allocation, alongside other Cuffley sites.

Policy
If a reduced area of the site is allocated for housing - the Green Belt boundary will need to be amended alongside Cuf7.
implication

Appendix K

Rural Areas Housing Sites - Maps and Background Tables
The maps on the following page illustrate all of the sites
considered within the HELAA.
For the purposes of this Sites Selection Background Paper,
only sites that passed the Stage 2 HELAA Assessment and are
large enough to be allocated (10 or more in town, 5 or more in
excluded villages) have been considered.

Rural North HELAA Results map

Rural South HELAA Results Map

Site ref

Hat15

Summary

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Contribution to National
Purposes:

Sustainability Appraisal

Existing
Significant positives (++) Total: 6
Site is surrounded by Green Belt, so no 4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
existing boundary in this area.
from transport; and
PDL/Greenfield:
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Significant in safeguarding the
Mainly Greenfield with limited
countryside from encroachment
Nearest Green Belt/urban boundary is
Site is within walking distance of an
PDL at Symondshyde Farm.
formed by Hatfield Avenue to the south- Employment Area.
Contribution to Local Purpose:
east. (Private road – local distributor
Achievable:
road) and to the rear of commercial
5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
Some uncertainty due to viability Partial contribution: Site is located
premises/parking areas in Frobisher
tenure of housing to meet identified local
once infrastructure costs
within the primary local gap between Way (Moderate)
needs: Site could deliver affordable housing
(especially transport, education
Hatfield and Wheathampstead and
and make provision for Lifetime Homes.
Proposed: Mixed strength of boundary:
and sewerage infrastructure have makes a partial contribution to the
been factored in).
visual perception of the settlements Symondshyde Lane/ Hammonds Lane 6.6: Provision of training, skills development
with clear views of Hatfield although to south-west – unclassified (moderate) and lifelong learning: Site is within walking
Estimated capacity:
there is visual perception of
distance of education establishments.
1130 dwellings
Wheathampstead due to woodland
Ancient woodland to north/ north-west
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 3
and topography.
(strong)
Impacts/constraints requiring
4.4: Protection/enhancement of open space
mitigation:
Physical and visual openness:
North/north-eastern boundary: Ancient and landscape character, retaining local
Physical openness: Mixed - some
woodland (strong) and mature
distinctiveness:
 Highways impact
hedgerow with a gap defined by a ditch Site has high landscape sensitivity.
 Impact on adjoining woodland development on site.
with scrub (weak)
Mitigation: The scale, layout and design of
wildlife sites
Visual Openness: Low – Mixed.
development should seek to reduce significant
 Setting of listed building at
Views are largely contained by
South-eastern boundary: Farm track
effects on landscape character.
Symondshyde Farm
woodland to the south, west and
(weak)
 Any constraint from existing
north, and a ridge line following the
4.5: Conservation/enhancement of the
minerals permission covering
western
most
PROW.
Southern
boundary:
Farm
track/ditch
borough’s character, historic environment,
SE part of site
and
hedgerow
(weak/moderate)
and heritage/cultural assets:
 Site is dependent upon a
Potential
for
Cumulative
Impact
Site is in proximity to Listed Buildings and an
sustainable transport package
Comments:
AAS.
being delivered.
Does not form a group
South/south-eastern boundaries defined Mitigation: Development of site should conform
by farm track would be weak.
to Local Plan policies related to the protection of
Delivery timescales:
heritage assets and good design.
6-10/11-15 (needs to await
Conclusion:
mineral extraction and provision
Green Belt boundaries may be less of
4.6: Protection/enhancement of biodiversity
of sewerage and transport
an
issue
here,
as
the
site
is
a
proposed
and geodiversity:
infrastructure).
free-standing settlement within the
Site is adjacent to Local Wildlife Sites and
Green Belt. Care should be taken with
Ancient Woodland.
establishing south-eastern long term
Mitigation: Development of site should conform
boundary in particular, as encroachment to Local Plan policies in relation to the
would tend towards coalescence with
protection/enhancement of biodiversity and
north of Hatfield (particularly if Hat 1
good design.
developed).

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
Surface water flow route runs northsouth through the eastern area of
the site. A sequential approach to
layout and the use of sustainable
drainage systems (SuDS) could be
used to suitably manage surface
water flood risk to, within and from
the site.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
The creation of a new free-standing
settlement, allowing bespoke design
without significant constraint by
existing residential areas with primary
school and a shop and community
building provision within the
development area.
Disadvantages:
None.

 HELAA: The site is could come forward within years 6-15 years of the plan period. This is attributed moderate/minor weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: The site makes a significant contribution to one national Green Belt purpose and partial contribution to local purpose. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: New boundaries formed by physical features defining Hat15 are mixed in terms of strength. Whilst the northern boundary would be strong, much of the southern boundary would be weaker than the existing (distant) boundary
and care would be needed to prevent merging with the north of Hatfield. On balance, this is attributed minor weight against the site.
 SA: The site has twice as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 Flood Risk: Passes the sequential test
 Strategic Advantages: Delivery of a primary school, shop and community building alongside housing growth moderate weight in favour.
On balance, the benefits of the site mean that it should be considered for allocation.

Policy
implication If the site is allocated, amend Green Belt boundaries to define edge of new settlement

Site ref

GTLAA08

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Contribution to National
Purposes:
Partial to preserving the setting and
special character of historic towns,
Hatfield Historic Park and Garden
lies directly to the south

Existing: The site is within the green
belt and remote from the nearest
settlement‘s green belt boundary
(Welwyn Garden City). This boundary is
primarily made up of properly
boundaries.

Significant positives (++) Total: 3
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within 400m of two bus stops.

Estimated capacity:
4 gypsy and traveller pitches

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Partial within a secondary local gap
between Mill Green and Essendon
but does not reduce the gap

Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Site access layout
 surface water flood risk and
possible fluvial flood risk
 Air and noise pollution
 Land leveling
 Heritage impacts

Physical and visual openness:
Low Physical and visual openness
The site is enclosed, views from the
site are very contained. There is
Development on part of the site
(mobile homes) and urban
influences on the remainder due to
dumping of waste material.

Proposed:
Property boundaries of Barbraville site
(moderate), property boundary of
sewage treatment works (moderate), no
definable boundary to golf course
(weak)

Sequential Test result:
Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1.
An ordinary watercourse runs
through the site, and the site is
subject to surface water flood risk.
These risks have not been assessed
in the SFRA Level 2. A site-specific
Flood Risk Assessment would be
required.

Delivery timescales:
0-10 years

Potential for Cumulative Impact
The site is isolated and forms part of
a group with WGC1

Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Unknown
Achievable:
Yes

Summary

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Site would provide 5% or more of total need for
gypsy and traveller pitches

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

Significant negatives (– –) Total: 0
Conclusion:
Green Belt boundaries are less of an
issue here as the site would be inset
within the green belt. Care should be
taken to establish clearly defined
boundaries along the northern and
eastern boundaries to the golf course..

 HELAA: The site could come forward within the 10 years of the plan period. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: The site makes a partial contribution to one national Green Belt purpose and local purpose, and has a low level of physical openness. This is attributed minor weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: the site would need to be inset within the Green Belt. Half of the new boundaries would be of moderate strength and clearly defined; however the remaining boundaries would be weak and not clearly defined and would need
to be established. This is attributed minor weight in favour of the site.
 SA: The site has three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
On balance, the benefits of the site outweigh the adverse impacts on the purposes of the green belt. The site should be considered for allocation.

Policy
If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
implication  Amend green belt boundaries to align with those described above.

Site ref

GTLAA09

Housing & Employment
Land Availability
Assessment
Urban/Green Belt:
Green Belt
PDL/Greenfield:
Greenfield
Achievable:
Yes
Estimated capacity:
Up to 15 pitches
Impacts/constraints requiring
mitigation:
 Mineral excavation and
restoration
 Noise and air pollution

Green Belt Study Review
(Parts 1 and 2)

Green Belt Boundary Appraisal

Contribution to National
Purposes:
Significant in safeguarding the
countryside from development The
site displays typical countryside
characteristics, no development and
no significant encroachment.

Existing: The site is close to the
existing Green Belt boundaries of
Hatfield - Hatfield Avenue (moderate)
and property boundaries of Hatfield
Garden Village (moderate). Land
between the site and Hatfield Garden
Village has been promoted for housing
(Hat1) which would bring the Green Belt
boundary up to Coopers Green Lane
(moderate)

Contribution to Local Purpose:
Limited or No
Physical and visual openness:
High physical openness and mixed
visual openness
Potential for Cumulative Impact
Forms a group with Hat1 and Hat15

Delivery timescales:
0-10yrs

Summary

Sustainability Appraisal

Flood Risk Sequential Test

Significant positives (++) Total: 6
Sequential Test result:
4.2: Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions Pass – Site is within Flood Zone 1
from transport; and
4.3: helping to avoid/reduce air pollution:
Site is within walking distance of Hatfield
Business Park Employment Area. It is within
400m of one bus stop.

Strategic advantages and
disadvantages
Advantages:
None
Disadvantages:
None

5.1: Provision of the right amount, type and
tenure of housing to meet identified local
needs:
Proposed:
Site would provide 5% or more of total need for
Site would be inset from the Green Belt. gypsy and traveller pitches
New boundaries would be Coopers
Green Lane (Moderate) Hedgerow
6.6: Provision of training, skills development
(moderate) and an open field/no
and lifelong learning:
definable feature (weak).
Site is within walking distance of education
establishments.
Fragile Gap:
At present the site is not within a fragile
Significant negatives (– –) Total: 1
gap between settlements. However,
should both Hat1 and Hat15 be
4.10: Promotion of conservation and
allocated, the site would then be within sustainable use of productive agricultural
a 1km gap between Hatfield and the
land:
new excluded settlement. In these
Site is located within Grade 2 land.
circumstances, the reduction of the gap Mitigation:
by the site would, however, be marginal. Conservation and sustainable use of agricultural
land in conformity with Local Plan policies.
Conclusion:
Green Belt boundaries may be less of
an issue here, as the site would be inset
within the Green Belt. Care should be
taken to establish clearly defined
boundaries along the western boundary
which is currently open field.

 HELAA: The site could come forward within the 10 years of the plan period. This is attributed moderate weight in favour of the site.
 GB Study: Site makes a significant contribution to one Green Belt purpose and has high to mixed levels of openness. This is attributed moderate weight against the site.
 GB Boundary: the site would need to be inset within the Green Belt. The majority of new boundaries would be of moderate strength and clearly defined; however the western boundary would be weak and not clearly defined and would need
to be established. This is attributed minor weight in favour of the site. In the event that Hat1 and Hat15 are allocated and excluded from the Green Belt, this site would marginally reduce a fragile gap between them. This is attributed minor
weight against the site.
 SA: The site has more than three times as many significant positives as significant negatives. Overall, this is attributed significant weight in favour of the site.
On balance, the benefits of the site are considered to marginally outweigh the adverse impacts upon the Green Belt. The site should be considered for allocation.

Policy
If the site were allocated, the following would be required:
implication  Amend green belt boundaries to align with those described above.

